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The first and second phases of the study
ObjectJ ves of Phase Three
Methods
Response



























Persons completing questions on policy
Type of system in the HD/SDA for managing health centres
Officers in the different types of systems
Relation of system types to sectors in the IID/SDA
Arrangements for the day-ta-day administration of health centres
preferred by IID/SDAS
Policy of HD/SDAs employing at least one person based in a health
centre to undertake its administration, on backgrounds, training,
career structure and salaries for such persons
Limited response to questions on policy for health centre
administrator type posts




Criteria for deciding between grades for health centre
administrator typ~ posts
Preference of II0/SDJl.s on wh€!ther general practitioners should
contl"ibute to payment of health centre administratol"S
Preference of HD/SDffi on who should employ health centre reception
staff
Preferred arrangements for liaison between person(s) based in the
health centre responsible for day-ta-day administration, and
other officers in thp. district
Attitudes towards health centre house committees
Importance of committees
Membership of committees
Other persons mentioned as appropl"iate for a health centI'e house
committee
Existence of health care planning team for community or primary health
care services
Informa.tion about individual health centreS
Persons completing qu~stioos on individual health centres
Year of opening of health centres
Total number of general practitioners in the health centres
The number of practices wOl"king from health centres
Adjacent premises
Consultant sessions in health centl"eS and adjacent premises
Other services provided in health centres
House committe€!5 in health centres











































Cho.ractcri~tics of those responsihle for the day-ta-day administration of Health Centres
Titles of those named as I'oe-sponsible for the day-to-day
administration of health centr(!~
Employment arrangements of those responsible for the day-ta-day
administration of he~lth centre~
Salary r,rades of those responsi!Jle for the day-ta-day
adrnini!:tration of health centres
(8) Salary grades for the various job titlE'S
(b) Salary r,rades for various employment categories
(c) Salary ~rades of selected staff responsible for the
day-to-day administration of h~alth centres, in relation
to the salary scales preferred for such administrators




Response by health districts end single district areas
Response from Districts and Single District Areas for N.H.S.
Regions.
Response by estimated number of health centres.
No. of Health centres in Districtsand Single District Areas
responding and not responding for N.H.S. Regions.
Titles of officers completing Questionnaire A about policy
of HD/SDA on administration of health centres.
Number of centres in HD/SDA by type of administrative system.
Types of officers in the different types of 'system' in
HD/SDAs for managing health centres.
Preferred arrangements for day-to-day administration of
health centres by health dis'tricts and single district areas.
Arrangements for day-to-day administration of health centres
preferred by Health Districts and Single District Areas.
Arrangements for day-to-day administration of health centres
preferred by HD/SDAs by actual employment categories of
those responsible for the day-to-day administration of
health centres for one person centres.
Table 11 Arrangements for day-to-day administration of health centres
preferred by HD/SDAs by actual employment categories of
those responsible for the day-to-day administration of
health centres for two person centres.
Table 12 ArrangeJrents for day-to-day administration of health centres
preferred by HD/SDAs by actual employment categories of those
responsible for the day-to-day administration of health
centres for three person centres •
Table 13 Types of background factors mentioned as suitable for staff
employed by the health authority in a health centre to carry
out day-to-day administration •
Table 14 Types of training which it was the policy of the HD/SDA to
give to staff employed in a health centre to carry out day-
to-day administration.
Table 15 Types of training which it was the policy of the HD/SDA to
give to those staff newly appointed to health centre
administrator posts by salary grade(s) thought appro?riate
by HD/SDAs for staff undertaking the day-to-day administration
of health centres.
Table It> Types of training which it was the policy of the HD/SDA to
give to staff already in health centre administrator posts
by salary grade(s) thought appropriate by HD/SDAs for staff
undertaking the day-to-day administration of health centres.
Table 17 Career structure thought appropriate for staff employed by
the health district/SDA to undertake day-to-day administration
in a health centI"!. by the type of system for administering
health centres in the district/SDA.
Table 18 Whether or not a career structure was envisaged for health
centre administrators by the number of centres in the HD/SDA.
Table 19 Salary grades preferred by HD/SDAs for staff based in health





























'Table 20 tl_T..N!IlC'..... of HD/SDAs on who should P<l;Y the salaries of
person" in hcd~th centr<>s enploy',d "to undertak.., day-to-day
adwin istration .
Table 21 Preference of HD/SOAs on who should employ general practitioner
reception staff in health centres
Table 22 Preference of HO/SOAs on who should employ reception staff by
who employs reception staff in h.."J.tl1 centres.
Table 23 Views on the importance of having a health centre house
committee by type of HO/SOA.
Table 24 Views of HD/SDls on the importance of having health centre
house committees, and cxtstence of a house committee in
their health centres.
Table 25 Preferred membership of health centre house committees.
Table 26 Title of administrative offic~preferred, if stated, for
membership of health centre house committee
Table 27 Other persons mentioned as appropriate for membership of
the health centre house committee
Table 28 Existence of a permanent or ad hoc health care planning team,
wholly or substantially concerned with community/prill'ary
health care services for districts/SOAs, by the type of
system for administering health centres in the district/SDA.
Table 29 Titles of officers complating Questionnaire B on individual
health centres.
Table 30 Year of opening of health centres in the survey according to
respondents.
Table 31 Number of pra~tices by total nUlI'ber of general practitioners
in the health centre
Table 32 Number of practices in l1ealth centre by total nlllli::ler of
general practitioners working mainly in the centre.
Table 33 Types of health service premises adjacent to health centres •
Table 34 Numbers of health centres where consultant sessions of varioCla
kinds were held either in the centre itself or if n01: in
adjacent premises.
Table 35 Numbers of health centres wh..,re various services were provided,
either in the centre it'lelf, or if not in adjacent premises
Table 36 Existence of house committee in health centre by total number
of general practitioners.
Table 37 Existence of house committee in h~alth centres by nUll'ber of
practices.
Table 38 Employer of reception staff by total number of general
practitioners in the health centre.
Table 39 Employer of reception staff by Dumber of practices in health
centre.
Table 40 Persons mentioned as responsible for day-to-day administration
in health centres.
Table 41 The number of persons responsible for day-to-day administration
in health centres, according to the type of system in health
districts/SOAs for administering health centres.
Table 42 Health centres where two persons were mentioned as responsible
for day-to-day administration - combinations of titles of
persons.
(vi)
Table ~3 Health centres where three persons were mentioned as
reaponaib~o £Or day-to-day administration in combinations




Employment arrange"'ents of persons mentioned as responsible
for day-to-day administration in health centres.
Health centres with one person :"'-'l1":<,oned as responsible for
day-to-day administration tr,,::.." titles and employment
arranger.1ents.
Health "entMs where two persons w",re rr.entioned as responsible






Table ~7 Health c~ntres with two persons rrentioned as responsible for
day-to-day administration their titles and employment
arrangements.
Table ~8 Health centres whc!'e three persons were mentioned as
responsible for day-to-day administration combinations
of employment nr'l.'angements.
Table ~9 Health centres with three perscns mentioned as responsible for
day-to-day administration - their titles and employment
arrangements.
Table 50 Titles and sala':')' grades of persons responsible for day-to-
day administration in health centres with one person
mentioned as responsible.
Table 51 Titles and salary grades of persons responsible for day-to-
day administration in health centres with two persons
mentioned as responsible.
Table 52 Titles and salary grades of persons responsible for day-to-day
administration in health centres with three persons mentioned
as responsible.
Table 53 '3alary grades and employment category of persons responsible
fer day-to-day administration in health centres with one
rerson mentioned as responsible.
Table 54 ::alary grades and employment category of persons responsible






Salary grades and employr.1ent categories of persons responsible
for day-te-day administration in health centres with three
persons responsible.
Salary grade(s) thought appropriate by HD/SDA by salary
grade of selected staff involved in the day-to-day
administration of health centres for 'one person'. 'two
person. and 'three person' health centres.
For staff with titl(, Health Centre Administrator.
Title of those administering health centres by who pays their
salary in health centres where one person is mentioned as
responsible for the day-to-day administration.
Title of those administering health centres by who pays their
salary in health centres where 1:'''''0 persons are mentioned as









For staff with titl8 Senior Secretary or Senior
Roceptionist
For staff with title Secretary or Receptionist.





























Title of those administering health centres by who pays
their salary in health centres where three persons are
mentioned as responsible for the day-ta-day administration.
Who pays the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for
the day-to-day administration of health centres by
employment category of these per<1ons for health centres where
cne per;1cn was mentioned as being re"i'onsible for the day-
to-day ',l~,~ministration.
lI'ho pay." the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for
the dao"·-to-d;J.y administration of health centres by employment
category ·:'If these person~ for health centres where two persons
were me>: ticneJ es being responsible for the day-ta-day
administration.
Who pays the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for
the day-ta-day administration of health centres by employment
category of th~stc persons for health centres where three
persons Here mimtioned as being responsible for the day-to-day
aclministratior: •
Who pays the 8ala11' of persons mentioned as responsible for
the day-to-day administration of health centres by salary
grade of these persons for health centres where one person
was mentioned as being responsible for day-to-day
administration.
Who pays the salary of persons rr..mtioned as responsible for
the day-to-day administration of health centres by salary
grade of these ~ersons for health centres where two persons
were mentioned as being responsible for day-to-day administration.
Who pays the salary ef persons mentioned as responsible for
the day-to-day administration of health centres by salary grade
of these persons for health centres where three persons were
mentioned as being responsible for day-to-day administration •
Whether or not salary cost of selected staff for one person,
two person and three person centres was paid entirely by the
HD/SDA, or entirely by the general practitioners in the
health centre or shared, by the preferences on this matter
expressed by respondents from the HD/SDAs.
For staff with title Health Centre Administrator
Ditto. For staff with title Clerk/Clinic Clerk
Ditto. For staff with title Senior Secretary/Senior
Receptionist and Secretary/Receptionist •
Ditto. For staff with title Practice Administrator
Previous experience (type of job) for selected persons
responsible for day-to-day administration of health centres by
numbers of persons involved in administration of centre •
Whether previous work experience (if any) of those indicated
as responsible for the day-to-day administration of health
centres included experience of work in the health service
(including general practice) - by job title and for one. two
and three person centres.
Type of Health Services and Local Government experience in
previous jobs for staff with responsibility for day-to-day
administration for Health Centres - ror staff from Centres
with one, two or three persons responsible for their
administration •
i(viii)
Type of experience outside Health Services and/or Local Govern-
ment in previous jobs for those with and without health service
and/or local government experience in previous jobs for selected
staff with day-to-day responsibilities for health centre
administration - for centres where one, two and three persons
were responsible for their administration.
The perscr.sto whom those who are mentioned as responsible for
day-to-day administration of health centres are accountable,
by title of those responsible, for centres where one, two or
three persons are responsible.
Titles of the 'administrator in the district' or'other person'
to whom selected categories of persons responsible for day-to-day
administration in the health centre are directly accountable
for centres with one person responsible.
Titles of the 'administrator in the district' or 'other person'
to whom selected categories of persons responsible for day-to-day
administration in the health centre are directly accountable,
for centres with two persons respensible.
Titles of the 'administratcr in the district' or 'other person'
to whom selected categories of persons responsible for day-to-day
a~~inistration in the health centre are directly accountable
for centres with three persons responsible.
Whether or not those responsible for day-to-day administration
participated in regular meetings with other staff in the
district (or area in single district areas) - for selected
job titles for centres where one person, two persons and





Regular meetings with other staff in district (or area in single
district areas) most commonly attended by indicated types of staff
with day-to-day administration responsibilities for health centres -
for centres where one person, two persons or three persons are
responsible •
Role on the house committee (where it exists) of pel'sons respons-
ible for day-to-day administration in centres where one person
is responsible •
Table 84 Role on the house committee (where it exists) of persons respons-





Table 85 Role on the house committee (where it exists) of persons respons-
ible for day-ta-day administration in centres where three
persons are responsible.
Table 86 Employment category of those responsible for the day-to-day admin-
istration of health centres by total number of general practitioners
practising from the health centre for one perscn centres.
Table 87 Employment category of those responsible for the day-to-day admin-
istration of health centres by 'complexity' of the health centres
for one person centres.
Table 88 Employment category of those responsible for the day-to-day admin-
istration of health centres by total number 0f general practitioners
practising from the health centre for two person centres.
Table 89 Employment category of those responsible for the day-to-day admin-
istration of health centres by 'complexity' of the health centres
for two person centres.
Table 90 Employment category of those responsible for the day-to-day admin-
istration of health centres by total number of general practitioners




















Table 91 Employment category of those responsible for the day-to-day
administration of health centres by 'complexity' of the
health centres for three person centres.
Table 92 Proportions of administrators in employment category A, B
and C on salary grades of GAA or above according to the
total number of general practitioners working from the
centre a'ld by the number of administrators listed as
responsible for its day-to-day administration.
Table 93 Proportions of administrators in employment category A, B
and C on salary grades of GAA or above according to the
complexity of the centres and by the number of administrators




















The survey and response rates
This is the report of a survey addressed to all district administrators
and administrators of single district areas in England in mid-1977 with
the purpose of discovering what were the preferred policies and actual
practices in these districts and areas concerning the administration of
health centres. Ninety-four per cent of those approached responded and
their answers covered a similar proportion of the health centres then
functioning in England. OUt of the 193 HD/SDAs for which a response was
available, 23 did not have health centres in operation at the time so the
results which follow are based on the 170 HD/SDAs responsible for at least
one health centre and relate to a total of 710 health centres.
Systems within HD/SDAs '}or administering health centres
One of two basic approaches appeared to be adopted in most cases;
(1) the' geographical' approach where the health centres were administered
as part of a collection of both primary and acute hospital service
facilities defined in geographical terms; (2) The 'community approach'
where health centres in any HD/SDA or small locality were administered as
part of a collection of predominantly 'community' services. The community
approach was adopted in about 60 per cent of the HD/SDAs and the geographi-
cal approach by about 33 per cent, the remaining HD/SDAs adopted arrange-
ments which could not be easily classified in general terms. (See pages
4 and 5) •
The number of staff per centre stated to be responsible for their day=to-day
administration
In about 75 per cent of the centres one person was named as having
this responsibility (we refer to these as one person centres), for 19 per
cent of the centres two persons were named (two person centres), and for
5 per cent, three persons were mentioned (three person centres) (page 17).
Types of staff responsible for the day-to-day administration of health
centres
Among one person centres, the most common arrangement was to have an
administrator (often but not necessarily titled health centre administrator)
employed by the health authority and based at a health centre. Usually












this officer had responsibility for just a single centre but sometimes the
responsibility extended to more than one centre and/or to clinics or a
small hos;:ital. In tot".l 56 per cent of the one person centres were
administered on a day-to-day basis by a health authority employed officer
based locally either in that centre itself or in another centre whose
raison d'etre was to administer that centre together with possibly other
centres and premises. We will refer to such staff henceforth as 'Health
Centre Administrators'. A further 14 per cent l~ere administered by a
health authority employee such as a clinic clerk or health visitor in
addition to their other possibly primary duties. Six per cent of one person
centres were administered by an employee of the general practitioners in
the centre. Thus three-quarters of the one person centres were administered
by someone based either at that health centre or another health centre;
and the vast majority of these were health authority employees. The
remaining quarter of the one person centres were administered by an officlOr
employed by the health authority but not based in a health centre. This
person might be a unit acljr,inistrator based at a hospital or someone
centrally based in terrr.s of the health district or single dist:-ict area
such as a sec~or aruninist~a+.or. (pages 17 and 19).
Among the t-wo and three persen centres a wide variety of arrangements
were fOlmd but two patterns recurred fairly frequently. The first was a
combination of one or more staff based at the centre together with one or
more general administrators based elsewher-e than in a health centre,
usually centrally; the second pattern was one of one or more centre based
general administrative staff together with one or more ftmctional officers
such as a domestic services supervisor or nursing officer or community nurse
who might or might not be based at the centre itsel.f, (pagmlB, 20, 21) •
Preferences of HD/SDA respondents concerning day-to-day administration of
health centres
Generally it appears th.lt the arrangements in being at tht'! centres of
an HD/SDA were compatible with those preferred (often HD/SDAs fotmd a number
of alternatives equally acceptable) with two partial exceptions;
(1) in a number of centres where at least one of the administrators involved
in the day-to-day administration of health centres was general practitioner
employed, this was not one of the arrangements indicated as preferred by
the HD/SDA respondent; (2) in a number of cases where the only preferred















responsible for the day-to-day administration of the health centre. in
fact some cen1:res in the corresponding districts or areas were administered
by local centre based staff. (page 6).
Administra1:ive arrangemen1:s in relation to she of the health centre.
The size of the health centre. whether measured in terms of the
general practitioners practising there or the 'complexity' of the centre
(see page 47) as a whole as an organisation to be administered.seemed to
have very little to do with the number of administrators stated to be
responsible for its day-to-day running.
Among the one person centres. the larger the centre. the more likely
it was to be administered by a 'health centre administrator'. Moreover
the larger the health centre at least up to level of those of the order of
a dozen doctors. the more likely it was that such an administrator would
be on a relatively nigh salary grade such as GAAfror above. A probable
reason for the fact that the association of salary grade of the health
centre administrator with the size of centre 'weakened' in the case of the
apparently very large centres is that some of these in effect served as
branch surgeries for a substantial proportion of the general practitioners
working from them and so were less substantial concentrations of primary
health care activity that might at first appear. (pages 47-49) •
Little er no evidence of association of salary grade of locally based
administrators with size of health centres was found in the case of two
and three person centres. (page 49) •
Salarx grades of locally based (i.e. in a health centre) staff with day-to-
day administrative responsibilities for health centres
These staff were generally on the HCO or GAA grades with some en the
CO grade and sen:e a higher grades sueh as SAil. G<onerally
speaking the salary levels of such local health centre based staff was
lower in the case of two and three person centres than in one person
centres. Also' healtb centre administrators' tended to be on a higher
salary grade than locally based staff. for whom health centre adminis-
tration was only a (possibly SUbsidiary) part of their function. (pages
22-27) •

























In one person centres among 'health centre administrators' about a
third of those with responsibility for just one health centre were on
GM or a higher grade, the remainder being almost all graded HCO. AlIlOng
those who had responsibility for more than one centre and/or other
premises predictably the proportion on the higher grades was greater•
Locally based lay staff such as clinic clerks with the administration
of a health centre as just one of their duties tended to be graded as
HCO or CO. (pages 23-24).
Salary grades preferred by HD/SDA respOIldents for locally based staff
for the administration of health centres
Generally these were compatible with those actually found in the
corresponding HD/SDAs except that there was some suggestion that HCO
might have been a more suitable grade for some of those on the CO grade
(page 11). These results rdate to the 119 IID/SDAs dth 'h"alth centre administ_
rators' in post out of th~ 170 with health centres in operation. Generally
speaking respondents from these HD/SDAs IIlOst often suggested the GAA grade
as appropriate for 'health centre administrators' but also relatively often
the grade of HCO. Other more and less senior grades were very seldom
suggested. Of the HD/SDA respondents who gave criteria for deciding which
salary grade was appropriate for a health centre administrator, most
mentioned the size of the centre and the general extent of the services
provided there; although a number expressly mentioned the number of general
practitioners in the ctmtre and the extent of the work done by the
administrator in respect of clinics and other community services (page 11).
career opportunities for ' health centre administrators'
Respondents from HD/SDAs with'health centre administrators' in post
mostly thought there were career opportunities for such officers within
the National Health Service b"yond their present kind of posts. HD/SDAs
with a community-type system for administering health centres within the
district or area were rather more likely to see career opportunities
beyond the health centre than were HD/SDAs with geographical systems
(page 10).
Backgrounds thought appropriate for 'health centre administrators'
About a quarter of the HD/SDA :respondents where such administrators
were in post mentioned having or studying for IHSA qUalifications. Clerical
and secretarial backgrounds however were mentioned much more often than










some kind not necessarily in general practice or cOlllllllmity health was
widely mentioned. (page 9).
Previous ~~rk experience of those responsible for the day-to-day admin-
istration of health centres
Relatively few. even among thoSE! with the title 'health centre
administrator'. (see page 36) had administrative or supervisory experience
in a previous appointment.
Much more common was experience of a secretarial or clerical nature
and/or experience as a receptionist. Roughly half of the staff based at
centres with day-to-day responsibility for their administration had
previous health services (including general practice) experience of some
kind (page 37). Around a third had previous experience in local
government. not necessarily in the health department (page> 39 and 40).
Apart from previous work experience in the health services and/or local
government. some of the officers were reported to have experience gained
in other organisations in the private and public sectors. Of those
responsible for day-to-day administration based in a centre. only about
one-sixth had such experience. For more senior officers based centrally
(that is not in a health centre) previous experience tended in the nature
of things to be administrative or supervisory (page 35); and about a half
had previous experience in local government and most of the rest
experience in some (other) branch of the health services (pages 38 and 39) •
Training thought appropriate for 'health centre administrators'
Respondents from HD/SDAs with such administrators in post mostly
indicated that training was given to such officers either on appointment and/
or at a later stage as in-service training. This training varied from
visits to health centres and other parts of the health services to various
kinds of management courses (pags; 9 and 10) •
Preferred arrangements for liaison between persons based in health centres
responsible for day-to-day administration and other officers in the HD/SDA
About half the HD/SDA respondents preferred that persons in the
health centre should contact both functional and administrative officers
as appropriate and just over a third that liaison should be with an




















Persons to whom those with the day-to-day responsibility for the
administration of health centres were directly accolmtable •
Most of those based at health centres were accountable to a health
authority employed officer, usually a lay administrator such as a sector
administrator or a cOllllDlmity services administrator in the case of one
person centres; very seldom were they responsible to general practitioners
or to a health centre house cOlllll'ittee (pages 42 and 43). The situation
was somewhat more complex in two a':ld three person centres due to the
greater involvement of officers with flmctional rather than general
administrative responsibilities (pages 43 and 44).
Meetings in the HD/SDA attended by those responsible for day-to-day
administration of health centres
About half the 'health centre administrators' attended at least one
meeting with other health authority staff in the HD/SDA, relatively few
of other staff with health centre administration !~sponsibilities based
in the centre did so (page 45) •
Health centre house committees: existence of role of 'health centre
administrator' therein
There was a health centre house committee in just over half of the
one person centres, in a quarter of the two person centres and in one-in-
six of the three person centres (page 46). In one person centres, 'health
centre adminis trators' wore almost all members of these committees and
usually served as secretary. Other staff with responsibility for health
centre administration were much less likely to be members or officers
of such a committee. In two and three person centres, the local staff
responsible for health centre administration were less likely to be members
or officers of a health centre house committee.
Views of HD/SDA respondents on health centre house committees and their
membership
Eighty per cent of the respondents from HD/SDAs considered that having
a house committee in health centres was essential or desirable (page 12).
HD/SDAs who favoured having health centre house committees were more likely
to have them in their centres. As to membership preferred for such



































medical practice on the committee rather than all general practitioners
in the centre. Three-quarters thought that the'heal1:h centre administrator'
if in post, was an essential member of the committee and about 60 per
cent that a nurse based in the centre should serve on the committee•
Respondents were evenly divided about a FPC or receptionist representative
on the cOllllllittee. A consumer representative was not popular,nearly
half of the respondents being definitely against the idea. An adminis-
trative officer from the district or sector was generally thought desirable
as a committee member, usually the sector administrator or a CODlIIl\mity
services administrator was suggested. Other persons written in by the
respondents as appropriate as members of health centre health connnittees
were in order of popularity a dental officer, a community physician, and
a chiropodist; a few mentioned social workers, (page 13) •
contribution by general practitioners to the cost of salaries of those
responsible for the day-to-day administration of health centres: actual
arrangements and preferences of HD/SDA respondents
In one person centres, about half the staff in question were paid for
entirely by the health authority and the cost was shared between general
practitioners and th health authority in some proportion or other for
most of the remainder (page 28). Generally staff with the title clinic
clerk were more usually paid by the health authority and the cost was
shared in the case of those with the title secretary/receptionist. Health
centre administrators, so titled, conformed to the overall pattern mentioned
above. Broadly similar results were obtained for two and three person
centres. Among the respondents from HD/SDAs with 'health centre adminis-
trators' in-post, about half preferred to pay the whole salary of those
employed in a health centre for administration and almost the same
number that the general practitioners should make some contribution•
Broadly speaking, the preferences of HD/SDA respondents conformed with
actual practice in the centres in the HD/SDA (page 11).
Who ernoloyed the general practitioner's recepticnist in a h'1alth centre:
preferences of HD/SDA respondents and actual arrangements.
Forty per cent of the HD/SDA respondents preferred that the health
authority be the employer of such rel:!lPtionists. A similar percentage










and the rest did not have any preference. In the case of centres
administered by HD/SDAs who preferred to employ the receptionist staff
themselves, in two-thirds this was in fact the case. In health centres
administered by HD/SDAs who preferred the general practitioners to employ
receptionist staff, 87 per cent of the general practitioners did in fact
employ their own staff (page 12) •
HD/SDA respondents' comments on particular successes and difficulties
in the health centre administration policies of their HD/SDA
Just over half the HD/SDAs commented on successes and difficulties
and their answers are given in full in Appendix Il (apart from identifying
details relating to particular HIla or SDAs) and summarised on pages 50


















The organisation of the district or area concerned with
running health centres, in partiCUlar problems relating
to co-ordination and communication •
Administration within the health centre, including the pros
and cons of having a locally based health centre administrator
and the value of house committees •
The relationship between HD/SDAs and the general practitioner,
in particular the financial arrangements, who should employ














The first and second phases of the study
This is a report of a survey which formed the third and final phase of
a study of the administration of health centres. Reports on the first 'tWo
phases were issued in 1975 and 1978*. In these phases we .were interested in
finding out what administrative activities were needed in health centres and
who undertook them, and in procedures for decision-making in and about health
centres. In the first phase we looked at the situation before the N.H.S.
Reorganisation of 1974 when health centres were the responsibility of local
government health departments. In the second phase ~Ie looked at health
centre administration after the 1974 Reorganisation, to see what w'!re the
effects of this change and to see if any other changes, not necessarily
connected with Reorganisation, had taken place.
The work carried out in Phases One and Two demonstrated both the variety
of arrangements possible for health centre administration and the general
dearth of information about what arrangements were actually in existence in
health districts and single district areas. l1e decided to try and fill
this gap by conducting a postal survey on the subject, and this survey we
refer to as 'Phase Three' .
Objectives of Phase Three
a) To find out what the preferred policy of single district areas and








b) To find out what the practice in single district areas and health
districts was for administering health centres.
G. E. Baker and J. M. Bevan (1975) Management ~ Administration of
Health Centres, HSRU Report No. 13.
G. E. Baker and J. M. Bevan (1978) The Management & Administration of
Health centres - A study of the affects of the 1974 Reorganisation



























Th;) information for this survey was collected by rr.eans of a postal
questionnaire addressed to district administrators or administrators
of single district areas. In thNe casE'S, where visits were being
mad" by us to a health district/single district area*, just before the
survey was sent out, the sa1Ilt! questionnaires were issued, and some
completed at the visit. the remainder being returned to us later by post.
Two types of questionnaire were used in the survey. Qu"stionnaire
A was concerned with HD/SDA policy and views on health centre administra-
tion, and each district (or single district area) was sent one. fl:J1ch
Questionnaire B related to one health centre and had questions on both
services in the centre and the administrative arrangements in use (see
Appendix for copies of questionnaires and accompanying letters).
The questionnaires were piloted in May 1977, being sent to each
of the six health districts in the Kent Area Health Authority. As a
result of the pilot survey and some comments received on visits to IlD/SDAs .
slightly altered versions of the questionnaires were prepared and sent to
remaining health districts and single district areas at the end of Jtme
1977. The results of the pilot survey were however incorporated into
those of the main surve,y .
Names and addresses of health districts and single district areas,
and the names of their health centres, were obtained from the Health and
Social Services Year Book 1977. A package of questionnaires was addressed
to each district or area administrator as appropriate lnth a request that
they forward thene to appropriate persons for completion. Each package contained
one ' A i questionnaire) ~s many IB' qt:.>eationnaiNs ?1S th~rc wc:r~ listed
health centres, two extra 'B' questionnaires (-to cover any centres not
listed), and a stamped addresned envelope for return to us. Districts with
no centres listed were sent an 'A I questionnaire and two 'B I questionnaires.
A first reminder (a short letter) was sent out in August and a further
letter was sent and telephone contacts made in the following weeks to
HD/SDAs who had not responded, (see Appendix I for copies of letters).
By January 1978 the final replies were received.
























Out of the 205 health districts a.."ld single district areas approached
in the survey 193 (911%) responded. Response from health districts was
slightly better than that from single district areas (see Table 1). The
response as distributed in the health regions was reasonably even through-
out England. In seven regions out of the 111, all HD/SDAs responded; in
two regions one HD/SDA did not respond, and, in the remaining five regions
t,~o HD/SDAa did not respond. (See Table 2).
We estimated the nunDer of health cantres 'missing' from the survey
because of non-response. The number of missing centres was estimated
by counting the health centres listed in the Health and Social Services
Yearbook for 1978 (the year after the survey was sent out) for those
HD/SDAs who had not replied. From this estimate it appears that 55 health
centres out of a total of 765 were nissing from the survey. Thus it is
estimated that 7.2% of health centres were missing, compared to 5.8% of
HD/SDAs. (See Tables 3 and 11) •
The numbers of HD/SDAs and health centres upon which the results are
based
OUt of the 193 health districts and single district areas which
respooded to the survey, 23 did not have health centres, so that they
did not answer Questionnaire 'A' cn their policy and practice in health
centre admir.istration. The anSWp.rs to Questionnaire 'A I then are based
on the replies from the 170 HD/SDAs who had at least one health centre
in operation.
From these 170 HD/SDAs we had details of 700 health centres. In
addition, one HD gave details of its ten health centres but never
returned Questionnaire I A' on district policy and practice. For results
concerned with health centres then, the results given are usually based
on 710 health centres. Where results link the policy of HD/SDAs with




















Policy of the health districts and single district areas on the
administration of health centres
Persons cOllJlleting questions on policy
We asked for the name and position of the officer(s) coq.leting
Questionnaire A (on policy) and Questionnaire(s) B (on individual health
centres). This first section on the results of the survey is about the
policy of the HD/SDA on administering centres, and a relevant ~l..Csticn
is 'who provided these answers about HD/SDA policy?'. In fact a wide
variety of administrative staff did so. (See Table 5). Over one fifth
(23%) were completed by a sector administrator, the next most cor..mon
respondents being a district (or area) administrator (16%). a commtmity
services administrator (14%) and a general administrator (11%).
TYPe of system in the HD/SDA for managing health centres
Information was given by the HD/SDAs on:-
a) the titles of the officers directly responsiblp for the administration
of health centres in their district or area,
b) what responsibilities these officers had, if any, apart from
administering health centres .
From this information we identified three basic systems for administering
health centres, depending on the extent of responsibilities of the officer
(or senior officer if more than one was mentioned) named as responsible for
health centre administration. These systems do~ necessarily coincide with






1. Ge0araphical - where the officer named was responsible for all (or
almost all) of the services within a geographical area, including
acute as well as community services. In some instances the responsib-
ities described excluded a partiCUlar type of service, such as







Cormnuni1:y - where the officer narrod was wholly or primarily responsible
for communi1:y scrvices. In some instances he was not respons~le for all
communi1:y services, or had some additional responsibilities such as for
a small hospital.
Pragmatic - where health centre administration was added to th~













In 95% of HD/SDAs (162 out of 170). only one of the above systems
existed. In the eight remaining HD/SDAs two different system existed in
different parts of the district or area. It s lDuld be noted that classifying
an HD/SDA as having one system. means the same system of organisation is
applied throughout the district or area. (509 T;Jble 6)
Among the HD/SDAs with one system in existence. 60% liere of the 'community'
type. 3'1% 'geographical' and 6% 'pragmatic'. In the eight HD/SDAs where two
syste!llS were in operation. half had at least one •pragmatic , system but
othexwise no particular pattern of combinations emerged.
Officers in the different types of SystelllS
The total number of 'systems' in the survey amounts to 178. (This
conprises tha 162 HD/SDAs with one system. and the 16 system in the eight
HD/SDAs with two systems). In 13'1 out of these 178 systems (75%) only type
of officer was named as responsible for administering health centres. In '11
(23%) two types of officer were named, and ia 3 (2%) three types were named •
The most commonly named type of officer (out of 225) was the sector adrninis-
trator(5l%) followed by the community services administrator (23%), unit
administrator (5%) and senior administrative assistant (5%). These types of
officer accounted for 8'1% of those named. The predominance of the sector admin-
istrator was marked in the 'two I and 'three person' systems - he was lI'.ention"'d in
four fifths of these, corrpared to a little over half of the 'one person' systems.
(See Table 7).
Relation of system types to sectors in the HD/SDA
We did nat ask in the survey about the type of sector organisation which
existed in the HD/SDA (where this tYPe of organisation was adopted). so
we did not know if for instance the HD/SDAs had geographical or functional
























sector administrator was named in one of our system types as being primarily
responsible for a geographical area, or for cOllUllunity services, we assume that
the HD/SDA had a geographical or functional sector organisation respectively,
and we applied this definition for the 162 HD/SDAs (out of 170 HD/SDAs ) with
one system only in operation. USing this definition, 91% of the HD/SDAs with
I geographical' systems in our survey also appeared to have a geographical
sector organisation but only 53% of the HD/SDAs with 'community' systems
appear to have functional sector organisations.
The only information about what sector types actually existed in these
HD/SDAs. at that time was to he found in the Hospital and Health Services
Year Book for 1978. In 19% of these, the sector type was not clear. However
nearly one half had geographical sectors and a third had community sectors.
In our survey the 'systems', divided on the basis of one third 'geographical'
and over half 'collUllunity·. From this we inferred that about one half of our
'collUllunity I types of system were in fact sub divisions of a I geographical'
sector .
Arrangements for the day-to-day administration of health ~ntres preferred
£LHD/SDAs
Those approached were asked to indicate which was the way preferred in
their district/area for arranging the day-to-day internal administration
of its health centres. From among a number of options listed in the question
respondents could indicate more than one option, where they tlere
considered equally appropriate, and in fact many did, see belol<. the full range
of possibilities given in the questionnaire is shown in chart(p.54) ~d included
the following kindsof arrangement:
i) a health authority ell\Ployed administrator based in the centre with or
without other administrative responsibilities;
ii) an administrator, such as a sector administrator,not based at the centre,
to see to the day-to-day administration of the establishment with no
person employed by the health authority being based at the centre itself
for this purpose;
Hi) the HD/SDA to leave the general practitioners of the health centre to
arrange for someone ell\Ployed by the practice(s) to carry out the day-
to-day administration.
Many respondents indicated two or more such options but we begin by
considering the number of respondents in total indicating a preference for each















In health districts (as distinct from single district areas), the most
popular single arrangement was option (A), namely for the district to employ
an administrator (or equivalent by another name) whose sole responsibility
Was for a single health centre and who is based in that health centre. The
next lllOSt popular option was (F), that is 'district to arrange for an
administrator such as a sector administrator or his assistant not based in
the health centre to see to the day-to-day administration of one or more
health centres, no person being employed by the district in the health centre
for its administration.'
The other options each attracted considerably fewer votes and in
particular. the least popular was (G)' namely leaving the general practitioners
in the health centre to arrange for someone employed by the praetice(s) to
carry out the day-to-day administration.
In the single district areas a somewhat different pattern emerged, as
by far the most popular single option was (t) (see above), possiblY a consequence
of some single district areas being relatively compact urban areas, relatively
easy to administer centrally. In sinr~e district areas also, the option that
the general practitioner shOUld be left to make arrangements to administer
the centre, obtained relatively little support •
Since respondents often indicated several options as being equally
acceptable, we now consider the preferance of HD!SDAs as manifested by the
total collection of options preferred by each. (See Table 9)
FortY-three per cent of health districts and 38% of single district areas
only indicated one or more of options (;'), (B). or (C) as preferred. That is
to say they only indicated as a preferred arrangeQoi·nt, a health centre administrator
based at a health centre. possibly with other !'esponsibilities. Additionally
a further 8% of health districts and 7% of single district areas confined their
range of preferences to option (1]). 1. '". th" district to Clrr,ng" for a health
authority employee such as a clinic clerk or a health visitor who is based in
the health centre to undertake administrative tasks in that centre in addition
to their other duties', with or without one or mol"! options (Al, (B), and (C).
That is, this group also indicated preferenCE!; only for a health authority
employee based in the centre to handle day-to-day administration of health
centres. Therefore in all, about half of the respondents felt that a health
centre based health authority employed administrator was the appropriate way



















Conversely 11% of the health district respondents and 21% of the single
district area respondents indiciltod as the only preferred way of administering
centres, option Cl"'), I 'the district to arrange for an administrator such as
a sector administrator or his assistant not based in a health centre to see
to the day-to-day administration of one or more health centres, no persons
being employed by the district in the health centre for its administratiOll'.
A further 6% of health district respondents and 7% of single district area
respondents indicated a preference only for option (E), that is a unit
administrator not based in the health centre but for example in a local
hospital who also undertakes the administration of the health centre, or
of (E) with option (r), (see above), that is again a form of administration
which does not involve having an administrator based in a centre.
Ten per cent of health districts and 1..%of single district areas,
indicated as at least one of their preferences option (.G), namely leavi.ng
the general practitioners in the health centre to arrange for someone employed
by the practices to carry out the day-to-day administration.
The remaining respondents mostly favoured a range of options which
suggested that they found a centre based administrator and an administrator
based elsewhere than in the health centre equally acceptable for the purpose
under consideration .
Tables 10, 11, 12 show the actual arrangements found in health centres
related to the preferences of the health district/single district areas, whose
responsibility they were. Gsnerally speaking the form of administration
found in health centres was compatible with the set of preferred arrangements
indicated by the HO/SOA, with the following exceptions .
1. In the case of a number of centres where the only favoured administrative
arrangement specified by the HO/SOA responsible for that centre was
option (r), that is to say 'sector admnistrator or his assistant not
based in a health centre seeing to the day-to-day IIdministration of the
health centres; this was not in fact the case, the centres being locally
administered.
2 . In the case of a number of centres where an employee of the general
practitiooers was at least one of those indicated as responsible for
the day-to-day administration of the> centre, the corresponding HO/SOA
















Policy of HD/SDAs. employing at least one person based in a health centre
to 1.Uldertake its administration, on backgro1.Ulds, training, career structure
and salaries for such persons
Limited response to questions on policy for health centre administrator
type posts
The questions on backgro1.Uld, training, career structure and
salaries for persons appointed to health centre administrator type
posts, were intended to be answered by HD/SDAs with these staff
in post whether or not HD/SDAs preferred to employ such staff. Of
the 170, HD/SDAs responding in the survey with at least one health
centre functioning, 51 did not have health centre based staff for
administering th~ir health centres. This leaves 119 HD/SDAs to whom
this section applies (on policy for health centre administrator type
posts). However not all of these answered the section, and the
response varied bet\1een 96 and 101 replies (out of 119) for the
various questions .
Backgro1.Ulds considered suitable
Out of tho 98 HD/SDAs answering this question, 24 mentioned
having or studYing for, HSA qualifications, as suitable for health
centre a~~nistration posts. Clerical and secretarial backgro1.Ulds
were mentioned much IJX)re often than administrative or supervisory
experience. Health service experience of some kind, not necessarily
in general practice or community health, was widely mentioned.
Some HD/SDAs specified qualities, such as organising ability, and
tact and charm for getting on well with people. (See Table 13 ) •
Training for staff
Respondents were asked to give details of any training which
it was the policy of the HD/SDA to give (a) to those staff newly
appointed to health centre adrninistrator post and (b) to those staff
already in a health centre administrator post and 98 out of 119
HD/SDAs answered this question.
Of these 98 respondents (including one who said that the question
about type (b) staff was not applicable) who did answer the questions
11 said that it was not the policy of their HD/SDA to give training
to staff in situation (a) or situation (b), 12 gave some training to
newly appointed staff (i.e. in situation (a» but not to staff in





















to newly appointed staff but did give it to those in post. Sixty-
seven gave training to staff of both categories.
Some respondents indicated that it was the policy of the HD/SDA
to give more than one type of training to staff in situa:tion (a)
and/or in situation (b). Table 14 shows the frequency with which
various kinds of training ~Iere mentioned in respect of staff in
situation (a) and in situation (b). For new staff induction courses
and visits to other health centres were easily the most common. For
staff in post various management coursES were mentioned as appropriate.
Tables 15 and 16 set out in further detail the combination
of kinds of training mentioned by respondents for newly appointed
staff and staff already in post as health centre administrators -
separately accordingly to grades thought appropriate for health centre
administrators by the HD/SDAs in question. (See page 11)
Predictably,respondents from HD/SDAs where no grade above HCO
was mentioned as appropriate for health centre administrators, were
less likely to mention any kind of management training than those
specifying HCO as well as a higher grade such as GM or SM, who
were in turn less likely to mention management training than those
from HD/SD'"ewhere the only grade(s) mentioned were GM or above.
The grade of staff thought appropriate for health centre administrators.
did not appear to be related to whether training of some kind was
given.
Career structure
Of the 96 HD/SDAs who answered this question, .
40 thought that a career in health services administration
generally was possible for health centre administrators, and a
further 29 saw a career in community health services administration
as appropriate. Thus a clear majority of those answering recognised
career opportunities above the level of health centres. Only eleven
HD/SDAs felt that there was no career beyond the health centre for
staff in these posts. HD/SDAs with a 'community' type system were
rather more likely to see career opportunities beyond thE> health centre,
than were HD/SDAs with 'geographical' systems. (See Table 17 ).
The number of health centres in the HD/SDA did not have any apparent
effect on the career possibilities thought appropriate, excE.pt that
that those with only one or two centres were more likely to see
career opportunities beyond the health centre than those with more













HD/SDAs were asked to indicate grades thought appropriate
for health centre administrator posts, and of the 100 who answered
this question, 47 mentioned one grade, 53 mentioned two. The
grade most frequently mentionedwas General Administrative Assistant
(77), followed by Higher Clerical Officer (58). Senior Administrative
Assistant (11) and Clerical Officer (4) were far behind in frequency.
(See Table 19). Generally, for staff based iTl health centres,
their actual salary grades coincided with one of those preferred by
the HD/SDAs (See page 24).
Criteria for deciding between grades for health centre administrator
type posts
Out of the 55 HD/SDAs who gave their criteria, the majority
(42) mentioned the size of the centre and general extent of
services provided there. The number of general practitioners in
the centre was another factor mntioned (24), as was t.he extent of
work done by the administrator in clinics and other comnunity services
( 20)
Preference of HD/SDAs on whether general practitioners should
contribute to payment of health centre administrators
Half (51) of the 101 HD/SDAs who answered this question
preferred to pay the whole salary of those employed in a health
centre for its administration. Nearly as many (45) preferred the
general practitioners to make some contribution. Health districts
were more evenly divided than the single district areas on this -
the latter mostly preferred to pay all of the salary. (See Table 20 ).
With some exceptions (see page 28 ) HD/SDAs generally contributed
to the payment of salaries for health centre administrator type
























Preference of HD/SDAs on who should employ health centre reception
staff
HD/SDAs were evenly divided on this question, '71 preferring to
employ staff themselves, 70 preferring the general practitioners to
employ staff, the rest (29) not having a preference. Health districts
were more likely to prefer to employ reception staff themselves than were
single district areas. (See Table 21). In practice, HD ISDAs did not
always employ reception staff in centres as they would have preferred.
In health centres administered by HD/SDAs who preferred to employ
reception staff themselves, two thirds in fact did this. In
health centres administered by HD/SDAs who preferred the general
practitioners to employ reception staff, 87% of the general practitioners
employed their own staff. (See Table 22 ).
Preferred arrangements for liaison between person(s) based in the health
centre responsible for day-to-day administration, and other officers in
the district
Of the 158 HD/SDAs who opted for one liaison arrangement, 56%
preferred that persons in the health centre should contact both
functional and administrative officers, as appropriate, and 37% that
liaison should be with an administrative officer only. Only 3% opted for
contact with functional officers only. OUt of the 12 HD/SDAs who
opted for two types of liaison arrangment, 11 in effect selected
combinations of liaison with functional and administrat i ve officers.
Attitudes towards health centre house committees
Importance of committees
A clear ~ajority (80%) of HD/SDAs considered that having a
house committee in health centres was essential or desirable. Only
three HD/SDAs regarded such committees as undesirable. Rl>latively
more single district areas than health districts regarded committees
as essential, and no SDAs felt that they were undesirable.
HD/SDAs who favoured ha~ing health centre house committees were





























Hn/snAs were asked how important various persons were for
membership of the health centre house committees. Hn/SnAs clearly
preferred to have general practitioner representatives of each
practice in a health centre, rather than all the general practitioners
on the commi'ttee. A substantial majority (78%) also thought a
health centre administrator (if in post) was an essential member of
the committee, and there was more support for having a nurse based
in the centre (59%) as a member than a nursing officer not
necessarily based in the health centre (32%). Feelings about having
an F.P.C. or a receptionist representative were fairly evenly
divided. A consumer representative was not popular, nearly half
the answering Hn/SnAs being against the idea. An administrative
officer from the district or sector was generally thought desirable
as a committee member. Of the 114 Hn/SnAs who specified which
officer they thought most appropriate, 45% selected a sector
administrator, and 23% a community services administrator. (See
Tables 25 and 26).
Other persons mentioned as appropriate for a health centre house
committee
The most frequently mentioned additional person was a dental
officer (44 mentions) followed by a District Community Physician
or Area Medical Officer (26) and chiropodist (22). Community Medical
Officers were mentioned by 16 HD/SDAs but a Consultant only by
one. Social workers were mentioned hy 10. Altogether there were
200 entries for •other persons I. (See Table 27 ) .
Existence of health care planning team for community or primary health
care services
In 27% of the health districts and 48% of the single district
areas there were health care planning teams for community or primary
care services. Most of the remainder reported that they did not have
such a team although a few indicated that these services were considered
within functional health care planning teams, e.g. child health, the
elderly. Health care planning teams for community or primary care
services were more likely to exist in HD/SDAs which had a 'community I

































Information about individual health centres
Persons completing questions on individual health centres
One Questionnaire'B'was completed for each health centre. These
questionnaires were completed by a much wider variety of staff than were
the *A' questionnaires (on HD/SDA policy). Sector administrators
completed nearly a quarter (24%) of the 'B' questionnaires, and together
with community services administrators or their deputies (15%) and health
centre administrators (9%) accounted for 58% of those completing'B'
questionnaires. The remainder were completed by a variety of staff.
(See Table 29 ) .
Year of opening of health centres
Table 30 shows the health centres in the survey by their year of
opening, from 1948 to mid 1977. Few centres (46) came from the period
1948-1966 but in 1967 there is a marked increase, rising to a peak in the
early 1970s. (88 in 1974 alone) and tailing off thereafter. This pattern
of openings reflects the national trend in health centre building shown
in the annual figures for openings given in D.H.S.S. Annual Reports. In
some cases, particularly for older health centres, the date of opening
given in the questionnaire may be approximate, as the centres were built
before the present HD/SDAs had come into existence •
Total number of general practitioners in the health centres
Eighty three per cent of the centres were used by eight or fewer
general practitioners (including those working mainly elsewhere). Indeed
1111% of them were used by less than five family doctors. The average number
of general practitioners using a centre (including those working mainly
elsewhere) was 5.6 while the average number u."ing a centre as their main
surgeries was 5 .0. In fact 11% of general practitioners using health
centres worked mainly elsewhere. In 211 health centres all the general
practitioners holding surgeries there were based mainly elsewhere. In
addition there were five health centres where no general practitioners





























The number of practices working from health centres
In 49% of the centres, all the doctors working there (including those
based mainly elsewhere) were members of a single practice. There were two
practices in 22% of the health centres, three practices in 15% of the
centres and four or more in 13% of the centres. Predictably among the
small centres used by four or fewer general practitioners, the great
majority involved only a single practice although about one in six of
these small centres was used by more than one practice. There were
three or more practices in 37% of the centres used by five to eight
doctors, in 57% of those used by nine to twelve general practitioners •
and in almost all of the larger centres. (See Table 31) •
Adjacent premises
OUt of the 710 health centres. 11% had some type of hospital adjacent •
over half of which were general practitioner hospitals. Seven per cent
were adjacent to clinic premises, 4% were adjacent to some other type of
N.H.S. owned premises, including e.g. offices and ambulance stations.
(See Table 33 ). Therefore. most health centres were not adjacent to
health service premises .
Consultant sessions in health centres and adjacent premises
Almost a quarter of health centres or adjacent premises provided at
least one type of consultant session. The most common specialty was
psychiatry (lO% of health centres) followed by paediatrics (5%). E.N.T. (4%),
orthopaedic (4%) and gynaecology (3%). (See Table 34 ) .
Other services provided in health centres
Apart from the usual services provided by the primary health care
team and consultants. health centres may provide a variety of other health
and related services. The most commonly mentioned of these services was
chiropody{in 81% of health centres) followed by speech therapy (54%) and
school dental services (57%). Over 29% of centres had social work sessions,
21% child guidance, and 16% physiotherapy. 110re rarely found services













House committees in health centres
Nearly half (48%) of health centres had house committees. Centres
were much more likely to have committees if they had opened since 1973.
Also the greater the number of general practitioners or practices in the
health centre, the more likely it was that there would be a house committee.
(See Tables 36 and 37).
Employer of reception staff (see also relevant section on policy)
Reception staff were employed by general practitioners in over
60% of health centres. In the remainder the health authority employed
them, and in a few employment arrangE-ments varied between practices. HD!SDAs
were more likely to be the employers of reception staff in centres with

























Characteristics of those responsiblA for the day-to-day administration
of health centres*
Titles of those na~ed as responsible for th~ day-to-day administration
of health centres.
Raspondents from the: health districts and single district areas were
asked in the case of each health centre in the HD/SDA to list the titles
of person(s) responsible for the day-to-day administration of health
centres. Space for up to three persons was allowed in the questionnaire.
In the case of 538 centres, one person only was listed;in 133 centres, two
persons were listed and in 33 centres, three persons were listed. In the
rest of this report these centres will be referred to respectively as
lone person I, I two person I and 'three person' centres. Six centres had ~
person mentioned as responsible for day-to-day administration and so these
are excluded from this discussion .
Table 40 shows the distribution of all persons responsible for the
day-to-day administration of centres by title, for one person, two person
and three person centres.
Ctle person centres were equally prevalent in 'geographical' and
'community' type systems and more prevalent in' pragmatic I systems (See
Table 41) •
The one person centres
In the case of one person centres but not of the others, health centre
administrators account for a substantial proportion (39%) of the persons
mentioned. Other 'local' employed administrators (clerks, clinic clerks,
secretaries/receptionists) were responsible for the day-to-day administration
of a further 27% of centres. Practice administrators were responsible for
the administration of 3%. Nurses and nursing officers were also responsible
for 3% of the centres.
The centrally based administrators (sector administrators, conununity
service a~~nistretors and most of the class labelled miscellaneous
administrators) accounted for a further 20% of the centres.
It should be noted that in a number of cases,
responsible for more than one health centre.
be accounted in th61 analyses as many times as
which he is concerned.
the same administrator is
Such an administrator would





















(The group we have been labelling miscellaneous administrators
(see Tables 51, 52 and 53) were mostly :relatively senior centrally based staff
in the case of one and two person centres, though in the case of three
person centres, the label clearly covered a wider range of staff).
The two person centres
Only very exceptionally would two persons of the san:e title be
responsible for the same health centre so that effectively for any title,
the proportion of the staff with that "title per health centre is double
that quoted in Table 40 in respect of the total number of persons listed
(i e. working on a base of 133 health c•.,ntres instead of 266 persons).
This said it can be seen that a common pattern is for a central
administrator (a sector administrator or a community services administrator)
to be paired with a local administrator such as a clinic clerk or secretary/
receptionist £!: a functional officer such as a nurse!health visitor or
domestic supervisor. (We use th~ word functional here to cover a very
wide range of staff, to distinguish them from someone whose primary purpose
is general administration). Occasion<>lly, '" pair of central adminis-.
trators are listed as having responsibility for a centre and more commonly
a pair of local administrators, such as a clinic clerk working with a
secretary/receptionist. The health centre administrator is a relat!vely
uncon:mon figure, being involved in the administration of only 12% of these
health centres - arguably because less responsibility is devolved to
administrators at the local centre. (See Table 42) •
The three person centres
There were relatively few of these so it is difficult to discern any
dominant patterns. The most common arrangement was for one or two centrel
administrators to be teamed with a local and/or functional administrator.
The other relatively common arrangelll'~nt was for one or two local adminis-
trators to be teamed with two or one functional administrators. Generally
in this group, nurses appeared much more commonly as one of those involved
in the day-to-day administration of health centres. (That is a nurse was
mentioned as having such responsibility in 3% of the 'one person' centres,
in 13% of ' two person' centres and in 36% of the 'three person' centres).
The health centre administrator is again an uncommon figure featuring in





























Employment aITangeme~t.s of those responsible for_ thp daz:-to-day
administration of .h~lu~en.:tno:i
The persons listed as responsible for the day-to-day administration
of health centres were also classified (bll those responding) according
to their f employment arrangements', that is to say, where they ~Iere based,
their responsibilities, and who employed them •
The categories used were as listed in Chart on p. 54 Broadly speaking
categories A to C inclusive were local health centre administrators
running one or more health centres and based in one of these though possibly
administering other facilities such as clinics or hospitals of some
description. category D again covers a local health centre based health
authority employee, such as a clinic clerk or nurse .
Category E was a unit administrator based elsewhere than in a
centre, category F was a health authority employee such as a sector
administrator or other centrally based person rather than a unit
administrator, based away from the centre. Categories G and H were
general practitioner employed s1:aff who administerpd the h"alth centre
as all or part of their duties .
One person centres
The most common single arrangement was A (coverinr: 35% of the centres),
that is a health authority employed administrator based in the centre with
responsibility for the administration of that centre only. Th" categori,>s
B and C where the administration of health centres was combined with other
duties, involving other health centres, clinics or hospitals were
relatively common accounting for a further 21% of the persons mentioned •
•
Thus what were essentially health centre administrators based in health
centres with primary resl'onsibility for one or more health centres
accounted for over half of those responsible for the day-to-day adminis-
tration of one person centres. (See Table 44).
A health authority employee, such as a clinic clerk lfho handled the
day-to-day administration of health centres in addition to other duties





a day to-day basis
health authority .
, 70% of the health centres were administered on
by a local health centre based person employed by the
A further 6% were administered by G. P. employed staff.
...
The remainder of the centres were adll'inistered by either a unit
administrator based elsewhere (69.1J or by another h·'alth authority




























Some further insight into the nature of th", administrators is
obtained by looking at Table 45 which tabulate.s employment category and
title.
In particular the categories A, B and C taken together wer'3 largely
(63%) taken up by those designated as health centre administrators, the
remainder being mainly secretaries/receptionists or clinic clerks/clerks
with the occasional unit administrator, nurse, community service
administrator, cleaner caretaker and even one sector administrator.
category D, health authority employed staff again accounted for
most of the clerks or clinic clerks, together with some secretary/
receptionists and the majority of the nurses with administrative
responsibilities for health centres. Category F was almost entirely
composed of those we have described elsewhf're as central administrators
(sector administrators, community service administrators, and miscellaneous
administrators) and a number of those we classified by
title as miscellaneous administrators were to be found in category E
(unit administrators) and there were even a few cases described as
health centre administrators, category A, B or C.
Two person centres
In thEe'se centres a health centre administrator of some kind (Le •
of type A, B or C) was found in 47% of the centres (see Table 46~. In
30% of the centres there was no A, B, or C type administrator but there
was a local administrator of type D in post. Thus there was some form
of local health authority Ee'mployed administrator either based in the centre
or another centre in 77% of the two person centres. In addition a
further 5% of two person centr'3S have a G.P. employee in an administrative
post. In the case of about half of the centres ~lith a local administrator,
this person was joined by either a unit administrator (type E) or a
central administrator (type F). In the remainder of these centres, there
were two local administrators either both health authority employed or,
particularly where one was a type D administrator, thp. other was a
G.P. employed administrator. Tb" remaining 20% of the two person centres,
i.e. those without a local administrator in post, were mostly administered
by either two central administrators (type F) or a central administrator


























There is a superficial similiarity between the one person and two
person centres in the proportion of centres having a local health centre
based administrator responsible for the day-to-day administration.
However there were very few staff designated as health centre administrators
among the local administrators for the two person centres, these persons
tended more often to be labelled as secretary/receptionist or clinic
clerk"Le. job descriptions tended to have a low"r status. It also
emerges that a number of the local centre based administrators were
functional officers such as nurses, domestic supervisors or cleaner/
caretakers. (See Table 47) •
Three person centres
Twenty-eight out of 33 such centres had at least one locally based
health authority employed administrator responsible for health centre
administration (i. e. administrator type A, B, C or D.) In the remaJ.nlll!':
five. there was at least one practice employed local administrator listed .
Thirteen of these local administrators were supported by at least one
central (F type) administrator and in addition a further two by a unit
administrator (E type). As to the rest. in ten all the administrators
were local Le. all are of typ"Os A, B, C, D, G and H. (See Table 48).
The cross tabulation of the three person administrators by employment
category and titl~ leads to similar conclusions to those noted for two
person centres. That is, the local administrators based at health
centres tended to be secretary/receptionists or clinic clerks, with so~
nurses. (See Table 49) •
Comment
What can we then conclude about the administrative arrangements for
health centres? In the great majority of centres it was the case that
there was at least one locally based administrator responsible for the
day-to-day administration of that centre. These were probably of a higher
status in the one person centres than in the tlW person and three person
centres. Functional administrators, whether nurses or cleaner/caretakers.
often described as being based at the health centre, were found more































The two grades HCO and GAA were the most cOl!1lllOnly used (Table 50)
accounting between them for 60% of the persons named. In particular 'th"
GAA grade covered 31% of those named. Nine per cent of those responsible
for the day-to-day responsibility of health centres were graded CO and 19%
I,ere in the more senior grad",s of SAA or PIIA. Th'" remainder Nere spread
relatively sparsely over a variety of grad"s or arrangements such as G.P.
employed (Le. not on service grad,,) or on a nursing rrade.
In particular among those entitl"d health centre administrator, 50%
were on the GM grade, 35% on the HCO grade and 9% on the SAA grade,
the remaining 6'l; on sundry erades. By contrast the secretary/receptionists
were usually graded HCO (61%) with some on th" clerical officer grade
(17%). Clinic clerks/clerks were evenly divided between the HCO and CO
grades .
T<,0 person centres
In these centres because of the wider range of personnel involved in
the day-to-day administration, the staff lIl"!ntioned by title were spread
much more evenly over various grades. Thus GAA and HCO grades bE'tween
them accounted for only 25% of the staff while th'.! SAA and PIIA covered
29% and there were 12% on the CO grade. Both G.P. employed staff and
nurses were more common in two person health centres than in one person
centres. Among the local 'administrators', th" GAA grade was only used
for health centre administrators, then only for slightly more than a
third of the relatively few persons so described - the HCO grade was
slightly more popular for these. Th..- most common grade for secretary/
receptionist was HCO and that for clinic clerk/clerk was CO. (See Table 51).
Three person centres
Among staff from these centres, the CO grade was easily the most
common one indicated (27%) ,othentise the staff were fairly evenly divided
b"tween the various grades with 15% belonging to the SAA and PM grades
and 11% to the combined grades of HCO or GAA. In these centres easily
the most common grade for secretary/receptionist or clinic cVrk/clerk










Generally then in th", two and more especially the three person centres,
the local non-nursinp: administrators "ere placed on loner grades than those
in one person centres - partly no doubt because they were frequently
supported by central staff or functional staff of some seniority such as
nursing staff. This suggests in particular that 1:here is a real difference
in practice between the one person centres and the two and three person
cen1:res. So it is not just a question of the omission of more senior
or functional staff from the list of those responsible for the day-to-day
administration in the case of one person centres (despi1:e the fact that
they >Iere to some degree involved in such administration) but rather
that in these centres there was more delegation of responsibility to the
local administrators.




















The primary interest here is in the salary grades in relation to
the responsibility of the local administratores, (i.e. those of type
A, B, C and D, see Chart on p. 54)
Type A administrators, that is to say those with responsibilities
for one centre only were most often HCO or CO (56% Here in these
categories) but about one third '"ere graded GM and 6% SM. Predictably
the B and C type administrators with responsibilities for more than one
centre or other facilities in addition to this centre were more usually
graded GM or higher (see Table 53) ,thOUgh even here a number were on the
HCO grade. Typ" D administrators, usually dealing with the administration
of their centre in addition to other primary duties were usually either
graded HCO or CO, or on one of the functional grades (since nurses with
responsibilities for health centre administration tended to be classified
under D).
Predictably unit and central administrators (types E and F respectively)




The main difference b"'tween the gradings for the staff of these
centres and those from one person centres lay in the classification of the
A type administrators. that is 'those with responsibilities for one centre
only. In the t.l0 person centres, these administrators were either almost
all graded HCO or CO, or were on a 'caretaker' grade. As in the one
person centres, type D administrators were graded CO or HCO except for
the larger proportion of nursing staff to be fotmd in 'this category in
the two person centres. See Table 54).
Three person centres
Once again in comparison with one person centres, typA. A administrators
were either on a relatively
grade such as a caretaker.
above CO except in thp. case
Comment
low administrativ", grade,(CO)or a
Type D administrators were seldom





Thus the primary difference emerging bet.reen one person centres, and
two or three person centres was that the local administrator in the two
person and three person centres was usually on a relatively low grade.
This probably reflected the fact that they were often supported by a





c) Salary grades of selected staff responsible for the day to day
administration of health centres, in relation to the salary
scales preferred for such administrators by respondents
representing HD/SDAs




Senior secretary or senior receptionist
Secretary or receptionist
Clerk or clinic clerk
since these essentially constitute the group of administrators based at
centres rather than elsewhere in the HD/SDA and usually also employed by
























grades for staff responsible for the day to day administration of
health centres and do not relate to administrators of any particular
health centre or to any particular individual. The answer of an
HD/SDA respondent will be cOlUlted as often as the number of health
centres in the HD/SDA in the category lUlder consideration.
Health centre administrators
One person centres
There were in all 199 staff with the title of health centre
administrator in one person centres, where the views of the HD/SDA
were known. Of these, 51% were on the GAA grade, 34% were on
HCO grades, 9% on SAA grades, 4% on local authority grades which
had not been changed probably since reorganisation at the time of
the survey and the remainder on miscellaneous grades. Thirty-
eight per cent of HO/SDAs thOUght GAA or SAA (and nothing lower)
appropriate, 14% thought HCO or CO (and nothing higher) appropriate,
9% did not answer (a very low proportion when compared with that
for other job titles considered), the remainder selected more
than one salary grade as appropriate which almost invariably
included HCO and a higher grade such as GAA or SAA. (See Table 56) •
To.,] largest group of health centre administrators (101)
were those on the GAA grade. For 93 of these, the HO/SDA
respondent included the GAA grade as one of those thought
appropriate: for 48 it was the only one listed as appropriate),
and most of the rest thought HCO another appropriate grade -
the remaining 8 mentioning SAA as an alternative grade to GAA •
Of the 68 health centre administrators graded as HCO, the
HD/SDA respondent mentioned HCO as one appropriate grade in 53
cases (most of the rest did not give an answer about this).
For 16, HCO was the only grade mentioned as appropriate and for
28, HCO and GAA were both mentioned as appropriate grades.
Taking these with a further five who mentioned GAA or SAA as one
appropriate grade, this means that in the case of 33 of these
staff, one of the grades mentioned by corresponding HO/SDA
respondents was that of GAA or higher.
In the case of 17 health centre administrators graded a"
SAA, the corresponding HO/SDA respondefl'tll indicated SAA as an























grades below this, i.e. HCO and/or GM.
Broadly speaking, health centre administrators appeared to
be on the salary grades thought appropriate by the relevant
HD/SDAs •
Two and three person centres
There were only 18 of these altogether in two and three person
centres considered together and these were almost equally
divided between HCO (7) and GM (7). Of those graded as GM,
the correspon~gHD/SDA stated that the only grade thought
appropriate was GAA, in the case of six,no answer being given in
the case of the seventh. In the case of the seven graded as
HCO, one of the corresponding HD/SDA respondents thought that CO
and HCO were appropriate grades, four that HCO only was an
appropriate grade and two that HCO and GM were appropriate
grades. Overall then the opinions of HD/SDA respondents associated
with five out of the 14 centres where answers were available
thought that a grade of HCO or less was appropriate and six
thought the grade of GM was appropriate and the remaining three
thought HCO and GM to be acceptable. (See Table 56) .
Other staff
In this section information about senior secretaries/senior
receptionists" sccretiJri~s/rec",,,tiooistscnd cL,rks/clinic cl':rks is
considered .
One person centres
Eighty per cent of the senior secretaries/senior receptionists
were graded as HCO, the remainder being divided evenly over an
assortment of grades (see Table 57 ). Of those with the title
:secretary/receptionist, just over half were on the CO grade with
a quarter on the HCO or a higher grade. Clinic clerks were
mostly equally divided between those graded as CO and those graded
as HCO. (See Tables 58 and 59).
Generally speaking the grades on which the staff were placed
were conpatible with those suggested as appropriate by respondents
from the corresponding HD/SDA. The one exception to this statement
occurred in the case of those secretaries/receptionists and clinic
1\
This is the only occasion where senior secretaries/senior receptionists
are considered separately from secretary/receptiooists - otherwise the



























clerks/clerks who were graded as CO. The majority of respondents
in corresponding HD/SDAs. who answered the question at all gave
as appropriate grades for those undertaking the day to day
administration of health centres, only higher grades, such as
HCO and/or GM. It has to be borne in mind that the HO/SDA
respondents were expressing an opinion about suitable grades for
those with administrative responsibilities for health centres
generally, and not in relation to particular centres. Moreover
in the questionnaire, they were only intended to answer this
question where the HD/SDA had staff of type A, B or C, (see Chart on p .54)
in post, whereas clinic clerks, clerks and secretaries/receptionists
were often classified as being of type D. However we are discussing
the only person having day to day responsibilities for health
centre administration at the centre in question so we cannot rule
out the possibility that some at least of the staff graded as CO
were undertaking duties for which the appropriate grade was
considered to be HCO or above by the corresponding HD/SDA respondent.
The fact that many HD/SDA respondents did not answer the question
at all,( particularly in the case of HD/SOAs corresponding to
centres with clinic clerks/clerks and secretaries/receptionists,
listed as being responsible for health centre administration,) is
usually because the district or areas in question have no health
centre administrators of types A, B or C in post at all and so
did not answer the relev?nt questions in Questionnaire· A
Two and three person centres
Generally the staff with the titJ.es under consideration were
on the J.ower grades than those in one person centres but otherwise
the remarks made in relation to those working in one person centres,














The division of the cost ~f_s_alarias of those respons.ible..J0r_
the day-to-day administ.r~!c~_ofhealth centres between the health
authority and genera~lC.a~tit.ioners.
Those responsible for the administration of health centres on a
day-to-day basis could have their salaries paid entirely by the health
authority, or entirely by the general practitioners, or the cost of their
salaries could be shared betHeen the health authority and th~ general
practitioners. (Of course a proportion of the general practitioners'
share will also be reimbursed to them in th" normal way for ancillary
staff) •
a) ~-:!.~".ision of the <oOsts of salaries in_ rdi!tion to ti'tle
Predictably, with very rare exceptions, staff wi'th the following
titles were almost invariably paid entirely by the health authority -
sector administrators, community service administrators, hospital and
tmi't administrators, domestic supervisors, nurses-, health visitors and
nursing officers, and miscellaneous administrators.
Interest therefore focusses in this section on staff having the
following titles - health centre administrator, secretary/receptionist,
clinic clerk/clerk, practice administrator and cleaner/caretaker .
One person centres
Taking th~ staff as a whol~ (i.e. not just the categories mentioned
above) 62% "ere paid for entirely by the health authority, 5~ entirely
by the general practitioners. and in the case of almost all the rest,
the cost was shared. One hundred and seventy-two of the administrators
identified fell into the 'shared' category and in the case of 151 of
these, the percentage paid by the health authority was kna>m. Among
these 151 staff, in the case of 30% the healt~ authority;s share was
70% or more of their salary cost and for a further 36% the share Has
in the range of 50-69%; for 17% the share was 30-49% and for 16% the
health authority's share was l~ss t~an 30% (see Table 60)
Among health centre administrators, 4% were paid entirely by the
general practitioners, 48% entirely by the health authority and the cost
of the remainder was shared by the general practitioners and h~alth
authority. Among the 89 h"alth centre administrators for whom the
percentage share of th", health authority towards the cost of their
salaries was known, in th" case of 36% th5.s :.as 70% or more, in the case of
45% th" share was in the range of 50-69% of the salary cost and in the

































Perhaps not surprisingly among prac~ice adminis~rators (and there
were relatively few of these identified), abou~ half were paid for
entirely by the general practitioners and generally where the health
authority made a contribution, it was more likely to be less than half the
salary cost •
Among secretary/receptionists, 36% were paid for entirely by the
health authority and 16% were paid for entirely by the general prac~itioners,
The cost was shared by the health au~hority and general practitioners for
the rest though in rather more than half the cases for which the share
was known (61%), general practitioners bore the larger part of the cost.
Among clinic clerks. 76% W<1re paid entirely by the health authority
and for almost all the rest, the cost was shared by the health authority
and general practitioners. Where the cost was shared between the health
authority and the general practitioners, in about half of these 'cases the
health authority paid more than 50%, and in the remainder th~ health
authority paid less than 50%.
The cost of the cleaner/caretakers was shared in all six cases
identified in this survey and the health authority always paid at least
50% of the salary .
Two person centres
Among the 266 staff (covering the 133 centres in question), the cost
of salaries was born entirely by the health authority for 76% of the staff
and entirely by the general practitioners for 7% of the staff. The cost
of the rest was shared between the health authority and the general
practitioners. The percentage share of the health authority was known in
the case of 25 (out of 37) of this last group of staff. This share was
70% or more Df tha salary cost for 20% of those involved; in the range
50% to 69% for 16% of the staff; in the range 30% to 49% for 20% of the
staff; and less than 30% for the remaining 44% of the staff (see Table 61).
Among those styled as health centre administrators (and only 16 fell
into this category), one was paid for entirely by the general practitioners.
eleven entirely by the health authority and the cost was shared by the
health authority and general practitioners in the case of four. Practice





























Among secretary/receptionists, 19% were paid for entirely by
the health authority and 16% were paid for entirely hy the general
practitioners. The cost was shared by the health authority and general
practitioners for almost all the rest and the share of the health
authority was known for 13 of the 19 staff involved. It was usually
less than 30% of th"! cost.
Among clinic clerks and clerks, 74% were entirely paid for by the
health authority, 5% entirely by th~ general practition",rs and the cost
was shared in the case of the remainder. Among the seven staff in
this category for whom the authority share was known, this was usually less
than 50% of the cost •
The cost of 13 of the 16 cleaner/caretakers was home entirely
by the health authority, and in two cases was shared by the health authori1:y
and the general practitioners .
Three person centres
Among the 99 staff (covering 33 centres in question) 76% were
entirely paid for by the health authority and 9% entirely by the general
practitioners. The cost of the remainder was shared between the health
authority and the general practi1:ioners and the health authority's shar"
was known in 14 of these 16 cases - in six of th~se it was less than 50%
and in the remainder 50% or IIIOt'f> (see Table 62).
Among these 99 staff, only two wp.re designated as health centre
administrators and tht> salary costs of both these were shared between
the health authority and the general practitioners.
Of the five practice administrators in 'this group, all were paid for
entirely by the general practitioners.
Among the sixteen secretary/receptionists. six were paid for
entirely by the health authority, 'three entirely by the general
practitioners and the costs of the remainder were shared between health
authority and general practitioners. The percentage paid by the health
authority was known in the case of six of the seven staff in question.
In all but one, 'this percentage was 70% or more.
Among the fifteen clinic clerks or clerks, the h"alth authority paid
all of the salary for all but one of these for "horn their share was in


























The health authority also paid all the salary costs of six of the
eight cleaners and/or caretakers contributing 30% or less as their share
in the case of the remaining two.
Comment
In the case of the one person centres, the health authority was
somewhat l.ess Hkely to pay all of the salary of the administrators
involved than was the case in the two and three person centres. Of
course it must be bome in mind that when we speak of certain staff
being involved in the administration of centres, it does not mean that
this was their only duty. In many cases. particularly in the two and
three person centres, Bome of the officers woul.d only spend a small part
of their time on health centre administration. The percentage of staff
for which 'the general practitioners paid all the salary was relatively
small in all. types of centre. However if one considers the number of
centres in which one person at least was paid for entirely by the general
practitioners, this number was somewhat greater in the case of the two and
more particularly three person centres. This is probably because of the
tendency of a l.ocal administrator to work in conjunction with a central
administrator, the latter being almost always heal.th authority financed.
Among the staff whose salary costs were shared by the health authority
and general practitioners, the health authority was likely to pay a somewhat
larger proportion of the costs in the case of the one person centres than
in the two person centres and more particularly the three person centres •
Generally speaking for all types of centre (that is to say one person,
two person and three person centres) the following observations hold true





b) The division of the cost of salaries classified by employment
category
Among those classified as essentially health centre administrators
(employment categories A, B and C) those with the responsibility for more
than just a single health centre (for example, with in addition responsib-
ility for another centre or hospital) were more likely to be paid entirely
by the health authority than type A administrators (looking after and based
at just one centre). This was particularly the case for two and three
person centres. Among A type administrators, generally about half were




















Predictably the D typ~ staff,(for example clinic clerks or health
visitors administering health centres in addition to their other duties)
were IJX)stly paid for entirely by the health authority but for around 20!!;
some contribution was ~de by the general practitioners.
More senior health authority administrators (type E and F) were
allJX)st invariably paid for entirely by the health authority •
G.P. employed staff were usually paid for entirely by the ?:"n2ral
pr'ccitioners but in the ca":' of around 20%, the health authority ",ad-·
some contribution.
The division of the cost of salaries classified.EY- salary
grade •
One person centres
Eighty-seven per cent of the administrators of one person centres
were on one of the five main health authority administrative or clerical
grades, namely principal administrative assistant, senior administrative
assistant, general administrative assistant, hi~per clerical officer and
clerical officer. The most senior officers, the principal administrative
assistants, were always entirely paid for by the health authority andtlle
great majority of the next highest grade, senior administrative assistant,
and the lowest grade. clerical officer ~Iere too. Th" two grades where
general practitioners paid at least soma of their salaries were the
higher clerical officer, where this was the case for 87%, and general
administr..t:1ve ",.."i8tants where the authority made some contribution at
least for 31% of those involved. (See Table 66) .
Generally where 'the cost of salaries was shared, the health authority
bore the greater proportion of the cost of general administrative
assistants than of higher clerical officers.
The remaining 13% of administrators were on a variety of salary grades.
Of the 16 who were paid on a nursing grade, 14 were entirely paid for by
the health authority and in the case of the remaining two, general
practitioners paid at least some part of their salary. Among' G. P.
employees' , nlelve were paid for entirely by th~ general practitioners
themselves and the health authority made a contribution to the cost of
the remaining two. All six of those in caretaking grades had their salary
grades shared between the general practitioners and the health authority
























The health authority paid entirely the cost of salary of all or almost
all of the following grades of officer. principal administrative assistant,
senior administrative assistant and general administrative assistant •
Fifty-seven per cent of the higher clerical officers I salaries were paid
for entirely or in part by the general practition@rs and th~ general
practitioners also made some contribution to the salaries of a minority
of the clerical officers .
As in the case of one person centres. almost all the nursing grades
were paid for entirely by the health authority. Among those in the
caretaking grades. most wet"'!, as in one person centres, paid for entirely
by the health authority. In th" two person centres, there appears a class
of officer not mentioned in one person cp.ntres at all, namely those in
the domestic staff grades. These were all paid for entirely by the health
authority. (See Table 67) .
~e person centres






d) ~erences of the HD/SDA as to whether or not they should pay
the whole or SOm<'! of the salaries of those admi~istering health







In one person centres where HD/SDAs preferred to pay all the salary of
such staff, in fact for about 811% of the staff in question this was the case.
Conversely in HD/SDAs where it was preferred that the general practitioners
should pay some part of the salary, this was the case for 83% of the
administrators in question. (There was a dispute about the percentage to be
paid in the case of one centre administrator in a district where it was
preferred that the general practitioner should pay some part of his or
her salary). A very similar result was found for the relatively few health
centre administrators in two person centres and there were only two health






















Generally speaking HD/SDAs in the case of one person centres
paid all the salary of th:roa-quartsrs of th"se st".ff 3Ild in fact
in the case of clerks and clinic clerks in HD/SDAs
where it was preferred to pay all, 26 out of 21 had their salary totally
paid by the HD/SDA. Also where HD/SDAs did not mind whether or not the
general practitioners contributed to the cost of the salary, in all cases
the clerk/clinic clerk was >lholly paid for by the HD/SDA. By contrast
where the HD/SDA preferred that the general practitioners should pay some
part of the cost, the majority of these staff were still wholly paid for
by the HD/SDA. These remarks apply also for wo and three person centres
staff. (It should be noted that there were a lot of 'not applicable' and
'no answers' for clerks and clinic clerks about HD/SDA preferences - about
a quarter were not applicable and a fifth gave no answer). (See Table 10).
Secretaries and Receptionists
For th" majority of these staff in one person centres, general
practil:ioncoro either p'\ic1 all (nbout: 15Cls of tk staff involved)
or some part a furthc,r 50% of
those involved. For a third of the staff in this category, the HD/SDA
preferred to pay the whole of the salary and did in fact do so in the
case of two-thirds of these. Likewise where the HD/SDA preferred general
practitioners to pay some part, in most cases (19%) this did in fact happen.
The above remarks which applied to one person centres also applied to the
relatively few staff in two and three person centres. (Once again a high
proportion of staff were L health centres where the answers to the
question about HD/SDA preferences was eithsr'not applicable'or 'not
ans>lered'). (See Table 11).
Practice Administrators
There were very few of these and they were generally (talking here about
one person, two person and three person centres' staff together) wholly
or partly paid for by general practitioners. In the case of only one
did the district pay the whole salary. In the case of only just over half
of the practice administrators did the corresponding HD/SDA have a stated
preference (IIIOSt of the rest had entered a 'not applicable I answer) . Of the
16 for which there was a preference stated, for ten it was preferred that
the general practitioner should pay some part and they did in fact always
do so, and for six that the HD/SDA should pay all, though for only one








Previous work ~eri~~!:_~_t.!Jose with resp?psibili.!l.~o_r_t_he day-to-
day_ administratio!:.__~~!!.e!!lth centres
The interest here is both in the type or level of previous experience
(for example whether nursing, administrative or clerical) and in the kind
of institution where this experience was gained (for example, whether or
not wihin the health services, and if so, in what kind of institution)
It should be noted that up to two previous job experiences were given
by respondents to our questionnaires although many only indicated one
form of experience, and som" none at all - l~hich does not necessarily mean
that there was no previous work experience •
Considering first the type or level of previous experience, it is
generally true that (apart from nurses and nursinr; officers with health
centre administrative responsibility) almost none of tho remainder had



















The senior health service administrators j :>revious experience tended
to be administrative or supervisory in the nature of things -- so interest
lies in the kind of experience of the local (i.e. based in health centres)
adminis'trator. We have used a hierarchy in classifying experience for
this purpose (see Table 73). The classification is as follows -
Administrative/s}lp~r..::_~'2()EY eXfJerience persons having such experience
together with possibly cther experience such as that of receptionist,
secretarial or clerical or 'other' but excluding nursing from this
category.
Reception e~erience this is sOlll<'!on"! who has this form of previous
experience with or without clerical and secretarial experience or
'other' but eXCluding those who have nursing or administrative or
supervisory experience.
Secretarial and or _tyEing and or clerical experience those who have
this experience together l1ith 'other' experience but not administrativ"!/












About a quarter of the 'health centre administrators' bU1: very few
of the other local administra1:ors of health centres, such as secretary /
receptionists, clinic clerks/clerks had administrative/supervisory
experience (and local administrators in one person centres were
more likely to have administrative/supervisory experience than those in two
or three health cen1:res taken as a whol",).
Predictably, th". majority of the. clinic clerks/clerks previous
experience was that which ",e classified as secretarial or typing or
clerical, though there were a few with reception experience or 'o1:her'
experience .
Secretary/receptionists contained the highest proportion of staff who
had reception experience; but otherwise their experience was mostly tha1:
classified as secretarial, typin~ and clerical wi1:h some 'other'
experience .
The relatively few practice administrators seem to include a .dder
diversity of previous experience - nearly a quarter having SOIOO nursing
experience and a similar number administrative/supervisory experience .
Relatively few had reception experience (with or withou1: administrative/
supervisory or secre1:arial experience) .
..
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The answer to this question will in part depend on whether the person
has held another pos't (prior 'to 1:he present one) in 1:he health services.
Some people may have been in the same post for some years - partiCUlarly
perhaps G.P. employed staff . who have limited opportunity for movement
and promotion within a particular practice organisa'tion. Again, the more
senior the adminis1:rator in the National Health Service, the more likely
that he would have held a previous post in 1:hp. National Health Service.
Thus, for example, meS1: of the sector administrators had had previous
working experience of the health services in an earlier appointment .
.._--_.__._-
Heal1:h services experience is counted only when






Seventy-one per cent of hospital and unit administrators had had
experience of health services in a previous appointment, 36% of clinic
clerks, and hardly any of thr domestic supervisors and cleanf'r/caretakers.
otherwise about half of the administrators in any category had previous
working experience of the health services. Generally speaking those with
responsibility for day-to-day administration of One person centres were
more likely to have had previous working experience in the health services
than those in two and in three person centres. (see Table 74)'
11"
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Staff were classified according to the type of institution in which
they had previously worked (Tables 75 & 76). This, of course. also
presented difficulties as the information given in the questionnaire did
not always enable us to clearly dp.termine the institution in which the
person had worked. For example. in a number of cases it was clear that
a person had previously worked in local government but not clear wh"th"r
or not this was in the health department. Apart from those whose previous
experience was in local p;overnment (including those in the health depanment:)
t:here were some whose experience had clearly been in the hospital service,
ot:hers clearly in the community health services and a residual group WiTh health
serV!iat" experience whom wo c.lassi:ll.d ~ ',other health services'. This last
included, for exampll?, some who had I<orked in the ambulance service and oth6rs
who had been trainee administrators. ('the extent of t:he latt",r' s hospital service
was not: known but: probably limited) '!here were others where all that:
was known was that they had worked in the health services in some way
In the s6ct:ions that follrni, we first examine t:he previous experience
of occupants of vario~q job types within the health services and local
government. Then we go on to look at: other experience outside these
sectors, for those with and without healt:h service and/or local government
experience. We do not generally distinguish b~tween those working in one,
two or three person centres except where there was SOI'le not:iceable
difference - usually t:he nurrbers within job title categories were too small



























Generally previous 'lxperience indicated I-Ias only in one part of the
health service and/or local government but Hhere experience in more than
one part was indicated (see above), it is shown in the table. (See Table 75).
Sector Administrators
No sector administrator was reported to have any previous experience
in the go!1neral practice sphere but about 8% had previous experience
in the community health services, and a further 30% in local governm<ent
(mostly, definitely to do with health services). Forty per cent had
experience in hos,?i1:al services only and the rest were n",arly all in the
'other health services' category
No administrators of this typ"" had previous experi"nce in general
practice. FoUl' per cent had previous experience in community health
services while a further 50% had local government experience (though for
mo~t of these it was not indicated whether or not this was Hithin the local
health department). 1\~nty-five per cent had hospital expericnc"" only
and almost all the rest had 'oth9r health services' experience only .
ruscellaneous Ad~~nistrators.='-=:0=. ._. _
no one in this category had nrevious experience in general pracl:ice
and only one out of 110 in community health services. Hrn-lever just
over 5096 had local governmsnt experi"nce although as Hith community
services administrators,for th~ most part it was not clear if this
was in local health departments. Fifteen per cent had had hospital
experience only.and 10% 'other healt}o, services; experience only. Twenty
per cent of this group of administrators had no health service or local
government experience or no ans,,:er was p-:i ven about th'dr previous experi"nc.,.
(This l'as u''llike sector administrators and community service adl'linisl:rators
where nearly all of thOSe) officers had had previous experience in the



















Hospital and Unit Administrators
None of these had any experience in the general practice or community
health service spheres. Some 609; had previous experience in local
govemment (though mostly it was not clear 14hether this was to do with
health). Just under 20% had hospital experience only and the same
percentage 'other health services I experience only. only one out of
37 did not have some previous experience of health services and/or
local govemment reported .
Health Centre Administrators
Twelve per cent of these had had experience in general practice and
a further 10% in the conununity health services. In addition 32% had
had local govemment experience (for only a proportion of these was
it definitely known that they had experience in health departments).
Eleven per cent had had hospital experience only and 10% 'other fr"alth
services I experience only. Twenty-four per cent had had previous experience
entirely outside the health service and/or local govemment sphere
(or at least none was indicated in the questionnaire) .
Practice Administrators
Nineteen per cent (five out of 27), had experience in previous jobs
in general practice but no one had experience either in community health
!'lervices or local govemmant. Thirty-three per cent had experience only
either in hospital or more often in 'other health services' and just
below half had no previous experience reported in health services and/
or local govemment •
Secretaries and Receptionists
Twenty-two per cent had previous experience in general practice and
a further 1% in the community health services. ~Aenty-one per cent had
experience in local govemment (though it is not clear whether more than
a handful of these had experience in health departmem:s). Ten per cent
had experience only in hospitals and 6% only of 'other health services'.




























Nine per cent had experience of general practice and a further 5% of
community health services. In addition, 40% had previous experience
in local government although only very infrequently was it indicated
that this was in a health department. Five per cent had experience only
in hospitals and 6% experience only in 'other health services'. Forty
one per cent had no reported previous experience in health services and/
or local government.
Nurses, Health Visitors, Nursing Officers
In the nature of 'things, all these staff would have experience of the
health services in previous appointments and in particular of hospitals .
It appeared that, in addition, about a quarter had experience either of
general practice or of 'the community health services and/or of local
government .
Cleaners/Caretakers
None of these had any reported experience in general practice or in
the cOlJUDunity health services, although eight had previously worked in
local government. Otherwise one( out of 3Q) had hospital experience and
there were none with any 'other health service' experience. The remainder
(70%) had no reported experiences in health services and/or local
government .
Domestic Supervisors
Predictably none of these had any previous experience in g'3neral
practice or community health services. Three, however, had experience
in local government and five in hospi'tal, the remaining 20 had no
reported previous experience in the health services and/or local government .
-





We have classified this experience in the following way. Experience
in: - armed forces, nationalised industry, other public services













Generally speaking, only very infrequently was work experience
outside the health services and/or local government indicated by the
respondents, not at all in fact for sector administrators, domestic
supervisors and nurses. In total, previous experience in "the armed forces
was indicated for 29 staff including one also with experience in private
industry (out of a total of 903 staff under consideration); pmvious
experience in n3tionalised industry for three, including one ~lith
experience also in privat'c industry; previous experi'.!nce in other
public seI'vice, 21; private industry 34, in addition to the two
previously mentioned; and 'other' by 10. In total 107 out of the 903
staff under consideI'ation had WOI'k experience outside the health service
and/oI' local government indicated .
The bulk of those with no 0xIH'I'ience outside the health snI'vices 'lIld local
gov"rn::"Jnt recoI'ded had no health service OI' local government service
recorded "ither. This was peI'haps predictable in the sense that
respondents to this open question gave at most two previous jobs. Thus
they would preSUmably tend to omit (OI' be unal-Iare of) previous experience,
which was more distant than perhaps the last on.. or two health service
and/or local government jobs .
One hundred and fifty six staff had no previous job or none was stated
(mostly the latter). One reason for no previous job experience being
indicated was simply that the responding officer in the district or
area office (in the case of single district areas) would not have any
reason to know about the previous work experience of say. general
practitioner employ..d staff. This would explain the relatively large
numbers of secretaries/receptionists and practice administrators where
no answer was given in relation to previous work experience, and also
some health centre administrators and clinic clerks. It would not
however explain the lack of iI'foI'mation about dompstic supervisors ilIld
miscellaneous administrators.
Those with previous job experience of some kind outside health
seI'vices and/or local government represented quite small proportions for all
job types. For health centre administrators, the proportion was 17%;
practice administrators the proportion was 26%; secretaries/receptionists
the proportion was 13%; clinic clerks/clerks the proportion was 14% and














To whom were those with day-to-day responsibility ~r the_
administration of_health centres directly accountable?
Respondents were asked to indicate to whom those listed as
responsible on a day-to-day basis for health centre administra'tion Il",re directly
accountable - in particular ~lhether they ~lere directly accountable to a
health centre house committee, the general practitioners in the health
centre, an administrator in the 'district'(or 'area' for single district
areas) or sore other person. Where the person indicated was an
administrator in the district (or area) or some 'other person'. respondents
were asked to supply further details.
Cbe person centres
Ninety one per cent of those responsible for the day-to-day administra-
tion of health centres were reported to be di~ctly accountable to an
administrator in the district (or area), six per cent to general practitioners
-(virtually all of these staff were employed by general practitioners) and
the remainder to 'others' - one was said to be directly responsible to a
health centre house committee. (See Table 77)
The group accountable to general practitioners included virtually
all the practice administrators and was otherwise made up of 10 health
centre administrators (out of 208), 10 secretaries and receptionists out
of 04 and one clinic clerk. Most of the staff accountable to 'other'
persons were nurses .
Turning to the question of the administrator in the district or
area to whom the person responsible for the day-to-day administration of
the health centre was accountable, interest focuses primarily on the
staff based at the health centre level. More senior staff elsewhere were
predictably accountable to an assortment of superior officers within,
the NHS. Among those titled 'health centre administrator', nearly
half were directly responsible to a sect~r administrator and a further
quarter to a community services administrator or his assistant. The
remainder were account&ble to a wide variaty of officers but among these
a proportion were senior officers such as assistant district administrators
or operational service managers, whilst others were accountable to a
relatively junior officer such as a general administrative assistant
(function unspecified) or 'administrative assistant'. It would appear
that health centre administrators were generally either directly accountable to
a senior officer ~ut the sector administrator level or to a community
services administrator below that level but with specialist responsibility




























secretary/receptionists or clinic clerks/clerks with day-to-day
responsibility for rtmning the centre (apart from those who were directly
responsible to the general practitioners). However they were more likely
to be accotmtable to a relatively jtmior officer. (See Table 78)
Two person centres
A rather lower proportion, 69%, than ~las the case in one parson
centres of those with day-to-day responsibility for the administration of
health centres were directly accotmtable to a."l admini.strator, (district or
area) and relatively more \~ere accotmtable to general practitioners,
l3%,and 'other' persons, 22%. No one was accotmtable to a health centre
house committee. (See Table 77). The relatively much larger 'other'
category is partly due to the greater number of nurses relatively speakinp,
involved in the administration of two person centres. However in these
centres cleaner /caretakers tended to be accotmtable to 'other' persons
rather than an administrator and so did one third of the domestic
supervisors, a category of staff which did not feature in the
administration of one person centres. Curiously, the increased proportion
of those who were accotmtable to general practitioners was not explained
by a corresponding increase in the proportion of those who were staff
employed by the general practitioners .
Turning to the administrator or 'other' person to whom those with
the day-to-day responsibilities for health centre administration were
directly accotmtable , the relatively fe'" health centre administrators
were accotmtable to less senior administrative officers than those with the
same title in one person centres. The converse was the case amongst
secretaries, receptionists and clinic clerks (excluding those directly
accotmtable to general practitioners). (See Table 79) .
In the case of two person centres, we see the emergence in much
greater numbers of ftmctional staff - nurses, domestic supervisors,
cleaner/caretakers - among those with the day-to-day responsibility for
health centre administration These staff tended to be responsible to
superiors in a specialised area, for example, a nursing officer or a
domestic services manager, rather than to an administrator in the general

















Sixty per cent of those ~dth responsibility for day-to-day
administration of health centres were accountable to an administrator in
the district or area, 22 95 to 'other' persons and 13% to general practition~rs.
(See Table 77). (No answer was given in respect of the remaining 5%)
The numbers involved in the case of the three person centres are relatively
small but as in the two person centres, a relatively high proportion of
the staff accountable to 'other' persons were nurses accountable to
nursing officers.
The remainder of those accountable to 'oth"'r' persons were spread
over several categories. As in one or two person centres. a number of
those accountable to the general practitioners were employed by the
general practitioner but four out of the thirteen three person centres
were employees in the district.
Tumirlg to the type of administrator or 'otr.er' person to whom those
with administrative responsibility for health centres who are based in
the centres were responsible, it appears that as in the case of two
person centres, the secretary/receptionist 01' clerks and clinic cler1<s
were likely to be accountable to a more senior officer (where they were
not accountable to the general practitioner themselves) than those so
styled with health centre administration responsibili"ties in one person
centres. (See Table 80).
Comment
It is clear that those responding to the questionnaire in respect
of this question differed in their interpretation of 'administrator;
in the district or area - in particular some, in fact a minority, regard
d senior nursing officer or a domestic services manager as falling into





















Regular meetings with other staff in the district (or area)' in
single district area~
For administrators of health centres based in a centre, meetings with
other district staff (or area staff in the case of single district areas)
can provide a link with the wider health service. So it was of interest
to see whether in fact health centre administrators, practice administrators,
secretaries/receptionists and clinic clerks/clerks with the day-to-day
responsibilities for the administration of health centres did attend such
meetings. (See Tables 81 ."'lIld 82).
Generally in OIle p.,rson, two person and three person centres, about
half the 'health centre administrators' attended at least one r.:eeting;
and no practice administrator did so. Fourteen per cent of the
secretaries/receptionists and 28% of the clinic clerks/clerks in one person
centres attended such meetings but hardly any of these staff did in two
and three person centres .
Taking all four categories of centre based staff with health centre
administrator responsibilities together, it is clear that those in one
person centres were much more likely to attend meetings in the district
(or area) than those in two or three person centres. (Perhaps this is
because in two and three person centres, the locally based health centre
administrator i9 often 3ssoci:rted I<i"th "w or more colleague'S centrally
based and it is these latter who attend the mE'etings in the district)
A wide variety of types of meetings were mentioned by the respondents
but those to which reference was most commonly made wer" as in Table 82 ••
The most commonly mentioned meetings were ones specifically for
administrators /supervisors and secretaries of health centres; followed
by meetings of sector staff and meetings ef lIDit administrators. Also
mentioned were meetings of commlIDity health service administrators, meetings





















Role on health centre house committee of persons responsible for
the day-to-day administration of centres
There was a health centre house committee in 53% (300) of centres
where one person was responsible for administration; in 25% (33) of
centres with two persons responsible and in only 15% (5) of the 33
centres with three persons responsible.
One person centres with a house committee
The most active role on health centre committees appeared to be
taken by health centre administrators. Two thirds of them were secretaries
to the committee and only 5% had no role at all on the collllllittee. Out of
all the persons mentioned as secretaries to the committee, three
quarters were health centre administrators. Only 5% out of all the persons
respoosible for administration in centres acted as chairmen or convenors for
th'3 collllllittee. Either all these committees had no 'chairman' figure
therefore, or that role was taken by somsooa not responsible for
administration, for example, this might be a general
practitiooer. The type of persons respoosible for administration who
were least likely to have a role on the collllllittee were 'miscellaneous'
administrators and clerical staff. (See Table 83 ).
Twc person centres with a hous_e committee
In these centres (33 out of the 133 'two person' centres) over half
the persons responsible for administration did not rrention having a role
on the house committee (compared to a fifth in 'one person' centres).
No clear pattern of roles emerges. except that the secretary of the
committee was mostly from outside the health centre (10 out of l~
secretaries) and there were only three 'chairmen' among all those
mentioned as responsible for administering the two person centres with
committees. (See Table 84 ).
Three person centres with a house committee
Only five of the 33 'three person' centres had a house comm1ttfle, and


























The size and complexity of a health centre as factors affec1:ing
administrative arrangements
Measuring 'compl,~xity'
The nature and size of the iask of administering a health centre is
likely to be affected by a number of factors (see Baker and Bevan (1975».
Among these would be the number of general practitioners working from
the centr'!. the number of separate practices in which these were grouped
and the range of services in addition to those conventionally associated
with primary medical care. The variable 'complexity' was designed to
provide a simple number which characterised the sum of such factors. It
was calculated as follows:
the total number of general practitioners working from the health
centre (not necessilrily using i.t as their main surgery)
plus the number of separate practices working in this way •
plus the nurrber of consultant specialties holding sessions at
the centre.
plus the number of 'other services' (in addition to those normally
to be found in general practititioners' surgery premises)
This yielded a variable which took values in the range 1 to 40 with
an average value over the 710 health centres of 11.2. The contribution
to the complexity value of the total number of general practitioners
working in the centre was in the range 0 to 28 with an average
value of 5.6. The contribution of the number of consultant specialties
holding sessions at the centre was in the range of 0 to 10 (it will
be recalled than an answer 'all speciOilties' was given the value of
'eight sp",cialties') with an average of .6 per health centre. The
contribution of 'other services' to the value of cornplexity. was in
the ranf,'E: 0 to 9 with a'l average valuEo of 3.0. The contribution to the
complex variable of the factor total number of practices. was in th"!
range 0 to 9 with an average value of 2. O.
Number of General Practitioners and 'complexity' in relation to employment
category of persons administering health centres
One person centres
Generally speaking the more general practitioners there were working























which were administered by health centre administrators of one of types*
A, B and C. (See Table 86). This increase was largely explained by the
increases in the proportion administered by administrators in employment
categories B and C. The larger the health centre in terms of the nl.llllher
of general practitioners working from it, the less likely it was to be
administered by a type 0 or type F administrator. There was no 'size'
effect in respect of type E administrators or those employed by general
practitioners (in employment categories G or H).
A similar result was found wh,n th0 complexity measure ~s
considered, in that the most: 'complex' health centres using our measure
were almost invariably administered by A, B or C type administrators.
(See Table 87) •
Two person centres
Here the type of administrative arrangements appeared to be
relatively independent of the numbers of general practitioners working
on the centres. (See Table 88 and 89) •
Three person centres
Curiously these centres more closely resembled one person centres
"than two person centres as far as the eff'lct of 'size' on type of
administration was concerned. Thus the larger the health centre, whether
measured by the number of general practitioners working from it or by its
complexity, the more likely it was to have an administrator of one of
types A, B or C and the less likely to have ~Jpe 0 administrator - though
the differences in relation to size of centre of these proportions were
smaller than was the case for one person centres. (See Table ~o and 91) •
One person centres
Salary grades of administrators of health centres in employment categories
A, B and C in relation to 'size' of health centres
""';....._--_....__.... __ ..,,-_•.----~_...'-~- ...".. ,.._-_.-.... ~.'"
The larger the centre in terms of the number of general practitioners
working from it, the more likely it was that the administrator where
he/she was in one of the employment categories A, B or C would be on a
salary scale of GAA or above at least for centres of up to about a dozen
doctors. Larger centres than these were no more likely to have an
administrator on a higher salary scale than those in the '9 to 12
































administrators in each of the employment categories A, B and C, but
the gradient of the increase was steepest in the case of administrator's
in employment category A •This might be expected since the duties of
officers in employment categories B and C by definition extended beyond
the single health centre • Thus they tended to be relatively often
on higher grades (GAA and above) even where at least one of the centres
they ad'llinistered had relatively few doctors practising from it.
(See Table 92).
As the 'complexity' score of a centre increased so it was mar'e
likely that the administrator (for those in employment categories A,
B or C) would be on the salal"'Y grade GM or above - at least up to
centres of complexity score about 20. F"OJ: centres with higher complexity
scores the proportion of centres with administrators in these higher
salary grades levelled off. These results were almost entirely explained
by the association of the salary grades of administrators with complexity
of centre for those in employment category A. There did not appear to
be any relationship between the complexity score and salary grade of
adrr~nistrators for centres with administrators in employ~nt categories
B and C. (See Table 93) •
Two and three person centres
There was no evidence of an association of level of salary grade of
administrators with numbers of general practitioners practising from a
centre or with the complexity score of a centre in the case of administrators






Summary _of co~~"ts by re_spo~:!en~,,~~l'ar~i~~ar_su=~~"s and
g.ifficul"ti~s ~"the hea~"th c~~"tr':.. admi~,,-"t:Ea"l:i.o..~_polici~_"__ of-!=heir
HD/SDA
HD/SDAs were invi"tad "to make cOTlunen"ts abou"t successes and difficuI"ties
"they had in adrninis"tering health cen'tres which could be useful "to o"thers.
Nine"ty lJD/SDAs made some entry in response to this queS1:ion.
(Ques"tionr.aire A, Question 14). The answers by responden"ts are given in
full in Appendix 11.
The organisation in "the dis"t~ic"t or area concGrned wi"th r~nin&
heal"th cen'tres .
------
Nine"teen HD/SDAs gave some view on "the sys"tems "they had for
adminis"tering heal"th cen'tres.








Communica"tion be"tl<een differen"t administrative levels.
Func"tional managemen"t struc"ture, resulting in trivial mat"ters
needing much consulta"tion.
Area based services no"t 'meshing in' wi"th district neads.
Lack of information on performance
...
Some recomrnenda"tions made included:
Conflicting views were expressed about having communi"ty or geographical
sec"tors. The geographical sector system was said to give experience of both
hospi"tal and community health to administra"tors. On the other hand, it "as
also said tha"t having a community sector gave communi"tY services a stronger












A sector administra"tor holding most of the community budgets as
·'This enhances his abili"ty .0 mailage l<ithin a defined araa".
Having regular meetings of sector or relevant S"taff "to discuss
communi"ty services and any problems arising •
Allowing health cen"tres to evolve 'organically' and individually,




Adminis"tra"tion within the health cen"tre
Three preferred ways of handling adminiS"tration in the health cen'tre
were men"tioned. Firstly, having an officer based in "the cen"tre (whether
called an adminis"trator, supervisor, clerical officer a"tc.) was particularly




was vital for maintaining day-to-day administration. Secondly, two HD/SDAs
were against an administrator based in the centre, preferring a 'middle'
manager supervising several centres on a geographical basis. Thirdly. two
HD/SDAs preferred the general practitioners to appoint a practice manager.
Ten HD/SDAs endorsed having house committees in centres as a means of
resolving problems arising between the HD/SDA and the users of the cent;re.
The relationship between the HD/SDA and the general practitioners
Several aspects of relationships with general practitioners in health
centres were raised by respondents. including finance, employment of






















Six HD/SDAs reported difficulties in agreeing charges with
the general practitioners. especially when changes needed to be
made for instance when premises were improved or extended. A
few HD/SDAs said that deciding early on the apportionment of
charges -before the opening of the centre - had been successful•
One suggested that a nationally agreed formula for charges to
doctors could be drawn up. just as allowances etc. to general
practitioners are set out nationally.
Who should be the employer of reception staff and health centre
administrators
Some definite views were expressed on the desirability of
having the HD/SDA as the employer of the reception staff. Seven
HD/SDAs felt this arrangement was certainly the best and the
reasons given included interchangeability of staff for relief
cover, common conditions of service. training and salaries for
staff and the concept of total health care services. However
one HD/SDA reported problems where general practitioner
receptionists were employed by the HD/SDA because the staff had
divided loyalties and the general practitioners felt that they
had lost control of their staff. Five HD/SDAs were specifically
against the health centre administrator or equivalent being paid
for jointly by the health authority and the general practitioners
on the grounds that this led to divided loyalties and made
accountability difficult. (One other HD/SDA did report a










Several HD/SDAs were concerned about integrating the general
practitioners with the health authority staff a.~d services in the
health centre. They felt that general practitioners, who were
used to working in i.solation and having control of their own staff
and systell'.5 found it difficult to adapt to health centres. One
llD/SDA referred to the 'island' mentality of general practitioners •
There were a number of suggestions on how to create or
maintain good relationshilS with the general practitioners in
the health centre, and these included the following:-
i) involving the general practitioners early on in the
planning of the centre;

















ensuring that general practitioners are informed by
letter or verbally about developments as they are often
too busy to attend meetings, for instance House Comndttees;
having primary health care records available to all team
members;
focussing loyalty on the primary health care team, to avoid
conflicts between the general practitioner and the HD/SDA,
encouraging staff to use the conunon room for coffee and lunches;
providing courses for general practitioner reception staff
when they come into the centre, to help integration of
administrative staff and understanding of the health centre
concept;
generally not being doctrinaire about administration,
putting good relationships with general practitioners







Several llD/SDAs commented on design aspects. Two felt that examination
rooms, particularly at the ratio of one per general practitioner consulting
suite, were wasteful. Problems mentioned included inadequate car-parking
space, poor soundproofing, and difficulties in patient-calling systems. One
HD/SDA had overcome lack of privacy at the reception desk by a system of
"staggered" reception hatches instead of one long counter. Five llD/SDAs
drew attention to a more general problem - that as services expanded and
new services developed, the health centre could not provide enough
accOImllOdation for all the demands made upon it. This led to conflict between
competing users. (However this expansion of use of the health centre could be
interpreted as a sign of success). One HD/SDA emphasised the need to establish


























Widening the use of health centres
Several HD/SDAs said that wherever possible they encouraged maximum
use of their health centres. Although in most cases this meant encouraging
use by hospital consultants, PSWs. and other 'health' type services, some
HD/SDAs went further and felt that centres should be used as much as
possible, including in the evenings, for health education and related
activities. One dissenting note on this came from an HD/SDA which felt
that demand for use in the evenings was excessive and expensive in terms
of providing heating and lighting .
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Administ:ration of onp healt:h cent:re
Administra'tion of two or more health centres.
but not of any other premises or service.
At: least: one h~alth centre plus at: least one
other health service facilh:y such as a
G.P. hospital or clinic premises.
Administration of one health centre in
Addition to other normal duties. e.g.
as a health visitor or clinic clerk.
~.ain groups of employment
cater,ories
Administrative staff based
in a heal'";h cen'tre a:-.d
so usually Ion the spot t





Health authority Not in a health centre
but e .~. in a local
hospital
Health authority Not in a health centre
Administration of a unit combined with
administration of at least one health
centre .
Administration of a sector combined with
administration of at least one health
centre .
Ad~inistrative staff not
based in the health centre.
who visit t~e centre for
adminisuat.ion. employed






Administradon of the health centre. possibly
with some duties for th~ C.Ps. alone
Administration of the health centre combined
with duties for the prectice. e.g. as a medical
secretary or practice nurse.
Administrative staff based
in the health :entre






These cateeories correspond to those in Question 3 in Questionnaire A and Question 8 in Questionnaire B. They are the categories referred
to wh~n administrative arrangeMents for health centres preferred by health authorities. or employment arrangements for health centre
ad~inistrative staff. are mentioned.
2 In Questionnaire A there was no separate category for H. which is there in effect included under G.
























D.H.S.S. Guidance and other recent recommendationslon 'the day-to-day
administration of health centres
The D.H.S.S. Circular2 issued in 1979 gave the following advice on
this matter:-
'Health Centre Administration and Management •
In small health centres it will usually be sufficient if a
suitable person, preferably a lay person, is charged with the
responsibility for the day-to-day running of the h~alth centre,
e.g. preparation of office staff rotas, co-ordination of on-site
domestic services in accordance with domestic services operational
policy. This type of work can be tmdertaken by a senior recept-
ionist secretary or administrative officer. In larger health centres
it may be advisable for an Administrator to carry this responsibility
especially during the first few months when he will be able to assist
in the organisation of the centre. After this initial period he may
be able to leave a senior receptionist or secretary at the health
centre to cover the day-to-day organisation of the centre whilst
retaining overall responsibility and visiting as appropriate.'
This guidance is tmclear on a number of points. Firstly 'size' of
health centre is not defined. In an earlier section of the same Circular
(paras. 18 and 19) size is discussed in relation to the building of health
centres, and is seen as a fUIlction of the number of general practitioners
practising from the health centre as their main or sole surgery. The
Circular recommends three general practitioners as a minimum and twelve
general practitioners as a maximum (unless there are special reasons for
smaller or larger numbers of general practitioners being accommodated).
This then is the only idea given of what is meant by a small or large
centre. However defining health centre size in terms of numbers of
general practitioners leaves out two other factors, namely the number
of practices and the scope of other services in the health centre (page 47).
1 Earlier recommendations were discussed in previous reports:-
G. E. Baker and J. M. Bevan (1975) Management & Administration of
Health Centres, HSRU RepoI't No. 13.
G. E. Baker and J. M. Bevan (1978) The Management & Administration of
Health Centres - A study of the effects of the 1974 Reorganisation of
the M.H.S., HSRU Report No. 33.
2 Circular HC(79)8 Health Services Development: Primary Health Care:

























Seconclly the Circular is i~recise about the 'type of adminiatrative
arrangemen't appropriate for health centres, large or small. In small
cen'tres it sugges'ts a senior receptionis't or administrative officer•
In large centres it recommends an 'Administrator' taking an overall
responsibility but delegating day-tO""day organisation to a senior
receptionist or secretary when 'the health centre has been in operation
for a few months. Although it is not stated, it can be inferred
that the 'Administrator' suggested is not based in a health centre,
"
so for larger centres then the Circular suggests dividing day-tO""day
responsibility, but how tasks are to be divided is lUlclear•
Thirdly 'the Circular gives no guidance on a number of matters
related to the employment of staff whose job is rlUlning heal'th centres
on a day-to-day 'asis. Some matters which need consideration are who
should be the employer of these staff, the health authorities or 'the
general practitioners; if the health authority is "their employer, should
the general practitioners contribute to the salary cost or vice
versa; what is an appropriate salary grade; and are these persons to be
fully occupied with health centre administration or to combine this
with other activities •
Some other recommendations have also been made recen'tly on how to
it
organise health centre administration. Pritchard (1978) feels 'that
a 'practice manager' is inappropriate for small centres or surgeries
but that larger more complex centres may require a manager•
'PrimalY health care is practised both from small surgeries for
one doctor and from large city health centres with thirty doctors •
Clearly it would be inappropriate to have a practice manager in
the former, and it would be impossible to rlUl a large health centre -
partiCUlarly if it accommodated several prac'tices - wi'thou't one•
Where along the scale of size does prac'tice managemen't require a
specialist manager?
In the small practice or health centre, usually one partner
assumes the role of manager (with 'the agreemen't of his colleagues).
He may delegate much of the day-to-day management to a senior
secre'tary or receptionist, but will have to involve himself in
mes't of the decisions, drafting letters, interviewing, fixing
salaries, e'tc. It is lUllikely 'that a small prac'tice could afford
'the salary of a practice manager who did not do other duties.
it Pri1:chard, P. (1978) Manual of Primary Health Care: i'ts nature




























Some medium-sized health centres which have a large health
authority element (chUd health, chiropody, speech therapy, and
consultant clinic~) may have a practice manager appointed by
the health authority, who will be responsible for the authority's
services and the building in which the practice operates •
Within this structure the doctors may employ their own separate
reception and treatment-room staff. In the larger centres it
is likelY that the practice manager will manage the general
practitioner element as well. This has the advantage for the
doctors that they do not have to worry so much about administrative
details, but on the other hand they may have difficulty in
ensuring that the service meets their needs, and that the.staff
all give a satisfactory service to the patients. They are less
in control, but may in exchange have a very efficiently managed
service.
It all depends on the quality of recruitment and training
to practice management, which at present is a low priority for
development in the health service. I
There are three points of particular interest here. One is that
Pritchard has reco~ised numbers of practices, and numbers of health
authority services, as factors which have a bearing on the administrative
arrangements needed. Another point is that he voices the anxiety of
general practitioners that if administration in a health centre is in
the hands of the health authority, the general practitioners may lose
control over the administration, which may th,m not be conducted in a
way they would like. Finally he mentions the ne~d to seriously consider
recruitment and training for practice managew.ent as a whole •
B"ales (197B)f' advocates a health centre 'manager' for every health
centre, regardless of size, preferrillg one manager per centre rather
than a manager responsible for two or more centres. He seems to have
in mind a manager employed by the health authority, not the general
practitioners, since ha says that the most real authority a manager
could expect is the supervision of receptionists if they are health
authority employed. He also anticipates that general practitioners will
be wary of a~y interference in running their own affairs •
... Beales, G. (1978) Sick health centres and how to make them better





Various ways then of arranging the day-to-day administration of




















1• The responsibility for day-to-day administration to be given to a
'central' HD!SDA administrator not based in the health centre,
but for instance in a hospital or in central offices, who liaises
regularly with a contact (e.g. a clerk) in the health centre •
The responsibility for day-to-day administration to be given to
a person based in a health centre. This could be -
(i) a 'secretary' or administrator, employed by the health
authority, who might also have responsibility for e.g•
another health centre •
(ii) a nurse, clerk, secretary etc. employed by the health
authority who undertakes administration of the health
centre in corrbination with their other duties •
(Hi) an employee of the general practitioners in the centre,
e. g. a practice manager or secretary, who undertakes
administration of the health centre either as full-time













Policy and practice in day-to-day administration for health centres
according to the survey results
Administrative arrangements in health centres
Having a health centre based administrator was popular with HD/SDAs •
Indeed about half chose this as the only way they favoured for administering
a health centre. The next most popular arrangement, more particularly with
SDAs, was arranging for a central or hospital based administrator to be
responsible for the health centre.
The leaEt popular single preferred arrangement was leaving the
general practitioners to arrange administration. The remaining HD!SDAs
favoured equally both health centre based and non health centre based types



















Generally HD/SDAs appeared to have the arrangements they preferred,
except for some centres where the general practitioners had control,
and this was not preferred by the HD/SDAs, and some who had centre
based persons ~lhen HD/SDAs wanted central administrators.
Nearly bro thirds of the centres in the survey had health centre
based persons alone responsible for their day-to-day administration.
Significantly, general practitioner employed staff were in a small
minority ( 7% ) of those \'l~'l:h such responsibilities, so the ::lOve to a health cent!'"
does imply for general practitioners .some loss of con-t:rol over the
administrative arrangelMnts compared to being in their own premises.
(In centres with two or three persons n:entioned as responsible, general
practitioner employed staff were more likely to haVE some responsibility
for administration than they were in 'one person' centres
Size and complexity of the health centre and administrative
arrangements
In our earlier report we had surmised that the numbers of
services provided from the health cenotre, as well as the number of
general practitioners practising there, could affect the type of
administrative arrangement in the centre. The results of the survey
showed that the greater the number of general practitioners practising
from the health centre, the more likely it was that the centres would
be administered by one person, based in a health centre, and employed
by the health authority for that purpose. Jlhen 'complexity' of health
centre is taken into account (i. e. other services, number of general
practitioners and number of practices) the sarne pattern appears. This
result shows a situation contrary to the advice given in the D.H.S.S.
Ci!'cular referred to earlier, where it was suggested that the larger
centres should have a more 'central' administrator responsible for them,
who liaises with a receptionist or secretary at the health centre.
'Health centre administrator' type persons
The reCOmMendations on administering health centres discussed
earlier suggest various levels of staff, based in a health centre. as
appropriate for the day-to-day admini.stration of that centre. including
secretaries, receptionists, practice managers and health centre admin-
istrators. The last named were more frequently mentioned than any
other title for persons b~sed in a health centre for its administration -
'health centre administrators' administered nearly a third (over 200)
of the centres in the survey. This post of health centre administrator,

























centres were built. It appeared also that at least another 100 staff
with other titles, e.g. senior secretary or senior receptionist,
filled a similar role, although they were usually on a lower salary
grade •
Over a third of HD/SDAs with health centres indicated their only
preference for health centre administration would be to employ a
person based in the health centre solely for that ~Iork and a number
of other HD/SDAs gave this arrangment as one of those preferred•
Given that such posts are in existence, and that many HD/SDAs would
like to have this arrangerr.ent, questions arise about the selfction,
training, career prospec~s and salaries of health centre administrators
or their equivalen~s•
As regards selection, HD/SDJ\$ with health centre administrator
type posts thought that health service experience was desirable for
st"lff taking up these posts and ",.bout half of these staff had clearly
had such experience. A fifth of HD/SDAs with these staff thought
that having, or s~udying for H.S.A. qUalifications was desirable also •
This qualification has become more relevant since there has been a
unified administrative structure for the N.H.S. following the 1971f
reorganisation, and has implications for career opportunities in the
N.H.S •
On career possibilities for health centre administrators, a third
of HD/SDAs thought health services administration generally would be
appropriate, and another quarter took a more limited view, seeing
administration in community health services as most appropriate •
Policy on training varied. Of those HD/SDAs who gave information
on training for staff, about a fifth said they had no training courses
at all, but nearly a half did provide some type of management course
for staff in post. Clearly if health centre administration is to be
seen as a career post, then studying for relevant qualifications, and
having training, become important.
Regarding salarv grades for persons titled health centre
administrators, almost half of them were on GAA grade, over a
third en HCO grade and a twelth on SAA grade, accounting for 93% of
these staff. Generally, health centre administrators were on
salary grades preferred by HD/SDAs for health centre administrator


















which HD/SDAs felt to be appropriate. Persons designated as 'senior
secretary' or 'senior receptionist' were mostly on HCO grades. Some
differences in grades could be accounted for by the differences in
responsibility between different posts. Of course many staff. and
their salary grades. would be 'inherited' from the previous local
health authority administration.
GivinG health centre administrators wider responsibilities was
a factor in determining salary grades. as well 2S the number of general
practitioners and/or services in the health centre. These responsibilities
may include administration of more than one health centre. administering
certain local community clinics or administration of a nearby general
practitioner hospital. Over a third of HD/SDAs selacted having a health
centre administrator with additional responsibilities as one preferred option
for administering health centres and in fact a similar proportion of
health centre administrators in the survey were employed on that basis •
Staff designated senior secretary or senior r~ceptionist hardly ever
had these additional responsibilities. Similarly. health centre
administrators were also very likely (in comparison with senior secretaries
or senior receptionists) to act as secretary to the health centre committee •
when these were in existence. Adding in to the job of health centre
administrator more variety and responsibility in the ways mentioned
above. is one method of increasing job satisfaction without act-ually
promoting staff outside the health centre. This raises another issue -
whether health centre administrator posts should lead to other
positions or not. which is discussed next •
Broadly speaking. there are two approaches to appointing staff to
health centre administrator type posts. One approach is to see these
pcsts as a rung on the health services administration ladder. recruiting
staff of an age and aptitude to pursue qualifications. who will
probably not remain too long in the health centre. (indeed a couple
of HDs in the survey used these posts for regional trainees). In this
case. thE' HD/SDA needs to be prepared to providp. training and promote
staff. However this approach may not be se satisfactory for those
working more permanently in the health centre. who may have to work with
a rapid succession of administrators. This problem may be solved by
the second approach. which is to regard health centre administrator posts
as an ultimate positicn - which is the way the former local health































fo%' cJ.erical/recep'l:ion/secretarial staff. or for older persons who
had worked outside the health service and were near to the end of their
working life. To be successful. staff recruited with this second
approach in mind. would need to be happy to accept this more limited
view of their job prospects. staying indefinitely in the same type of
post •
Administrative Integration
One of the aims of the 1974 Reorganisation of the National Health
Service was the integration of the three parts of the old N.H.S. which
provided health services. i.e. regional hospital boards. local govern-
ment health authorities. and executive councils. into a unified whole.
How far. judging by the data received in the survey. was health centre
administration integrated. both within the HD/SDA and the health centre?
(This of course is no measure of integration of services).
One criterion of administrative integration for health centres might
be how far administrators in the HD/SDA responsible for health centre
administration had responsibilities for other services. Of these admin-
istrators. nearly two-thirds were solely concerned with administering
community services. Most of the remaining third had responsibilities
for administering acute. non-community services as well. and were
therefore concerned with services for a 'geographical' area. (The
tradition of having an administrative organisation specifically for
community services remained. although this organisation might be a
'sub-sector' of a geographical sector system and could be part of a
scheme designed for integration •
Another criterion of integration could be the degree to which
administrative staff based in the health centre are. or can be involved
in administration beyond the health centre itself. There is evidence
that a proportion of these staff - about half the health centre admin-
istrators. an eight of the secretaries/receptionists and over a quarter
of cleI'ks - do attend administrative meetings in the HD/SDA. And many
HD/SDAs did regard health centre administrator type posts as potentially
leading to positions in other parts of health service administration •


























One way to encourage administrative integration within the health
centre itself could be to have a health centre house committee. In
HC(79)8, the D.H.S.S. recommended that health centres should have a
committee for staff working in the centre, i.'1 addition to a medical
practitioners staff committee.
*'A Health Centre Committee should also be established to
represent the interests of all staff (professional and non-
professional) working at the centre. This Committee would
usually have power to wake rules where necessary covering
minor day-to-day matters and should be consulted by the A.H.A.
regarding any rules the latter may make concerning the manage-
ment of health centI'EB or the control of staff. I
Most HD/SDAs approved of having health centre house committees,
however just under half "the health centres in the survey actually had
such committees. Centres were more likely to have committees where
the HD/SDA approved of them. (Is this because these HD/SDAs encouraged
setting up committees or because they approved of the committees already
in existence?). Centres with a nurrber of practices and/or a large nUll'ber
of general practitioners were also more likely to have committees -
presumably these centres would need more formal means of discussing
issues and communicating information •
The D.H.S.S. guidance states that the committee should 'represent
the interests of all staff (professional and non-professional) I in the
centre. What views d.id HD/SDAs take on who should be members of the
committee, in the light of this guidance? They were strongly in favour
of general practitioners (preferably a practice representative rather
than all general practitioners) and a health centre administrator being
mell'J:>ers, and generally in favour of having a health centre based nurse,
a nursing officer, and an administrative officer from the HD/SDA.
However they were more divided on a receptionist representative - perhaps
they felt this gooup were represented by the health centre administrator.
HD/SDAs were not in favour of having a 'consumer' or patient representative
either, which confirms the impression we had reported on in Phase 2 of
these studies, that HD/SDAs were very wary of patient representation in
health centres.
* Circular HC(79)8. Health services development: Primary Health Care:

















General practitioners and the administration of the health centl'9
In our report of 1978, on Phase 2, we felt that general
practitioners in health centres were becoll'.ming more isolated following
the 1974 N.H.S. Reorganisation when health centres were transferred
from local government health authorities to the new HD!S DAs. Certainly,
judging by the conunents of the HD!SDAs ,they were concerned about the
integration of family doctors within health centres, and they made
suggestions on how to improve or maintain good relationships with
general practitioners (see page 52). Although the survey was not
concerned with assessing the integraticn of general practitioners within
the centre, the results give some information about how far the general
practitioners are involved in the administrative arrangements for
running health centres.
As suggested in the preceding section, having a health centre
house committee is one way of involving centre users in discussion
and decision-making and HD!SDAs were both in favour of such committees
and of having general practitioners on them. However the fact that
half the health centres in the survey did not ha're these committees
shows that this means of invol',;ement was limited•
There was a limit also to the direct involvement of the general
practitioners in the employment of the person appointed to administer
the health centre on a day-to-day basis. Obviously where the person
with this responsibility was a central administrator, such as a
sector administrator, the general practitioners would have no say in
their appointment. Less than ten per cant of the persons responsible
for day-ta-day administration of centres were employees of the general
practitioner, the rest being health authority employees. However th·~
general practitioners did contribute to the salaries of nearly a third
of the persons responsible for day-to-day running in centres, where
only one person was nominated. (Three-quarters of the centres were in
that category). Presumably then the doctors could make a case for
having a say in the appointment of persons to ~lhose salary they
contributed. However, even where general practitioners shared the
costs of employing these persons, the persons themselves were almost
invariably accountable to a health service administrator in the HD!SDA,






















In contrast, the general practitioners employed their own
reception staff in over 60 per cent of the health centres, although
the greater the number of practices or general practitioners in the
centre, the more likely were the reception staff to be employed by
the health authority.
unanswered Questions
This report has described the results of a survey of the policy
and practice of HD/SDAs in England on the administration of their
health centres. We cannot say from the results whether any health
centre is 'well-administered' or whether any HD/SDA has an organisation
which works well in administering its health centres. The survey
has shown the variety of arrangements in existence, but cannot show
whether any particular arrangement is better than ano'ther - we have
been concerned to describe, not to evaluate •
The health districts and single district areas in their comments
on 'their successes and difficulties, did not show a consensus in 'their
solution to problems, although there appeared to ba problems which they
had in common. These included organising health centre administration
within the HD/SDA (lfficiently, arranging effective administration in
each health centre ,and relationships generally with the general
practitioners (see page 51). Given that one of the main aims of
building health centres has been to develop co-operation between general
practitioners and health authority services to provide team care for
patients, it is significant that relationships between HD/SDAs and
general practitioners in health centres, still seem to be problematic,
~t least as far as administrative arrangements are concerned•
What effects will the restructur~,g of the N.H.S.,due to take
place in 1982, have on administering health centres? One change which
could have some direct effect on health centres is the abolition of
the 'sector' and the establishment of 'units of management' as outlined
in the D.H.S.S. Circular.* It was clear from the survey results that
health centres were normally (as one would expect) administered within
a sector, so the change to 'units of management' would have a direct
bearing on the organisation in the district for administering health
centres. The Circular states that the new 'units' should normally be
smaller than exis'ting sectors.
































The Circular emphasizes the need for as much delegation as
possible to the 'unit' level, both in decision making and budget
control. The types cf 'unit' suggested, e.g. for community services
as a whole, for a large hospital, for a group of smaller hospitals with
or without their local community services, are of course above health
centre level. However if there is real delegation, it may mean mo:'e
autonomy for health centres, with fewer decisions needing referral
up a long hierarchy, which was a situation complained about in Phase
2 of our studies, and the health centre administrators, and the health


















Letter to Health Districts known to have health
centres.
Letter to Health Districts where it is believed
there is no health centre.






















District Policy of ad~inistration of health
centres .
Administration of individual health centres.
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We are writing to ask for your help in a study we are undertaking,
supported by the Department of Health and Social Security, into the policy
and practice of health districts in relation to the administration of their
health centres. The study is in the form of a postal survey addressed to
District Administrators (or Administrators of single District Areas) in
England .
Two types of questionnaire are used in this survey, and these are
enclosed .
Questionnaire A, of which one copy is enclosed, is about district
policy on health centre administration - that is, the policy of the District
Management Team or of the officer in the District to whom responsibility
has been delegated. We should be grateful if you or the appropriate officer
would complete this questionnaire .
Questionnaire B is about the administrative arrangements in individual
health centres. We enclose one of these for each health centre in your
Health District, with the name of the health centre written on the front
page. We have added two spare, blank, copies of Questionnaire B in case
there are health centres operational in your District which are not in
Our records. (Our information is taken mainly from the Hospitals and
Health Services Yeamook for 1977). We should be grateful if you would
arrange for these to be completed by the appropriate officer(s) (if more
are needed, please let us know) .
It would be very helpful if you could post both kinds of questionnaire





We should be happy to provide you with a sunnnary of the results of
the survey. If this is of interest, please tick the box in question 16
at the end of Questionnaire A.
My colleague, Gail Baker, or I will, of course, be happy to answer
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We are writing to ask for your help in a study we are undertaking,
supported by the Department of Health and Social Security, into the policy
and practice of health districts in relation to the administration of their
health centres. The study is in the form of a postal survey addressed to
District Administrators (or Administrators of single District Areas) in
England.
According to our information, based on the Hospitals and Health Services
Yearbook for 1977, there are no health centres in your District. However,
we have enclosed copies of the q~estionnairesas we realise that the Yearbook
may be out-of-date or inaccurate. If, in fact, there are no health centres
operational in your District, we would like to know whether or not any are
being built and we ask you to answer just question 15 in Questionnaire A
(see below) and return it to us, in the stamped addressed envelope provided.
If at least one health centre is operational in your District, both
types of Questionnaire, A and B, apply fully.
Questionnaire A, of which one copy is enclosed, is about district
policy on health centre administration - that is, the policy of the District
Management Team or of the officer in the District to whom responsibility
has been delegated. We should be grateful if you or the appropriate officer
would complete this questionnaire.
Questionnaire B is about the administrative arrangements in individual
health centres. We enclose two copies, with the space on the front page
for the name of the health centre left blank. We should be grateful if
you would arrange for this to be completed for any health centres operational
in your District by the appropriate officer(s) - if more copies are needed,





It would be very helpful if the questionnaires could be returned to
us by 22nd July.
We should be happy to provide you with a summary of the results of the
survey. If this is of interest, please tick the box in question 16 at the
end of Ques tionnair'e A.
l1y colleague, Gail Baker, or I wil.L, of course, be happy to answer any

































































Health Services Research Unit,
University of Kent at Canterbury
STUDY OF ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR HEALTH CENTRES
QUESTIONNAIRE A:
DISTRICT POLICY ON ADMINISTRATION
OF HEALTH CENTRES
.................................................. Health District/Area
(1) Who in the district is (or are) directly responsible for the adminis-
tration of health centres, e.g. a community services sector administrator
or sector administrator for a geographical area? Please give the title




(2) Does this person (or persons) have other administrative responsibilities







(3) Please indicate which is the way preferred in this district for arranging
the day-to-day internal administration of its health centres. Please
tick as appropriate, ticking more than one box if more than one way is
considered equally acceptable.
(a) The district to enploy an administrator (or equivalent
by another name) whose sole responsibility is for a 0









(b) The district to employ an administrator (or equivalent
by another name) whose responsibility is for two or
more health centres, but not for other health services
premises, and who is based in at least one of the
health centres concerned.
(c) The district to employ an administrator (or equivalent
by another name) responsible for at least one health
centre, with administrative responsibilities also for
at least one other health service facility such as a
local clinic or community hospital, and who is based
in a health centre.
(d) The district to arrange for a district employee such
as a clinic clerl<: or health visitor who is based in a
health centre, to undertake administrative tasks in







(e) The district to arrange for a Unit Administrator, not
based in the health centre but, for example, in a local 0










(f) The district to arrange for an administrator, such as
a Sector Administrator or his assistant, not based in
a health centre, to see to the day-to-day adminis-
tration of one or more health centres, no person being
employed by the district in the health centre for its
administration .
(g) The district to leave the G.P.s in the health centre
to arrange for someone employed by the practice(s) to














IF ARRANGEMENTS DESCRIBED IN (a), (b) or (c) IN QUESTION (3) ABOVE, ARE E!.
EXISTENCE IN YOUR DISTRICT, (Le. THOSE WHERE THE DISTRICT EMPLOYS SOMEONE BASED
IN A HEALTH CENTRE SPECIFICALLY TO UNDERTAKE DAY-TO-DAY ADMINISTRATION) WHETHER
OR NOT THEY ARE PREFERRED, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 4 TO B BELOW. OTHERWISE GO ON
,- TO QUESTION 9 •
..
(4) What sort of backgrounds would be acceptable for these posts? E.g.
secretarial, clerical, in armed forces, with or without experience in
•



























(5) Please give details of any training which it is the policy of the district
to give to:













(7) What salary grades are thought appropriate for these posts? (E.g.




If more than one grade is thought appropriate what are the criteria










District does not mind either way
Please tick one .
District prefers to pay whole salary
Please tick one.
District prefers G.P.s to make some contribution
to the salary
District prefers G.P.s to employ their own reception D
staff
District does not mind either way c:=J
District prefers to employ reception staff for G.P.s D
In this district, is it preferred that the G.P.s or the
employers of the reception staff for the family doctors
(B) In this district, is it preferred to pay wholly for the salaries of persons
based in a health centre and employed to undertake the day-to-day adminis-


























(10) What are the arrangements preferred in the district for liaison, between
the person (s) in the health centre responsible for day-to-day I'Il1lI1ing and
other officers in the district?
Person(s) in health centre responsible for day-to-day
administration to liaise directly with functional 0
officers, (e.g. in supplies, personnel, works etc.)
Please tick one.
Please say what these ~ .
· .








Other liaison arrangements preferred 0
· .
· , .
Having health centre house conunittees is:-
Person(s) in health centre responsible for day-to-day
administration to liaise with functional officers 0
for some matters and administrator in district for
othe I' matters
Person(s) in health centre responsible for day-to-day
administration to liaise with administrator in 0
district (e.g. Sector Administrator) who will contact































(12) How does this district regard the following for inclusion in the menilership
of health centre house committees? Please tick one box in each line
below, as appropriate.















A G.P. representative from
each practice in the
health centre




A district employed nurse
( commtmity nurse , health
visitor or midwife) based
in the centre
A nursing officer, not
necessarily based in the
centre
Health Centre administrator














































A receptionist representative D
A consumer Ce .g. a patient or
Commtmity Health Cotmcil 0
member) representative
















ad hoc health care planning
cOllllllunity or primary health
"
(13) Does this district have a permanent or
wholly or substantially concerned with







• 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 •••••• 0 •••• 0 ••••••• 0 •• 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 0 • 0 ••••• 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 ••••••• 0 • 0
• •• 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 • 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 •••• 0 ••••• 0 0 0 ••••• 0 •••
• •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 •••••••••• 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 ••••• 0 • 0 •••••• 0 0 • 0 0 •••••••• 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 ••
o 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0
.............................................
• 0 • 0 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 •• 0 •••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 •••••• 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 ••• • 0,0 •
o 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 •• 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 0 •••••••• 0 0 •• 0 ••••••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 ••••
o 0 0 • 0 •••••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •••••••• 0 0 •• 0 ••• 0 ••••• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 ••• 0 0 0 •
o 0 •••• 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 •••••••• 0 •••••••••• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 • 0 • 0 ••••••••• 0 ••• 0 0 • 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •
o 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 0 ••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 ••• 0 • 0 •• 0 •••••• 0 ••••••••••• 0 0 0 •• 0 •••





Please give title of team
· .
· .
Are there any particular successes or difficulties in your health centre
administration policies which you think could usefully be communicated to








































No health centres being
built
At least one health centre
being built















































Health Services Research Unit.
University of Kent at CantertlUry
STUDY OF ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR HEALTH CENTRES
QUESTIONNAIRE B:












. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Health
(1) Year Health Centre opened •••.•.•........••••.••
(2) N\llIIbers of general practitioners and
practices in the health centre.



































Does the health centre or any adjacent premises identified in Question 3
provide any services apart from those usually associated with the primary
health care team?
Please tick any which apply, and add any not listed•
(3) Is the health centre adj acent to any of the following?
Please tick any which apply and add any not listed.






























0 --ISchool dental I
General dental 0
General ophthalmic 0
General pharmacy (this 0




0 I--Speech therapy I








































(6) Who is the employer of the reception staff who work for the G.P.s in








The G.P.s employ them
The district employs them




















IN THE LAST PART OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, QUESTIONS 7 - 14, WE ASK FOR INFORMATION
ABOUT THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR DAY-TO-DAY ADMINISTRATION IN THIS HEALTH CENTRE •
ALTHOUGH WE EXPECT THIS TASK WILL OFTEN BE UNDERTAKEN BY ONE PERSON, WE HAVE
ALLOWED FOR ANSWERS TO BE GIVEN FOR UP TO 3 PERSONS, PROVIDING SPACES AND BOXES
AS APPROPRIATE, IF THIS APPLIES •
(7) Who is the person responsible for day-to-day administration of the health
centre, (e.g. seeing cleaning is properly done, arranging urgent repairs)?
Please give the title of this person (e.g. health centre administrator,
practice secretary, clinic clerk). If these tasks are divided between
more than one person, please specify who they are and, in outline, how
they tasks are divided •
(1) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
( 3 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••
-4-
(8) Is this person Cor these persons):
(a)
I
Employed by the district solely for the administration 0
of this centre, and based in it?
2 3
(b) Employed by the district for the administration of this
and at least one other health centre, based in one of 0
these centres, and not having any administrative
responsibility for any other health service premises?
-
(c) Employed by the district for the administration of at
least this health centre, and with administrative
responsibilities also for at least one other health








Please tick any which apply
administrative responsibilities in a G.P.
hospital
administrative responsibilities in one or
more local clinic premises







An employee of the district based in this health centre
such as a clinic clerk or health visitor, who under- 0
takes administrative tasks in this centre in addition




(e) A Unit Administrator, not based in this health centre
but, for example, in a local hospital, who also




(f) An administrator employed by the district, such as a
Sector Administrator or his assistant, not based in a
health centre, who includes the day-to-day adminis-
tration of this health centre among their duties? o
...............................................................
. .
(h) Employed by the G.P.s and undertaking administration
in the health centre in addition to other duties, e.g. D
as medical secretary or practice nurse?
Employed by the G.P.s wholly or mainly as administrator 0
in the health centre?










What is this person's (or persons') salary grade?












The health district pays all of salary
The G.P.s pay all of salary (with appropriate
reimbursement)
The health district and the G.P.s (with appropriate













If so, what proportion does the district pay?
Other arrangements








(11) What type of background, or previous employment, did this person (or
persons) have, e.g. school secretary, clerical officer in local government,











(12) To whom is this person (or persons) directly accountable?
Please tick as appropriate.
The health centre house committee
The G.P.s in the health centre
An administrator in the district








Other - please specify
. .
-6-
(13) Does this person (or persons) participate in regular meetings with other




0 I r--I, , ,
0 ---II
Please say what meetings these are.





oSome role in house committee





Name and position of officer who
completed this questionnaire:
If there is a house committee, does the person (or persons) responsible
for day-to-day administration (Le. identified in question (7) above)


















































This appendix reproduces all the answers given to Question 14 in
Questionnaire A of the survey. (A summary of the answers is given in
the report, see page 50 ) •
Question 14 was "Are there any particular successes or difficulties
in your health centre administration policies which you think could
usefUlly be communicated to other districts? Please tell us about these" .
Ninety HD/SDAs gave some answer to this question and these are
reproduced below. Nos. 1-16 are answers from single district areas and
nos. 17-90 are answers from health districts. All identifying names •
for instance of health districts or health centres have been deleted,
or replaced by an appropriate phase such as 'this health district' or

















We have found the existing arrangements work satisfactorily
with the Sector Administrator and his senior admin. staff paying
prequisite visits to health centres. Recently we have been prompted
to think about developing a House Committe" system in one of our
new health centres .
Basically we adopt the philosophy of handling the arrange-
ments at each unit to fit in with the local personalities rather
than attempting to introduce a stereo typed committee system.
i) The structure should provide for comprehensive cover in the
absense of the sector administrator.
ii) The link between community sector ~lithout any hospital
involvement has been difficult to achieve other than on a
personal basis.
iii) Inegration between different sections of the community activity
at administrative level is achieved through 1IlOnthly meetings •
iv) In commissioning new health centres it is essential to
involve all prospective users especially general practitioners .
COllUIlunication is imperative. Many general practitioners
using health centre premises are too busy to attend the House
Committee Meetings. It is most important that they are kept
informed of developments, either by letter or verbally from the
Health Centre Manager. To a certain extent. general practitioners
should be cossetted to ensure maximum patient care. This area has



















A. & E. Service where patients seen at health centre. rather
than hospital casualty.
Physiotherapist from hospital undertakes sessions at health
centre.
Hospital's dietician holds obesity clinics.
H ospital Consult~~ts hold outpatient clinics in health centres
as well as at base hospital.
We have six small health centres. the majority occupied by
only one family doctor practice. none of which are large enough to
warrant the presence of a resident administrator. We would find it
helpful if we had one member of the A.H.A. staff (even on a basic

















to deal with enquiries, deliveries of goods, programming of
sessions and other general day to day problems.
As our health centre programme expands and we build larger
health centres, we envisage the appointment of a higher clerical
officer who would be directly responsible to the general
administrative assistant previously mentioned.
Although we do not have Health Centre House Committees as
such, we do hold meetings with health centre users to consult or
discuss with them any matters which could have an effect on the
use of the premises.
All appointments of staff to work in the health centre are
mutually agreed with "the general practitioners using the centre.
This is usually arranged by a representative of "the general
practitioners attending any interviews and drawing up the short-
list of candida"tes for interview with the community health services
administrator .
There should be full integration between area and general
practitioners in operational services, e.g. cleaning, telephones
etc. More practices in heal"th centres the more problems "there are •
Health centres better for patients - for accommodation. P. S. Ws.
attached to health centres have been successful (two centres). fo',ake
sure records area large enough - pract ices always seem to grow .
Health centres should be large enough to undertake wide range of
activities including evenings, space needed for this (Health
















In some instances the team spirit between membel!; of the
general medical practitioners and communi"ty health services
needs fostering.
As the adminis"trative officers responsible have
community and hospital services responsibilities, there have
been examples of health cen"tres benefiting from local hospital
resources. The integrated approach has clearly been of
benefit in these instances.
It is most desirable for the Authority to employ all staff,
including reception staff, working within the health centre,
(excluding general practitioners). This provides for
comparability of:-
Salary, 1:Clrns and conditions of service, training,
staff cover arrangGllkents, such an arrangement is not
always IJ lc·. 1.>y :.:~n ml practitioners.
-E) We have fotmd in a recently commissioned health centre that
considerable problems in cormntmication can arise out of short
cornings in the design stage. This is in terms of patient
waiting areas, systems of calling patients into the surgery,
system of contact between general practitioners and receptionists
etc. Such cormntmication questions are perhaps the most







Arrangements were made for AHA staff concerned with
administration of health centres to be 'settled in' prior to
phased entry of general practitioners and other services.
Emphasis is placed on total involvement in the health centre
by all concerned.





















The appointment of a scale 14 Administrator responsible fo the
general administrator (operational services) together with 3 general
administrative assistant grade managers for the three cormntmity
health sectors had aided considerably the co-ordination of services
which is the most significant problem in administering health centre
and area policies. The reluctance evidenced naturally by general
practitioners in operating from health centres ia apparent in our
Area as it is elsewhere in the country. Those in a high ratio of
single handed general practitioner in this area (approx. 25%)
which is also a factor to be considered when contemplating
developing health centre provision .
Policies have also been aided by the Centralisation of Cormnunity
Health Service support services e.g. Statistics and Community
Specialist Staff l~ho are based in the same headquarters as the scale
14 administrator.
Geographically this is a very compact single district area and
this has enabled the administrator in his role of co-ordinator to
bring together more easily the specialist advice and expertise
necessary for the development of prirrary care services.
Before a Health Centre House Committee. the Chairman of the
Committee (a senior general practitioner in all cases) is asked to
call together local persons - nurses. health visitors, clinic
clerks and reception rep. - together to put matters on agenda for
House Committee comprising of A.H.A. and F.P.C. members to discuss

























exists in his field. If internal alteration is to be considered,
the Area Building Officer would be asked. The secretarial work:
Notice, Agenda, Minutes, and Correspondence are done by the staff
of the F.P.C.
A Community Management Team has been created co~rising:­
Administrator F.P.S. and C.H.S. Divisional Nursing Officer (Community)
Divisional Nursing Officer 01idwifery Community Physician (Child
Health)
Area Chiropodist Area Speech Therapist
Area Dental Officer Health Education Officer.
Any other Area Officer is invited for a particular topic, e.g.
Treasurer re. budgets; Building Officer re. alterations, maintenance
etc. Any such officer may also ask to attend to raise a topic
on which he wishes community advice .
The team meets monthly and is co-ordinated by the Administr~-;
FPS/CHS and a large part of its function is to discuss health
centre administration in that it deals with planning and operational
policy and any problems at health centres and clinics. The main
difficulty experienced is the number of functional managers each
guarding his or her own staff. This creates difficulties for
administration at local level and there is a tendancy for much
trivia which needs consultation to unnecessarily come for
consideration at a senior level. I am atte~ting to create these
lines of communication in the future at Zone and Health Centre
level to prevent this happening .
It is not so easy to deal promptly with routine repairs and
maintenance (as against emergencies) and general practitioners in
particular have been used to securing prompt attention to such
matters (e .g. througll patient contacts using local tradesmen) .
General Practitioners therefore become frustrated more readily and
the Administrator F.P.S. can often help to provide a safety valve
(if necessary by acting as te~orary contact point in particular
instances) but should not be regarded as routinely involved in day
to day administration.
Our most successful health centre is one where there is a
full time resident caretaker. The work is , however, demanding and
cost is high.
14. Successes Meetings of all health centre administrators

































District staff are essentially based at health centres
and liaise through health centre administrator.
GP Bulletin issued by area.
Area works, domestic, supply, loan equipment and
courier services, have achieved an integrated
atmosphere with other district services.
Facilities offered to and used by voluntary organisations.
Difficulties
An individual approach to each health centre problem
has to be taken to recognise personality, conununity and
professional traditions. The community services sector
administrator has a particularly demanding job in organising
these local variations of approach.
Original planning constraints on size of health centres
has meant inhibition of SOIre services and less than ideal
conditions in certain respects has accrued in establishing
method of defining criteria betoleen acute hospital based
services and con~unity health centre services for both
financial and manpower resources .
Difficulties are experienced in those health centres where
general practitioners select and employ own receptionists -
different rates of pay and conditions. lhwillingness of receptionist
employed by one 'firm' to relieve another .
Unwillingness to take messages fOr other conununity staff, e.g.
H. V.s •• Receptionists are not always well selected and rarely well
trained .
Such difficulties as arise come about mainly through personality
differences. Any measure of success which we can claim is the
ability to maintain good relations at most times with general
practitioners who come into health centres with what one might call
an .' island' mentality. ie. they have been accustomed to working in
isolation and making their own rules. and the transition to operating
in a building which might house twenty other people (some of different
disciplines) is not easy.
Dividing the district into sectors gives the sector administrators
experience in both Hospital and Conununity Management concepts;






























The situation in this district is that we have ore health centre
operational, involving four general practitioners, three of whom
are in one practice, the fourth being based some miles away.
Effectively it is a single practice health centre and does not call
for sophisticated administrative arrangements.
In addition we have a major health centre for twelve plus
general practitioners in an advanced planning stage. We envisage
that this will call for a very different approach in day to day
management and are prepared for a house comll'ittee but not for a
designated administrator on the spot. We intend that health centres
should continue to be managed within the community services of
each geographical sector of the district under the sector
administrator. We have not yet decided on the receptionist
arrangements, but prefer that in "' multi practice centre the N.H.S •
should employ the receptionist and recharge the practices (of
which there will be at least five) .
Some difficulty, which may, in some ways be regarded as a
failure, has arisen in a new health centre opened in 1977 where
general practitioner participation was by one practice only,
employing three doctors. The design brief was based on joint use
of the Records/Reception area by general practitioner staff and
community clerks. A common telephone system was installed, with
a PABX switchboard operated by a community employee. It became
quickly apparent that the practice were having difficulty in
dealing with mUltiple calls from patients coming in from the four
exchange lines, and in fact, were unhappy with the presence of
communi ty staff in the same area as their mm receptionists. After
discussion, the community staff have been withdrawn and the
telephone installation reorganised, leaving the general practitioners
with an independent line .
One aspect which is worthy of consideration is that every
effort should be made to ensure full use of th'J health centre. It
is vital that as much thought should be given to this as possible
in the early design and planning stage. A commissioning team should
be formed to advise planning teams in the initial period, not when



































care should be taken to design according to use, not to
desirable facilities, e.g. is it necessary for several doctors each
to have separate examination room. The percentage time an
examination room attached to a consulting suite is used leads one
to the conclusion that the space would be better used in some
other way, say in enlarging the consulting rooms themselves.
One examination room could serve groups of doctors. There is a
failure to ensure full use of accommodation, and more thought
should be givan to shared use.
There would appear to be some danger, where only one practice
is involved, that the general practitioners and their staffs look
on the health centre as no more than improved facilities for the
practice, with a detrimental effect on joint users, or desirable
integration .
It is considered essential that an officer (possibly higher
clerical grade) should be based in a health centre of any size in
order to ensure an efficient organisation. One of the health centres
transferred from the local authority does not have an officer
based in it and this can and does create problems. The difficult
financial situation has not allowed us to change this •
Some confusion does arise by having sector administrators
responsible for the day to day management of the health centre and
at the same time having a senior administrative assistant based
at District Headquarters. The latter is primarily responsible for
the development of policy and oversight of the conununity services
which are organised on a district basis .
The fact that senior conununity nursing staff are based at
District does not encourage them to make contact with officers
based within sectors. They have always been used to 'popping
in' and seeing the senior officer responsible for conununity services .
Difficulties:
Where health centre 'administrator' salaries are shared on
a 50/50 basis between general practitioners and district, there
are divided loyalties and differing pressures on workloads.
Joint appointments are not recommended.
Successes:
The creation of a functional conununity health sector for the
whole district for administration and nursing purposes has



























an entity of some size, there has been no difficulty in establishing
effective relationships with the hospitals, and this together with
the inclusion of the two community hospitals within the sector,
has assisted the integration of hospital and community services
within the district. By being a separate sector, however,
community services, including health centres, have had a much more
effective voice in the affairs of the district, than would have
been the case if they had been linked with hospitals on a
geographical basis.
Input to planning through administrator, community health
services and community based members of other Health Care Planning
Teams .
The policy of employing one administrator based in District
Headquarters is felt to be the most suitable arrangement. He/she
is in a position to co-ordinate the community health services run
from the various centres and is also in the best position to
liaise direct with the various ether functional officers in the
district regarding the needs of the centre, and the administrator,
Family Practitioner Committee, in relation to the general
practitioners working from the centre .
Difficulties have arisen in the past with communications
because of the large geographical area. It is hoped, however,
that under the new arrangements, i.e. local unit administrators
being responsible through the sector administrators for the day to
day administration of these units, that this problem can be
overcome .
Where Health Centre Committees have been started they have proved
invaluable .
The appointment of a community health services administrator
is most satisfactory because he covers the whole district. His
most senior member of staff is higher clerical in a large health
clinic in a neighbouring town (9 miles away). She will most likely
act as deputy in the course of time.
The maintenance staff responsible for health centres and
clinics are radio-controlled from the District Works Department.
In a widely scattered situation, this facilitates supervision




27. i) The appointment and payment of Clinic Feceptionist by GPs. is
seen to erode the concept of a total HEooalth Care Service and
allow for the development of preferential services in certain
clinics.
ii) There is seen to be clear advantages of developing multi-
disciplinary staffing relationships within individual clinics.






















Over-administration is a bad thing. Health Centres should be
encouraged to evolve organically, every change being made in
full consultation with the practitioners.
Loyalties
The over-riding loyalty should be to the primary health care
team - such a focus is a good substitute for the AllA versus
GP syndrome.
Finance
Practice and other allowances to GPs are nationally agreed;
why not then the formula for charges and their apportionment?
The Cormnittee arrangements at the new Health centre have proved
to be of value since they provide for a liaison cormnittee upon
which are representatives of all disciplines working in the
Health centre and, experimentally for six months, a patient
representative. The more formal "duties" of the Health Centre
are dealt with through the Health centre Management Cormnittee
to which the liaison committee reports.
The policy for administering the health centres hes evolved over
the past 3 years and for the future the intention is that there should
be complete integration between the health centres and the hospitals
in terms of having one administrator. It hes been agreed that the
health centres which are at present directly administered from the
cOlllllunity health headquarters will at an appropriate time come
under the administrative control of the appropriate hospital
administrator. As far as possible during the plauning stage

































reception services and also to regard the manager as the person
able to undertake the organisation of the health centre and to
leave them free to undertake their clinical duties. On the whole
this has been successful, but in one instance, where 2 practices
were concerned, they have insisted on separate telephone and
reception systems. and separation of the community and general
practitioner side. We also try wherever possible to use the
health centre as the distribution point for community items such
as incontinence pads and medical loan equipment. Also the local
community are encouraged to make the fullest possible use of the
premises for health education in the widest possible sense, even
where the functions or activities are not directly organised by
Area Health Authority staff. I I~ould counsel evolution rather
than revolution in the integration of health centres into the
district administration .
Essential to have full and frank discussion between all users
prior to opening and determine areas of work/responsibility before
making financial arrangements between Authority and GPs •
a) No particular difficulties
b) No particular successes in view of (a) above but smooth
running may well be due to emphasis on communication being
~ vital ingredient and the need for all disciplines to
work for the success of the whole •
Operational policies for the new health centre due to open in
November 1977, a copy of which is attached, may be helpful •
This is the first health centre to be wholly completed in the
District since reorganisation, the organisation of which, and the
related operational policies whilst designed to meet the particular
needs of this health centre will serve to provide the basis for
similar policies in other health centres and clinics .
Difficulty of getting GPs to understand the ramification of the
N.H.S. particularly when changes or alterations are required and
when certain costs have to be met. There are often problems as














Management In a developing community our e)(J>Elrience is that
there is a need for a manager to be permanently based at the
centre in order to maintain continuity and monitor the growth
of services and identify the needs of the community served.
There are difficulties in obtaining a sense of unity amongst
the various disciplines working in a health centre, although a
great deal is achieved if the administrator has sufficient drive
and enthusiasm•
One difficulty relates to finance. There is a jungle of relation-
Ships: G.P. F.P.C. - Area Treasurer - D.I~.T.
which the doctors find very confusi.'lg, (and so do we)!
•
-



















Switchboard for GPs should always be kept totally separate from
rest of services (no conflict over telephone bills).
Keep GP reception staff separate from other health service
reception staff (this includes typing).
Apart from the overall problems of encouraging a harmonisation of
the activities of professionals operating in health centres, one
of the most disturbing difficulties from an administrative point
of view has been in absorbing staff formerly employed directly
by GPs in their own surgeries and who subsequently are completely
disorientated by the different environment in which they won<.
Established loyalty to an individ\£l GP or group practice and a
lack of understanding of concepts of health centres can create
havoc with one's attempts to integrate administrative support
services. The answer would appear to be absolute authority on
the issue of the selection of staff to rest with an experienced
administrator when commissioning a new health centre or the
provision of structured courses for receptionists when entering
health centre employment for the first time.
No particular difficulties except in the initial 'settling-in'
period when GPs had to adapt from having their own personal



























1. There is a good team approach within the practices and good
communication with other users within the centre.
2. The success of the Centre is largely due to the enthusiastic
support of most centre users Who are keen to see the team approach
to primary health care really work. Although the two GP practices
operate differently. they both enthusiastically support the Centle.
Their enthusiasm has "rubbed off" on other users.
3. The GPs were deeply involved at the centle' s planning stage.
4. The GPs express confidence in the existing administration
and welcome their support •
5. The large nUIIber of visitors who are referred to the centre
help to maintain high staff morale and an awareness of the need
to maintain high standards.
Administrative trainees on six-month attachments fill the post of
Health centre Administrator and this has proved to be extremely
good experience for them. However. it is appreciated that this
is not a wholly satisfactory situation from the Health Centre's
point of view and consequently the position is being kept under
review. The Health centle 's complaint is firstly that every
six months they have to adjust to a nel~ Administrator and this
complaint is accepted as valid; secondly, the Centre feels
aggrieved that they do not have a full-time Administrator •
This complaint is not accepted as there is insufficient work to
occupy a full-time administrator.
The appointment of the Administrator. Ilell in advance of the
opening of the new health centre, proved invaluable.
With some years experience of three fully functional health centres
it is evident that such establishments rapidly become an effective
focus for Community Health functions allowing for close co-ordination
between preventive services, General Medical services and domiciliary
services (i.e. Centre based Ho~~ Nurses and Domiciliary Midwives>.
There is a particular difficulty which should be avoided. however.
Individual services are likely to expand and new services arise
and in making provision for these eventualities care must be taken












Diversification of services can reach a level at which conflicting
requirements of different services cannot be properly provided for
due to the finite nature of accommodation within the centre.
46. It is often difficult to decide Nhere problems are created more by
personality/status clashes than administrative policies,
particularly where strong individual personalities are clashed
daily in a small building.
We generally already conform to the suggestions contained in the
circular on health centre licences and allied matters •
We feel, strongly, that insufficie.nt attention has been given
by planners to layouts and rigid adherence to costs limits often
cause immense problems for the users.
Sound-proofing is a neglected area and can be embarrassing .
We encourage staff to use the Common rooms for a morning 'cuppa' and
lunches but it takes a strong personality to break down the separate
box syndrome •
We have an open door policy and encourage the public to use the
centres as information points for other services. We also encourage
use for multi-disciplinary meetings •
In our nel~est centre - opening later this year - we hope to encourage




47 • The structural design of the reception booths are particularly
successful as it affords a degree of privacy for the patient which
is lacking in many centres .
DiffiCulties a) Lack of a House Committee
b) GPs not all in group practice
c) GPs employ olm receptionists and secretarial
staff since moving into the Centre in 1971
d) A jointly employed Administrative Officer AP III
LA scale was appointed at GPs' request soon after
opening but was not a success owing to the
emergence of divided loyalties which served to
undermine the administrator's authority. Post


































It is undesirable for the H.C. Administrator to have his salary
partially paid by the GPs and to act as practice manager. This
leads to conflicting loyalties and makes it difficult to combine
his duties. For similar reason it is desirable to employ all
staff in the H.C. and to merely provide a service to the GPs
just as hospital staff provide a service to consultants.
1. The view in this district supports the employment of a
full-time administrator responsible for one health centre and
based in that health centre. It is felt that it would be
difficult to achieve as good results with any other arrangement.
2. No particular administrative difficulties have been
experienced with health centres in this district •
1. Difficulties were being experienced at one health centre with
unauthorised car parking i.e. not patients nor staff using
the Centre car park. For persistent offenders who could be
identified, the help of the Region's legal department was enlisted
and letters threatening court injunctions have solved the problem
- but the casual user remains a problem•
2. Messages for Health Visitors and District Nurses. All messages
received at the switchboard are recorded in a separate book for each
discipline and a routine has been established where each D.N. and
H.V. inspects the appropriate book and initials messages requiring
her action.
We are firmly convinced that there must be a designated officer
with administrative responsibility on site, whose responsibility is
to co-ordinate the activities of the whole Centre, as well as
performing other duties.
At the time of re-organisation this Health District took over two
centres from different Local Authorities. One had adopted this
policy, the other preferring a senior receptionist with other matters
being dealt with by a peripatetic administrator. We have been
forced to continue these different arrangements. Our experience is,
that this latter arrangement is cumbersome and results in a lack






















We have had difficulties over the employment by the Health District
of a receptionist who works solely for the GP - the practitioners
feel they have to some extent lost control of their staff, and the
staff have slightly divided loyalties. The GPs feel they have
lost control of the cost of such staff.
In this Centre the Administrator is also employed by the General
Practitioners to administer the medical practices and satisfactorily
co-ordinates the activities of all departments, establishing a
closer link between the General Practitioners and all other sections
of the servicos in the District.
Our policy is to use the Centre Management COlllDittee to resolve
problems and review services. This has enabled us to arrive at
harnr:>nious decisions about such things as periodic adjustment of
Health Centre costs apportionment and proposals for enlarging the
Health Centres •
At the Jenner Health Centre there are regular meetings of all Centre
staff and GPs. Minor problems are sorted out at these meetings and
those it is not possible to solve at this level are referred to the
House Committee •
The accountability of administrative staff is often a difficulty
where they are paid by the GPs and partly reimbursed by the authority.
In sorne of the smaller Health Centres, because it has not been
practical to nominate one individual, the tasks of liaising with
functional officers sometimes involves two persons, one involved
the GPs and me by the authority, as the accoDlllOdation at the
older health centres often divides the services into virtually two
separate units within the building.
Difficulties arise from demand for increase in number of surgeries
for GPs and such accommodation is available only on an ad hoc basis.

























Health Centre Administrators attend on a regular basis at District
Managers meetings and also with other centre administrators for
community services regular meetings.
Either of these meetings are essential if health centre administrators
are to be kept informed of events and policies and given the opportunity
of comparing work patterns and the solutions to day to day problems.
In small health centres it is not economic to have an Administrator
always on the premises but communication then becom"s even more
important •
There are difficulties in employing a general practitioner's
receptionist or secretary as part-time administrator. We have two
such in our district, paid by the general practitioners and part of
the salary reimbursed by the district to the general practitioner.
The administrator may at times be too heavily involved with practice
work to turn her attention to health centre mat"ters, may not
appreciate the problems of the community staff, may shrug off
problems and be biased towards "the general practitioners. It is
difficult "to wir.kle "them out for training or courses •
The one centre where the administrator is on the district payroll
appears to run much more smoothly and happily •
In the two o"ther centres, there is no administrator in charge and
no real feeling of cohesion between general practitioners and
community staff .
Each health centre (and health clinic) must be con"trolled with a
full time clinic clerk to enable the community health services being
fully supported and the local administDation covered at all "times.
Difficulties are experienced in view of the fac"t that at most of the
centres/clinics, part-time Clinic clerks only are employed. This
obviously presents problems wi"th regard to security arrangements























The community services administrator is based in an office at sector
headquarters (in the district general hospital), close to the
offices of the sector administrator and the divisional nursing
officer (community). This arrangement facilitates communication
between us and has resulted in a few improvements in services which
help to integrate the health centres into this health district,
(a) a specimen collecting service from the health centres to the
pathology laboratory on most days of the week, (b) a supply of
linen from the hospital laundry for district nurses based at one
health centre to take to the homes of incontinent patients, (c)
pooled use of hospital and community residential properties.
Implementation of these and other district administrative policies
might have been harder to accomplish if administration was
decentralised to the extent of having an administrator based in
one of the health centres or having a separate sector administrator
for the community only able to call on hospital functional services
indirectly .
We have never found it necessary to employ a full time administrator
at each health centre. The practice of employing a 'middle manager'
to look after several health centres has made it easier to integrate
the community services with the hospital services on a geographical
basis, through the sector administrators and has much to comment it.
Th:us in one sector the community services administra1:or is responsible
for two hospi1:als plus two health centres, whilst the C.S.A. in the
other seC1:or has oversight of four health centres - each being in
turn responsible to his sector administrator who has oversight of
all services.
Care in choice of personality of health centre manager - which post
is essential.
Opportunity for para-medical or other staff to be co-opted on to, or
to attend specific house committee.
Progress towards primary health care records, kept in health centre,
available to all the team and not unique property of general
practitioner, maintaining necessary standards of confidentiality.
Health centre to include community as well as general practitioner
functions and be prepared to extend facilities for out-patients.
--
66. A significant problem with the administration of health centres is
that of the sharing concept. There is a tendency for the centres
to split into two parts, (a) the general practitioner's surgery(s)
(h) Health Authority services. A major cause of this problem is
the rents charged to general practitioners for their use of parts
of the centre. This leads to a lack of willingness (perhaps on both































The main thing is nottob ,doctrinaire about the JraIlagement and
administrative arrangements or general practitioners get alarmed
and think someone is trying to take them over. Ideally it might
be better to have more administrative control but not if it meant
sacrificing good relationships with general practitioners.
There are three health centres within the district, two have been
opened since 1.4.74. In the main the commissioning of these
centres has been successful. Design in use has produced very few
problems, except for the hoary problem of adequate car parking
space at certain peak periods when general practitioners patients
and community health patients attend at the same time. Dependent
on the locality and the services which were previously provided,
there can be an excessive community demand on the use of the
building for family .planning, mothers clubs, all of which take
place in the evening and thus incur heavy running costs with
heating, lighting, etc •
I think our health centres are run in a somewhat pedestrian fashion
but one cannot expect them to be turbulent swinging establishments.
I would like to evolve some way of involving the staff in other
health activities which is compatible with peak and trough life in
the health centre •
Working in a health centre is a very easy life and the NHS does
not really get value for money from the staff •
At all stages of planning of centres and extensions and during
commissioning, it is important that all parties are members of the

































The person appointed as administrator although fully a district
responsibility must be acceptable to all users of the centre.
There must be complete understanding and communications at all times
between the administrator and his/her immediate supervisor.
Consideration is at present being given to making the community
services administrator responsible for health centres as so much of
the work is community orientated.
Sector administrators are responsible for making available the
functional services to health centres, e.g. supplies, engineering.
The community services administrator would, as things stand at
present have to approach sector administrators for the use of
functional services. There are a number of possible answers but
the problem is compounded because of the geography of this rural
district .
At the moment health centres fall into one of three geclgI'aphical
sectors, because of their physical location this means that one
sector in particular has a large number of health centres. As the
health centre administrators are responsible to three separate
people, creation of uniform district policies is difficult but
relationships between health centre administrators and sector
administrators is more positive •
It is felt that the health centres in this district are at the
JOC)ment too small to justify the establishment of large multi-
disciplinary House COl!lIl'ittees. The system operative at the health
centre is preferred where all the general practitioners and the
health centre administrator meet regularly and other persons come by
invitation on occasions when their presence is considered
appropriate for the item(s) on the agenda for discussion.
There has been reluctance on the part of some of the community
health staff to accept the fact that re-organisation has happened.
This attitude was perhaps due to an understandable suspicion of
a new employer n!Jc, has different working arrangements and policies.
The main I opposition I was to the managerial structure as we did not
feel it necessary to create a separate tier for community healtb
services. The general administration is linked through the sector
administrator .:'6sponsible for the hospital acute services, and the
health visitors and district nurses are accountable to the divisional
--
75.
nursing officer who also has responsibility for the hospital acute
services. The situation has, however, improved steadily over the
past two years, helped by regular meetings at sector level where
problems and suggestions for improving the service can be openly
discussed.
There is only one health centre in this health district and this is
not a true health centre in that a very large number of general
practitioners use the centre more in the form of a branch surgery.



















The concept of sector administrator running health centre
leaving one with an advisory/training function has worked (I
still deal with all planning/commissioning of cen'tres) •
Finance causes problems, more so when there is a fully
integrated centre. It is relatively easy to settle financial
arrangements when general practitioners remain almost isolated,
the more cen'tre adopts a team approach the greater the financial
complications. So far we have thought the benefits to the
patient outweigh the admin. complications .
The advent of health centres has left clinic clerks fearful of
their status - joint meeting and training has helped greatly .
Health centre administrators have been encouraged to maintain
links with the F.P.C. and with the Post Graduate Medical Centre,
in particular to participate in functions/courses arranged for
general practice. It is felt that this has helped to avoid
friction between general practitioners and their staff working
outside health centre and those in centres .
... 77. The A.H. A. decided to retain health centre management as a
:limction of the area office and AMO in order to avoid differing
district policies on health centre provision in the area and in
particular to avoid differing legal agreements.
Successes
The success of the generally very good working relationships
we enjoy with the general practitioners in our health centres is
due mainly to -
1. Very close consultation with the general practitioners
concerned at all stages of the planning of the building and of










2. The establishment, prior to the building being brought into
use, where possible, of a good rapport between the area's
officers and the general practitioners and their staff, which
tends to set the pattern of future relationships.
3. Design has been good: two health centres have been included
in various editions of D.H.S.S. design guide, and one centre
won a civic Trust award - jointly first in the country to do so.
Difficulties
In health centres which accommodate more than one Practice,
experience indicates that it is most important that, again
prior to the building being brought into use, that is is
agreed with all the general practitioners concerned that one
named person should be responsible for the administration of the
building as a ~,hole. Otherwise difficulties can arise as to the
need to carry out, for example, certain redecorations, etc. and
the apportionment of the resultant costs.















3. The district has a well developed functional budgeting system and
the S.A. holds the majority of 'community budgets. This enhances his
ability to manage within a defined area •
District had made considerable progress in implementing a financial
agreement, pending publication of long-awaited national licence
agreement, applicable to all four existing centres. Existing
arrangements will be carried forward to licence agreements. We had
hoped, with the opening of two new centres thatthe opportunity could
be taken to have common reception/switchboard facilities for General
Practitioner/Community Health Service patients. Unfortunately, the
general practitioners were opposed to this concept and separate
arrangements have resulted .
...
80. 1. Employment of receptionist staff by general practitioners leads to
difficulties especially at a health centre where a number of the
receptionists of the different practices share one room and are
responsible for the switchboard •
Our experience indicates that unless general practitioners are
involved in the initial discussions and planning of the health centre,
there is less likelihood of the centre operating successfully. In
the initial stages, it is necessary to ensure that there are no
failures in the services being provided to the centre and once the
systems are running satisfactorily, it has been found that the
general practitioners do not relish having contact with non medical
AliA representatives unless there is a specific problem to solve,
therefore the minimal amount of formal contact is essential but must














2. Difficulties encountered with arrangements whereby general
practitioners are charged a proportion of the running costs
leading to the situation whereby the area health authority are
unable to upgrade their exclusive portion of the health centre






















Community administrator only in post since Christmas 1976, therefore
administration policies still very much undecided as yet .
The health centre supervisor having supervisory control of both
clerks who work in community service clinic activities and general
practitioner receptionists works well •
It is the experience of this district that such a post is of the
greatest benefit to the Althority and General practitioners •
Experience in this district suggests that general practitioners
employ their own practice manager .
Care of the building etc. can be dealt with by suitable caretaker
and community clerical needs are met by clerks from this authority.
Providing district not identified. We have difficulty in our
receptionist/patient relationships. Receptionist is inevitably
supported by doctor, but administrators have reservations that there
is no smoke without fire.
The recent development in this district of two health centres
simultaneously has nevertheless resulted in two very different
organisations both in terms of scale and operational policies. As

























employment of support staff as between the Authority and the General
Practitioners and the attachment of conununity staff is more integrated
in the one than the other. It may be that to some General Practitioners
the opportunity to practi$9 from a health centre is simply seen as a
move of accommodation which may be prompted by a lease falling in or
a surgery being in a clearance area.
It is self-evident that the more successful health centre will be that
where there is a whole-hearted acceptance of the concept of the
primary health care team, for which the health centre provides a
focus. In the absence of such integration, it may be that the way
forward is to develop non-medical centres as the basis for conununity
support care, with the addition at the appropriate time of general
practitioner premises.
87. Successes
Listed below are points made by the senior clerk at the centre,
supported by the conununity health services administrator and
final observations of district adrinistrator.
(a) Early foresight on the part of the general practitioners
and administration in establishing a health centre bank account
well in advance of opening, to cover initial expenses, ie.
printing, advertising, removal costs etc.
(b) Early decision regarding division of general practitioner
health centre expenses, Le. by equal division or on capitation
figures.
(c> Area Health Authority administration staff being appointed
well in advance of the opening to enable supervision of move
in of fumiture and equipment for both general practitioners
and area health authority. In particular, supervision of general
practitioner medical records transfer to the health centres •
(d) Colour indication scheme to facilitate transfer of medical
records from the various individual practices to the health
centres .
Difficulties
1. The general practitioner reception staff should be employed
by the area health authority direct, upon entering the health
centre. However, if this cannot be agreed by the general
practitioners then this staff should be placed on a recognised





























2. Ideally, the reception staff should be interchangeable
between the general practitioners. no receptionist being
responsible for one general practitioner at all times. This
would be advantageous for cover for holidays, sickness, etc.
particularly in view of the fact that most of this staff are
employed only part time.
Financial arrangements require early determination Essential
to apportion appropriate costs for General and any accommodation
made available to Social Services.
In one health centre. Should H. C. clinical room be used for patients
not with general practitioner practice - agreed to use for them
e.-g. patients coming to have stitches out rather than travel to
hospital.
Would claim some success in the area of the former County Borough,
i.e. Major and satellite health centres with day to day control
exercised through general administrative assistants or higher
clerical officers who are accountable to sector administrator and
his senio administrative assistants. Situation in the
IDcal Government Districts has improved since 1974 with a general
administrative assistant in one major health centre and higher
clerical officers in smaller satellite-type health centres. Liaison
with general practitioners is good although the 'machinery', Le.
House or Health Centre Committees, is currently under-used. Steps are
to be taken to remind Health Authority staff and general practitioners
of the need to keep this invaluable means of communication aHve.
Considerable success has been achiovGd in major health centres by
setting up "Triad' Teams, comprising:- SEonior Clinical Medical
Officer, Senior Nursing Officer and Administrative Assistant. These
teams meet as the need arises to discuss day to day problems. If
difficulties are encountered by the Triads, the matter is referred
to the Central Office Triad, (i.e. District Community Physician,
Divisional Nursing Officer (Community) and Sector Administrator
(Community). It is generally felt that, with particular reference
to the major health centres, the general practitioners tend to be
so involved and pre-occupied in their professional duties that the
original concept of frequent liaison with the various disciplines of
the Community Health Services is not as effective as 'planned' prior





















Note on percentages in the tables
Many of the tables are rather complicated and we have on a number
of occasions not included percentages as these will make the presentation
even more complex. (The information needed to calculate such
percentages is of course there in the tables). Where we have calculated
percentages these are usually calculated to the nearest whole number
except in a few cases where the denominators in question were suitably
large and their computation to this degree of accuracy seemed useful





























Response by health districts and single district areas
District Single AllType of District Area
Response No. % No • % No. %
Responded 162 95 31 91 193 911
Did not
respond 9 5 3 9 12>'< 6
Total 171 100 311 100 20& 100
5 did not reply
6 refused in writing
1 sent an incomplete response
TABU. 2
R.ponse from Districts and Single District Areas for N.H. S. regions.
No. of Health Districts No. of Single District areas. Total of Health Districts andSingle District areas.
Region. I
Responding Not Total Responding Not Total i Responding Not Total
responding responding I responding
I ,,
I INorthern 9 1 10 5 , 1 6 1" 2 16 I!
I IYorlcs 15 1 16 1 - 1 16 1 17
I
Trent 13 2 15 3 - 3 16 2 18
E. Anglia 7 - 7 - - - 7 - 7
N. W. Thames 16 1 17 - 1 1 16 2 18
I
N. E. Thames 17 - 17 - - - 17 - 17
S. E. Thames 15 - 15 1 - 1 16 - 16
S. W. Thames 12 - 12 2 - 2 1" - 1"
Wessex 9 - 9 1 - 1 10 - 10
Oxford
"
2* 6 1 - 1 5 2 7
South Western 12 - 12 1 - 1 13 - 13
West Midlands 13 2 15 7 - 7 20 2 22
Mersey 11 - 11 1 - 1 12 - 12
North Westem 9 - 9 8 1 9 17 1 18
162 9 171 31 3 3" 193 12 205
i
*Includes one health district which responded to questionnaires of type B but not to questionnaire A.
















Response by estimated number of health centres'"
r-rpe of In Districts In Single District Areas All centres
!Response No % No \ No \
I
lResponded 535 92.9 175 92.6 710 92.8 I,
Estimated
missing III 7.1 111 7.11 55 7.2
Total 576 100 189 100 765 100
""ill ... Estimated by counting the number of health centres listed in the
1978 Health and Social Services Yearbook for health districts and














No. of Health Centres in Districts and Single District Areas responding and
and not responding for N.H.S. regions.
Nc.. of Health Centres in Health Distric1s andSinRle
District areas
Region
Not responding TotalRasponding (estimated no. (estimated)
of Health centres)
Northern 50 10 60
Yorkshire 67 7 7'1
Trent 77 21 98
East Anglia 25 - 25
N. W. Thames 30 5 35
N. E. Thames 38 - 38
S. E. Thames 17 - 17
.
S. W. Thames '17 - '17
Wessex 31 - 31
OXford ..7 'I 51
South Western 9'1 - 9'1
West Midlands 7'1 3 77
.
Mersey 37 - 37
North Westem 76 5 81
710 55 765
-
it Estimated by counting the number of health centres listed in the 1978
Health and Social Services Yearbook for health districts and single district





























Titles of officers cOmpleting Questionnai~



















































































~~~of_centre~i~__~D/SDA by tyPe of administrative system
! No. of centres in ~aPhiCalI HD/SDAI
l- I
i 1, 2 19
3, ~ 20
5, 6, 7 11







39 5 ! 1 6~i
,
26 3 1 50
21 - 3 35
11 2 3 21 I,
I





* See page ~
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TABLE 8
Preferred arrangemen~S' for day-~o-day adminis~ration of
health centres by health districts and single district areas
(See Chart on p. 54 )
Employment Health District Single District Area All
category No. t No. t No. t
A 61 43 6 21 67 39
B 25 18 2 7 27 16
C 29 21 7 24 36 21
D 33 23 7 24 40 24
E 23 16 2 7 25 15
r 48 34 12 41 60 35
G l'I 10 3 10 17 10
Other 2 1 1 3 3 2
Total no. of
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TABLE 9
~n~ments for day-ta-day adrnini_s.!!"~ti~C?-f_h~~alth_~respreferred by




On@ or more of One or more ofor A 3 C or Dher with any together with F A B C D with Other only Total
catep,ory
or with E and F E only
\ No. l!; No. \ No. \ No. %
10 22 16 7 5 1 1 1111 100
14 3 10
- -
1 3 29 100










D wJ th "" 1'i.th1-
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'0'\ . hCQ1'tn" ..c:'t.i.~r One!'ist!"icls o!" ~!ngle or more E only or
of out one aT' morp. F onlyDistrict Areas A B C only OoF .ft. D C only E with r only




Health Districts 60 113 13 9 16 11 8 6
Sinrl~ District 11 38 2 7 6 21 2 7
P,reas
Total 71 112 15 9 22 13 10 6I
1: These co::-binations of employment categories are used slnce respondents often indicated several such categories as being lIpreferred".
See also Chart on p. 54 for definition of employment categories.
.~.rran~~::!I.:t...s_:£.r_d_~_'_-_t..c:.-_~a.c:2i!lJ.~.:~.£n.!l_':'.r'~~~~..::~r:-c!.n.!.~-2':!~~.-':0L~n/sD.A.s ~v ac,:ual
~en't cOl'tE',o:rori"'!3 O~ 'th~c;.~~s~~i.?..!..~~c:!:_'t.2e_~y.:.t..~-_d~)'_~drniE..i.!.!!:a;.!.ion of health centres
~2!l-!. persan_c_e~1!!!!!'
aI1,t"ements. •
One or T:lOI'e of One or more ofA B C or n
any toge'ther wi'Ch F A BeD wit.h Other only To'tal
or with E and F E only






















60 16 18 529*'
17 7 2 1..
.-
E only or G only or















D wi'th or wit~out
one or mo~ of
A B C only
On~ or more
of




















'- -'- -1- ._ L. _
* These cor.lbinations of 8r.lployment ca'teRories are used since 1"'espondents oft~ indicated several such categories as being "preferr'e~'·.
See also Chart on p. 5~ for definition of employment categori~8•
•• Excludes nine centres where HDISDA did oat complete a questionnaire A.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I J I J I J I J I J I I I J I J I J I J I J I J
I I • t I-I I I I I I I I I • I I I ( 1 I I I I I I • I I • • • • J I J • J I •
TABU 11
~!:~~e_JTieI!.~ fo~_~:-:..!o.:.c..a.,.v~_a_~~i_n..!.~t_~a_t_i_0!l_~o.f_h..~a..l:.~.~ _c~_n_~..:",-..p-"-_t:.~t":£~d_b'y_HD/.?.~~.E.l...-~
!!:21oyrr.~n.!- cate~':..s of ...!~~":.~_~sJ'~n_~iE.l.~~Z:..!.h~d<\y-to-_<!~__p,dm~nistration of health centres
~~~ perso~_~~~t.x:!!.
Definition of actuA.l conbinations of em..p':~..c?y~~c2..te~r.!..e.! ..
--- - ---,---- ---._-
1. TWo ar.~injstrators each of type A B C or 0
2. Two administrators, one: of type G or H with one of type A B C or D
3. Two adT".inistrators, onp. of type F. with one of type A B C or D
... Two administrators. one of type E and the other of typol! F. or F
5. Two ad~inistrators. one of ~ype F with one of type A B C or D
6. Two administrators both of type F
7. Two ad~inistrators both of type Gal" H
8. Two administrators one of type G or H with one of type E or r
9. Two administrators. any other combination
.This category includes the followin? comeinations:-
An ad~inistrator of type A B C or D with onp. of un~oAei~~A~ t,~~ (~ Cftses)
An administrator of type E wi~h one of unspecified type \one c~se)
An administrator of type r ~~:th onE." of unspecified type (one case)
Two adminis~rators both of unspecified type (one case)
One administrator type AB C or D with an lotherl(typ~ I)admini'C)trator (S cases)







• These COmbinations of employment categories are used
since respondents often indicated several such categories
as being "preferredlt •




One 01" InOl'A of One or more ofA Bear D ADC D with Other only Totaltogether with F E only
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6 1 - 18
48 12 1 132

































D with or without
one or more of






















Ar:r.:~ngem~_1!..~s_ !0E.._<!.ay:!.o_-_da~-::._~d_~ini_s_t..x:'!.ti~!?.fht:!a.!th..~e..!;.'t~~J'.r~f-=-rre..!EY. HD/SD~s b;1 actual
employment cater:ories of _'t)o~~on~}E.le_~~r:...!hll;" iAy'-..!.-~.::da~__~<!~inis'trat:ion of health centres




One or more of One or more ofA B C or D A BeD with Other only To'taltogether with r













1 4 1 33
















E with r only
--- ---
.'"',ctual
co~.binat:'ons of One D with or withoute~_plo~'~ent or Ti'lOre
cate?ories of one or more of r onlyA B C only A B C only
-- ---
1 1 4 1







TOTAL 3 4 10





--- --_. ---- ---- ----
~::nition of actual c~~.binati~s--?_~_~n:.P.l~yme!!.~5atep;ories..
1. Three adninistrators each of type A B C or n
2. Three administrators, at least one of each of type G or H.
3. Three administrators, all of type A BeD E or F includin~ at least
oue of type A B C or D and at least one of type E or F.
4. Any other co~ination of three administrators. In fact the
following combinations are included in this c~30ry:
Two administrators of typa A B C or D with on~ administrator of 'other' typ~(I)(3 cases)
One administrator of type A B Cor D with one administrator of type E and one of 'other' type(I)(2 cases)
These combinations of employment cateearies are used since respondents often indicated several such categories as being "preferred".
S~e also Chart on p. 54 for definition of employment categories.
." 1 J I J I J 1...1 • ...1 1...JI ..
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Types of_.!'ackground fact_0.E.s-'!!.entioned ~ suitable for staff


































Local autbority health service
experience
Armed forces health service
experience
































These results are based on ans~,ers given by 98 HDs/SDAs.
21 HDs/SDAs did not answer this question and 51 did not
have hea~th centre based administrative staff so that the




























-Middle management 5 12
..
0ther management courses



















Association of Health Centre




~__. . ._L._. -I-- --L.
These results are based on ans>lers given by 98 HDs/SDAs.
21 HDs/SDAs did not answer the question and 51 did not have
health centre based administrative staff so that the questionnaire











• 1 • 1 I I I I I I I I •
,
• I • I • 1 I I • I • I • I • I I • • •
I • • I
iP3r.;: IS
7·.~~s ':~ t:"o!:~,ir:2 ·...:--.ich it ....as t:h~ Dolicy of 'thl'! Hi)/snA to .J2::!..@ to tr.osestaff newly appoinud to t-.ealth centre
?-:-i~':5":~ato:- P°i!:ts b $a~"I"'; grade(s) thought appro':Jriate by HD/:;O.l,s for staff undertaking th. day-to~day
adminlstra1:ion of he~~~
Salary grade(s) thought appropriate
HiSl:her Higher ~neral
ClerIcal Clerical Clerical Higher Adminis· GeneralGeneral tratlve Senior~s 0' 'trainillg oendoned No Officer HIRher Officer Officer ClerIcal Ad",inia- Assistant A~rn.iDis- Adl!dnis-~d Higher Clerical and General andS.nior Officer trad," Totalanswer Clf!'rical Officer Adminia- Adminis- ~d tNtive and Senior AssiS'tant trative
Officer trative t:rative Other Assistant Adndnis- and Other Aasistant
Assistant Assistant trulve
Auistant
~::l e:-.$..~r 19 1 1 11
.;~ t:"air:ir:.:; at 011 2 7 1 • 2 1 "
','isi,,:s to o-:!';er ~ealth centres ooly 3 • 7 7 21
!:':::·~~t!o::. ':o;J:,se c::'lly 1 2 • 2 1 ,.
"'!::~~. "a."':~-:'!:"C'!:'lt Course only 1 1
":'t:.!:l"" '.:o;~e ')11".11 1 • 1 2 1 •
':rs!ts to !':ealth eer.trts
" ...:::~'..;~ti<;m ':e'~rse 3 6 3 1 1
"':';'s!t~ to ~,ea:th e'!:l.tres pl... rirst
:.!~_'3 ""':'l'JIle~e:':t '::ourse 2 2
';!:;: ~:i to )-.'!alt~. c"!'ntres pl... othor
"~::'3.~e"''!:;t: Course 1 1
':';'s':'n to t.edth centNB p1... O1:her
':o'.;r~e 2 2 •
::'l::u~!-m ':ou.~e plus Tirst Un.
"il:'i1;::'!~e:;t t::c'~rse 1 1 2
::::!:-.;ct::'cn ':o·..:Nie ;>lus !"j~dle
~il.·HI:;:e~e~.t CO;Jrse 2 2
!n::'~:':~O:'l t::ourse plus other
"a:: i1 i'!!:"e ..-: CO:l!'S'!! 1 1
:n:::l~!O:: cc.urse pl... other Course 1 1 1 1 •
vi::':!1'! "a:;aOl;e=:ent p1... '!'rade l»lon
':c.:.;r-se 1 1
"1:::::. ~iUH~el:'.ent pI... other Course
-
1 1
':'t!':er "a:".a;;e":'ent plus other Course S 1 1
7i "'.e wit:!'l r.~:uy ?ractiticner COIIIIIIit'tee
,Ius ot:.er I".anageI:leDt: Course 1 1
':':":'AL
"




7v?es of training which it was the policyo~~~ give to staff already in health centre
e~mir.istrator posts by salary grade(s) tho~~~~1"iate by PoD/SDIIS for .ta~f undertaking the
dar:to-day ftdministr"tiom of h~~t.!:!!..




Officer Higher Clerical Cl.rical
HiRher General tra1:iv. Adminis-
Senior
;':.r;:es of training oentioned No and Higher Clerical Officer
Officer Clerical Adlllinis- Assbtant trative
Adminis- T~al
at.swer Clerical Officer and General
&,. Senior Officer tra:t:ive and Senior Assistant trative
Adminis- Adminis- an' AnistantOfficer trativtl trat:ive other
Assistant 1I4.1n18- an' Other
t1'&t1"
Alia!stant A..iS'taD't Assistant
::-;':: .a;~.~::~5:;le 1 1
;;., &:".sloIer l' 1 1 71
!'-:. -: -,.;::-.::-.g
"
~l~ 1 3 H 1 6 1 23
::'M':: :'i:;e "'4..-.-J~e:"e:'l't Course
~:1~i' 2 2 1 S
.~: ~~le "~:;,,;-e-..nt Course only 2 2 "
~~.er "'l.~.a?~-e~.".; Course only 1 2 • •
'.":!. ':. P. A. "'Course only
':"'::~"H' ':c;;".:r:>e 0::1)' 1 S 12 •
, 2 1 ..
r;:-s,,; ~'::~;f' "·!:ag"':-.e:-;'t ~lt:$
":-:-:1", "a;o;a?'!!:"'!:'It: Course 1 2 1 "
:~:-'S": :.be "'ilno!l~",~r:.t ,1= ot:her
"'-.:-.'!!:;:'!!-:~nt :Ol.:!'Se 1 1 2
!'iru. :"ir:.e !"iJnalli=lllent: pl= ot:her
C~I;.~e 1 1 1 3
"'!.~~l'! ....."&gr.::ent ,1= A.H.C.P.A.·
':ourse 1 1
"~~~~e "''l.:'l.&'::''''''>e;.t ,1= O1:her Course 1 2 3
".r;.~..,r ":u:ale~r.t plus }.• H.C.P.A.-
COl.lrs..,=- 1 1 1 1 •
-:,,:~er Yr:!lg-e"'l'!!l'l': pl= ':'.U.C. Courses 1 1
e-:~.er ",L.,a;'!!~n't pl= ot:her Courses 2 1 3
, .. :::.-::.P.'..* a:;d other Course 1 1
"',,':) 'o't!:er' t:nes of "'urn 1 1
7~':'A:' 19
"
1. 37 2 1 '1 7 2 2 119""
• A.S.C.P.A. Association of Health Cent:re Md Practice Adll1nistrators •
..
H' exclude. 51 who did not ha.. hulth centre based adndnbtre:ti". staff
'.
I J IJ 1.1 I I I.~ I • I. I J I • II I JI I I I J I I I I I I
1 1"'1'1'1" I I I I I I , I I • I I I I I I I I I • I I I I ,
TABLE 17
Career structure thought appropriate for staff employed bX
the health district/S.D.A. to undertake day-to-day administration
in a health centre, by the type of system for administering health
centres in the district/S.D.A.
I Type of system in health district/S.D.A.Career
struoture Geographical Community Pragmatic Two systems All
No. % No. % No. No. No. %
None 2 5 8 12 1 - i 11 9I
Progress to larger \I
oentre or more than I





tration 9 23 18 26 - 2 29 24
Health services
administration
generally 12 30 25 37 1 2 40 34
Other 5 13 6 9 - 1 12 10
Has not applied in
district/SDA 1 3 - - 1 - 2 2
Not answered 10 25 10 15 1 2 23 19
Total 40 100 68 100 4 7 119* 100
ill This exoludes 51 health districts/SDAs who did not have health oentre based administrative staff so that tha
question was not applicable to them. Of these 51, 15 had geographical systems. 29 oommmdty systems. 6 pragmatio
and 1 had 2 systems
TABLE 18
Whether .!'-Lllot '!.. _':.-~~_~t:.~_truc_ture_ was en,,--isa_~_<!_~or hea:l:.th ~~




: C· I H 1 h· HNo. of centresin HD/SDA i Not regress to
, ommun1ty I ea t serV1ce , as not ota except,, ;, , , Not, None ! larger health! health service i administration other I applied I " I Totalapplicable answered i not
: centre administration : generally in HD/SDA i applicable"
-- l------- -1, 2 21 2 - 13 18 3 - 7 '13 6'1
3, 'I 1'1 'I - 6 11 7 2 6 36 50
5, 6, 7 11 2 2 7 6 2 - 5 2'1 35
8 or more 5 3 - 3 5 - - 5 16 21
Total 51 11 2 29 '10 12 2 23 119 170
I
51 of the 170 HD/SDAs did not have health centre based administrative staff so this question was not
applicable to them







































Salary grades preferred by HD/SDAs for staff based
in health centres for day-to-day administration •
Grade preferred No. t
General Administrative
Assistant 77 50
Higher Clerical Officer 58 38
Senior Administrative
Assistant 11 7
Clerical Officer 11 3
Other 3 2
Total 153'" 100
This total excludes 51 of the 170 HD/SDAs with health centres
who do not have health centre based administrative staff to whom
the original question was therefore not applicable.
The total also excludes 19 who did not answer the question. The
total of 153 comprises 117 who mentioned one grade and 53 who
mentioned two grades. There did not appear to be any order effect
when two grades were mentioned•
TABLE 20
Preferences of HD/SDAs on who should pay the salaries
of persons in health centres employed to undertake day-
to-day administration
Preference Health Single All
on who pays Districts District Areas
salary I No. % No. % No. %
I
I




contriiJute 43 43 2 10 45 '38
I
Do not mind I 4 4 1 5 5 4
No answer 11 11 7 35 18 15
Total 99 100 20 100 119'" 100
itThis total excludes 51 HD/5DAs who did not have health centre




































































Preference of HD/SDAs on who should employ
General Practitioner reception staff in
health centres
I Preference on Health Single All
I employment Districts District Areas




I HD/SDA to employ 64 45 7 24 71 42
!
I,




I Do not mind 21 15 7 24 28 16




Preference of HD/SDASon who should employ reception
staff by who employs reception staff in health centres.
Employer of Preference of HD/SDA
reception Authority to G.Ps. to Do not All
staff in
centres employ employ mind centresNo. % No. % No. % No. %
G.P. employs 77 29 28~ 87 66 61 ~27 61
Authority employs 176 66 28 9 37 3~ 241 3~
Varies between
practices 12 5 7 2 5 5 2~ 3
No answer 1 - 6 2 1 - 8 1
All centres 266 100 325 100 109 100 700· 100
it This total excludes 10 centres where the policy of the HD/SDA on








































































Views on the importance of having a health
centre house committee by type of HD/SDA•
View on house Health district Single district area All
cOllUllittee No. % No. % No • %
Essential 31 22 11 38 42 25
Desirable 81 58 1'1 48 95 56
Not important 26 18 4 1'1 30 18
Undesirable 3 2 - - 3 2
Total 141 100 29 100 170 100
TABLE 2..











~------ . -Existence of house commi'ttee
Centres with Centres with- No Total
committee out committee answer
No. % No. % No. %
--
---- _.- ----------_.. -
----------------- -- r-
129 38 .... 12
-
173 2..
171 51 199 55 7 377 53
31 9 100 28 .. 135 19
- - 15 .. - 15 2
6 2 .. 1 - la 1
337 100 362 100 11 710 100
I I I I LI I.,~ IJI 1... 1 lA 1--1 L.JI
..... 11..1 IJI I. I I I I I ~
I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I
T.'\~;,': 25
Preferred T:1cmbershb of health centre committees
:!::/S!),A, Type of l'er:'lber
vie.., on G.? Nurse based Health Centre Administrative Re~eptionist Consumer:~e~ership represent All F.P.C. represent Nursing Officer An
- ative ..ative in centre Administrator Officer r8?r9senta'tive representat! ve
No. , No. , No. \ No. ~ Uo. \ No. \ :loo \ :fo. \ No. \
2ssential 132 78 1. 8 38 22 100 59 5' 32 133 78 71 ., ., 28 7 •
L:-esirable 12 7 ., 25 3' 20 30 18 59 35. 11 6 41 2• 32 19 25 15
::0 not mind 5 3 39 23 54 32 17 10 32 19 - - 33 19 36 21 ., 28
Unc!esi:-able • 2 .8 28 27 16 7 • 11 6 6 • 12 7 38 22 71 .2
:lot a'"lswered ' 17 10 27 16 17 10 16 9 1. 8 20 12 13 8 17 10 20 12
Tot:al 170 100 170 100 170 100 170 100 170 100 170 100 170 100 170 100 170 100




Title of administratiye officEr' preferred. if stated.







































































































Any providers of services
in the centre















































HD/SDA could mention more than one additional person
TABLE 28
Existence of a permanent or ad hoc health care planning team, wholly or substantially
concerned with community/primary health care services for districts/SDAs, by the type of
system for administering health centres in the district/SDA.
Community/Primary Type of system3in health district/SDA
health services Geographical Community Pragmatic Two systems Allplanning team No. % No. % No. No. No. %
Yes 11 20 35 36 3 3 52 31
No. 38 69 48 49 7 'I 97 57
Yes, within functional
team 1 2 4 7 7 - - 9 5
No, only functional
Iteams 2 - - 2 2 - - 2 1
No answer 4 7 5 5 I - 1 10 6Total 55 100 97 100 10 8 170 100!
i
!
1. Includes health districts/SDAs who had functional teams (e.g. for the elderly, for child
health) which they considered covered primary care services.
2. Includes health districts/SDAs who had functional teams, which they considered were not
substantially concerned with primary care services.
3. See page 4 for definition of system.























































































































Year of opening of health centres in the survey
according to respondents
Year opened No. of centresin survey
19'18 - 1959 18



















































































Number of practices by total number of general
practitioners in the health centre
----- ---
Total number of general practitioners
No. of
. prac"tices i
1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 or All
more
1 246 90 7 1 344
2 51 84 23 2 160
3 10 62 28 8 108
'I 'I 23 20 5 52
5 er more 0 17 12 12 41
Total 311 276 90 28 705* l
* excludes 5 centres with no G.R s
Average no. of doctors per centre (all doctors) = 5.6
Average no. of doctors per centre (using centre as main s\1I'!;ery) = 5.0
TABLE 32
Number of practices in health centre by total number
of general practiUoneI'9 working mainly in the centre
No. of Number of G.ps working mainly in health centres
practices in
health None 1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 or more Allcentre
-
1 I 12 250 76 6 0 344I
I
2 I 4 I
63 70 22 1 160
3 I 193 I 62 21 3 108
I
4 1 I 7 31 12 1 52
5 or more 4 t 1 18 11 7 41I
Total 24 I 340 257 72 12 705'"I1---__






























































































Numbers of health centres where consultant sessions of
various kinds were held either in the centre itself or
if not in adjacent premises
Held in health Held in adjacent
Type of Session centre premises only
No. ,'" No. ,'"
Audiology 18 2.5 0 0
Chest 5 0.7 2 0.3
Dermatology 1 0.1 1 0.1
Dietary/Diabetic 4 0.6 0 0
E.N.T. 28 3.9 3 0.4
General/physical Medicine -18 2.5 4 0.6
General Surgery 19 2.7 6 0.8
Geriatrics 15 2.1 4 0.6
Gynaecology 21 3.0 7 1.0
Mentally Subnormal/
Handicapped 8 1.1 0 0
·Pbstetr~cs 8 1.1 4 0.6
Ophthalmology n 3.0 2 'p.3
Orthodontic 3 0.4 0 0
Orthopaedic 24 3.4 5 '0.7
P3ediatric 35 4.9 3 0.11
Psychiatry 74 10.4 5 0.7
Radiotherapy 11 0.6 1 0.1
Rheumatology 6 0.8 0 0
School Ophthalmology 113 6.1 3 0.11
Urology 1 0.1 1 0.1
Venereal Disease 1 0.1 0 0
"All specialties"
written in 2 0.3 3 004
other sessions mentioned 18 2.5 2 0.3
* percentages based on total of 710 centres in the survey
N.B. Consultant sessions were held in the centre itself or in



















































Numbers of health centres where various
services were provided, either in the
centre itself, or if not in adjacent premises
Held in health Held in
Service centre adjacent premises only
provided
No. ,,, No. ,,,
School dental 407 57.3 18 2.5
General dental 59 8.3 5 0.7
General ophthalmic 78 11.0 6 0.8
General pharmacy 29 4.1 11 1.5
Physiotherapy 119 16.8 29 4.1
Chiropody 574 80.8 15 2.1
Speech therapy 460 64.8 15 2.1
Child guidance 154 21.7 9 1.3
X-ray 20 2.8 21 3.0
Social work 209 29.4 11 1.5
session
" percentage based on total of 710 health centres in the· survey
TABLE 36
Existence of house Committee in be,lth ceptre
by ~<'l1:al number of'~M"'l'\l practitioners
Existence
Total number of general practitioners
of house
committee 1-4 5-8 9-12 13 or more Total
No. t No. t No. t No. t NQ, t
Centre has
house 113 36 147 ~3 59 66 17 ~1 336 48
committee
No house
committee 192 62 124 45 31 34 11 39 358 51
No answer 6 2 5 2 - - - - 11 2








































































Existence of house committee in health centres
by number of practices
Existence Number of practices
of house
committee
1 2 3 11 5 or IIOre Total
No. t No. t No. t No. t No. t Ne. %
Centre has
house 119 35. 89 56 65 60 35 67 28 68 336 48
committee
No house
committee 217 63 71 44 III 38 17 33, 12 29 358 51
No answer 8 2 - - 2 2 - - 1 2 11 2
Total 3114 100 160 100 108 100 52 100 III 100 705* 100
This total excludes 5 cen1:res without any G.P s
TABLE 38
Employer of reception staff by total number




























































1 Totals include 3 no answers














































Emp~er of reception staff by number of practices in
health centre
EmPlo~e:~ No. of practices in health centre
recept~on
staff. 1 2 3 4 5 or more Total
No % No % No % No % No % No %
G.P•• 221 64 101 63 60 56 25 48 20 49 427 61
Health 114 33 50 31 41 38 24 46 19 46 248 35 I
authority
G.P s and




between I 1 - 9 6 6 6 3 6 2 5 21 3
practices I
I . I
Total 3441 100 160 100 I 108
2 100 52 100 41 100 70~ 100
I
1. Total includes 5 no answers
2. Total includes 1 no answer
3. Total excludes 5 health centres with no G.Ps
TABLE 40
Persons mentioned as responsible for day-to-day
administration in health centres
No. of persons mentioned per centre
Title of p!rson
One person Two persons Three persons
No. % No. % No. %
Sector Administrator 25 4.6 26 9.8 9 9
Community Services
Administrator 41 7.6 26 9.8 9 9
Miscellaneous 60 11.2 33 12.4 17 17
Hospital, Unit
Administrator 21 3.9 15 5.6 2 2
Health Centre
Administrator 208 38.7 16 6.0 2 2
Practice Administrator 15 2.8 7 2.6 5 5
Secretary, ~ecep-
tionist 64 11.9 37 13.9 16 16
Clinic clerk, clerk 80 1'+.9 42 15.8 15 15
Nurse, health visitor,
Nursing Officer 16 3.0 22 8.3 12 12
Domestic supervisor
- -
25 9.4 3 3
Cleaner, Caretaker 6 1.1 16 6.0 8 8
other 2 0.4 1 0.4 1 1
Total 538 100 266 100 99 100
(538 health (133 health ( 33 health
centres) centres) centres)
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TABLE 41
The number of persons responsible for day-to-day administration in
health centres, according to the type of system in health
districts/SDAs for administering health centres
No. of persons 162 health districts/SDAs with 8 health districts/SDAs System
responsible for one system - type of system with two systems not
day-tc-day health known TOTAL
centre adminis- Geographical Community Pragmatictration No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
No answer - - 6 2 - - - - - 6 0.8
1 162 76 286 74 35 88 46 79 9 538 75.8
2 43 20 74 19 5 13 10 J.7 1 133 18.7
3 9 4 22 6 - - 2 3 - 33 4.7
Total 2J.4 100 3BB J.OO 40 100 58 J.OO 10 7J.0 100
'I'AJIL 42
Health centres where two persons were tr.eot.:,foned as responsible for day-today administration -
combinations of titles of persons.
Sector Co~~:..:r:ity Mise. Hospital Heal'th Practice Secretary
Nurse • H. Cleaner.
A~=:.inis- S'!rvices o~ unit centre Adminis- or P.ecept- Clinic clerk. Vis. I Domestic Other Total
Titles of persons
Ad:n!nis- Ad:ninis- f.dminis- Adminis- clerk Nursing Supervisor care- mentionedtrator trator ionist takertra't.or 't.rator t:,ator trator Officer
-
-
2 2 - 1 11 1 2 6 1 - 26 SectorAd:nin istrator
B
- - -





1 3 2 3 • - 6 - - 23 Ac.,inistrator





























133 Total DO. of
eombinnions
• • • • I .I I I I I
































Health centres where three persons were mentioned as responsible for
day-to-day administration in combinations of titles of persons.
No.of times
Titles of persons mentioned. combination
occurred
Secretary/receptionist + miscellaneous administrator 4
Sector Administrator + Clinic clerk + miscellaneous administrator
3
Practice administrator + Nurse/Health visitor 1
Cleaner/caretaker + miscellaneous administrator 1
-
Nurse/Health visitor + Secretary/receptionist 1
Community Services Community services administrator + Health centre
Administrator + administrator 1 I,
Community Services administrator + secretary/ I
receptionist 2 I
Community Services Administrator + Nurse/Health visitor 1 I
I
I IHospital/Unit Administrator + Practice administrator 1
Practice administrator + practice administrator 1
Miscellaneous Nurse/Health visitor + domestic supervisor 2
~.dministl'ator + Miscellaneous administrator + other 1
Clinic clerk/clerk + cleaner/caretaker 1
Clinic Clerk/clerk + clinic clerk/clerk 2
!·lospital/Um.t -
Adm~Iiistrator + Cleaner/Caretaker + Secretary/receptionist 1
-.
Health Centre Cleaner/caretaker + cleaner caretakerAdministrator + 1
---
Practice Administrator + Cleaner/caretaker + clinic clerk/clerk 1
-
Clinic/clerk + Nurse/Health visitor 5
Secretary/receptionist Nurse/health visitor + cleaner/caretaker 1
+ Nurse/Health visitor + domestic supervisor 1
Cleaner/caretaker + clerk/clinic clerk 1
I
Total no. of COmbinatio~ 33
------
TABLE 44
Employment arrangements of persons mentioned as







Number of persons mentioned per centre
arrangement it One person Two persons Three persons
No. % No. % No. %
A 187 34.8 49 18.4 15 15
B 29 5.4 2 0.8 1 1
C 83 15.4 24 9.0 2 2
D 75 14.0 50 22.5 34 34
E 35 5.5 24 9.0 7 7
F 84 15.5 71 25.7 22 22
G, H 35 5.5 17 5.4 10 10
I 10 1.9 9 3.4 7 7
No answer - - 10 3.8 1 1
Total 538 100 255 100 99 100
(538 health (133 health (33 health
centres) centres) centres)
it





I I • I ~ I • I • I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I .. I I • .. . ~ I I I • I
0-




- --.._- - r- -. -- r--- ----1- --- -- ----
A B C D I E r G, H I TOTAL!
-- _._-- _._.
Sector Administra"tor 1 24 25
Community Services
Adminis'tra'tor 1 4 3 2 31 41
Hiscellaneous Administrator 8 25 27 60
Hospital, Unit
Administra'tor 1 11 7 1 1 21
Health Centre Administrator 117 25 46 7 12 1 208
Practice Administrator 1 12 2 15
Secretary, Recep'tionist 33 6 12 10 3 64
Clerk, clinic clerk 28 6 43 1 1 1 80
Nurse, H. V"> Nursing Officer 2 13 1 16
Cleaner, Care'taker 6 6
Other 2 2






Health centres where two persons were mentioned
as responsible for day-to-day administration -
combinations of employment arrangements.
A B C D E F G,H I No Total
ElIlployment
answer category
8 - 1 4 12 14 - 1 1 41 A
I
- - - I 2 - - - 2 B
-
3 14 - - - 1 2 20 C
I
3 7 15 8 3 3 39 D ,
i
1 - 2 - 1 4 E ,
16 3 4 1 24 F II,
2
-





1 1 No answer !

















































19 1 - - 33
- - -
- 15






7 1 2 37
- 1 1 2 42
- 1 - - 22
6 - 4 3 25
- - 2 2 16
- - -
1 1





























Health Centre Administrator 10 -
Practice Administrator 1
-
Secretary, Receptionist 17 -
Clerk, clinic clerk 9
-




Cleaner, Caretaker 12 -
Other
- -
TOTAL 49 2 2
--
TABLE 48
Health centres where three persons were mentioned
as responsible for day-to-day administration
combinations of employment arrangements.
Combination of aI'T'anOPlMnts
A + AA FG DI BD EF3 1 2 1 2
C + DD DI1 1
G No DD IT DE El
Answer
D + 1 5 6 1 2
FH HI
1 1
E + GG GI1 1



































• I I I 1.1.1.1 I • I •






Health Centre Administrator 1
Practice Administrator
Secretary, Receptionist 2
Clerk, clinic clerk 11
Nurse, H.V., Nursing Officer
Domestic Supervisor















9 - - - 9
- -
1 8 - - - 9
2 - 11 5 1 2 - 17
- -
2 - - - - 2 I
- - - -
1 - - 2
- - - -
5 - - 5
-
11 - - 3 - - 16
-
10 - - - 1 - 15
-
12 - - - - - 12
- - - - -
3 - 3
- - - - -
1 1 8
-
1 - - - - - 1




Titles a.,d salary grades nf persons responsible for day-'Co-day administration




Co:r.mun i ty Hi IHospital. Health Practice Secretary. Nurs. HV Cleaner)Salary grade Services se. Unit' Centre Clinic clerk. ~ursh8 •
I Admin!s- Adainis- Admlnis- Adlllinia- TotalItrotor Admicis- Adminis- trator Receptioniat clerk Officer Caretakertrator trator trator trater
No. t No. t No. ~ No. t No. t No. , No. t No. t No. t No. t No. t
Clerical officer
- - - - - - - -
1 0.5
- -
II 17 37 0& - - - - 09 '.1
Higter Clerical Officer
-
- - - - - - -




16 39 36 60 9 03 103 "9.5 3 20 2 3 - - - - - - 1&9 31.5
Senior Ad!llininl"nive
Assistant 3 12 11 27 19 32 • 03 19 9.1 - - - - - - - - - - 51 11.1+
P rindpal Administrative
Assistant 18 72 10 20 5 8 3 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 36 &.7
~iscel1aneous sec:retaria
- - -
- - - - - - -
1 7 2 3 1 1 - - - - 0 0.7
Nursing grade
- - - -
- - - - - -
1 7 - - - - 15 90 - - 16 3.0
Caretaking grade
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -





- - - - - - - -
6 2.9
- - - - - - - - - -
6 1.1
G.P. employee
- - - - - - - -
2 1,0 3 20 8 12 1 1
- - - -
10 2.6
Loeal authority clerical
- - - - - - - -
2 1.0
- -
2 3 1 1 - - - - 5 0.'
Executive Officer 1 &2
- -
- - - - - - -
-
3 20 - - - - - - - - 3 0.6
Other
- - - - - -
- - - -
1 7
- -
1 1 - - - - 2 0.0
No answer • 16 0 10 - - - - 2 1.0 1 7 - - 1 1 1 6 - - 13 2.0
Total 25 100 01 100 60 100 21 100 208 100 15 100 50 100 80 100 1& 100 & 100 536* 100
*Thb total eXclude. two cen:tre. with title 'other"
and no ••~ grade liVeD.
• 1 .1 I 1 I I I I I I • I I J I • • I
I I ••• • .11
• I • I • JI I I I I I I
I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It
T/,BLJ: 51
Titles and sala~l grades of Dersan~ responsihlp fo~ day-ta-day administration in
































































































































Total 26 100 26 100 33 100 15 100 16 100 7 100 37 100 ~2 100 22 100 25 100 16 100 266 100
,
* Includes one case of •other , title and no answer for salary grade.
TABU: 52
~,itles and salarv vrades of t'~·.·sons resnons:'blc for' day-to-day administration
in h~~lt~ centres with thr•• persons ~-ntioned as ~soon5ible
Title of person
Sector COlT.llunity Mise.
Hospital , Health Practice SecretarY • Clinic
Nurse, Domestic Cleaner,
Salary grade Admlnis- Services Adminis- Unit Centre Adminis-
HV
Adr.linis- Adminis- Adminia:- Reception.
clerk, Nul-sing Super- ea...- Other Total





9 l' - - - - 27
:-:ig~er Clerical











- - -trative Assistant - -
- -
7




























a utho%'ity ~de) ,
-
,










- - - -
6
Domesdc staff
grade - - - - - - - - - 3 - 3-
Local authority

















Total 9 9 17 2 2 5 16 lS 12 3 8 1 99
•• I JI IJI I J I 1
I 1 I .1 I I I .I I • I • 1 • 1 I LI I • I J 1.1 I • I J 1 ..1
I I I I I I I • I • I • • I • I I
TABU: 53
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Salarl ~rades dna employment ca~egory o~ persons responsible for day-ta-day











































1 1 1 3 3 49 9.1 II
7 24 20 24 26 35 1 3
- -
4 11 2 152 28.2. i
IB 62 38 46 2 3 18 51 24 2. B ,. 1 169 31.10
4 14 20 24 - - 13 37 IB 21 - - - 61 11.3
- - - - - -
3 • i 33 39 - - I
-
36 6.7
- - - -
1 1 - - - - 2 6 - 4 0.7
- -
2 2 12 16 - - - - 1 3 1 16 3.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 1.1











- - - - - - - - -
5 0.9
- - - - - - - - - -
1 3 1 3 0'6
- - - -
1 1 - - - - 1 3 - 2 0.4
- -
1 1 1 1
- -
8 10 2 6 I 2 15 2.800 29 100 83 100 75 100 35 100 84 100 35 100 I 10 538 100
TABLE 54
Salary grades and employment catellOry of persons responsible for day-to-day
adminis-cration in health centres with two persons responsible




















2 2 15 6
- -
1 -
1 - 10 4
4 2 24 9
2 - 2 1
3 3 11 4















3 13 5 7







































Caretaker grade 11 22
Administrative and Professional/
Senior Officer (local
authority grade) 1 2





.~ 1 J 1..- 1.1 I J I J 1.J I ~.J 1..1 I:c.~ ..,. Ed .. .. _ ~ LJI I.A 1. ..1 I 1
I I • I It I Itl I. II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 It I
TABLE 55
Salary grades and employment categories of persons responsible for day-to-day






























1 3 1 I 1 5
1 2 . 1 34 100. 7 I 22 100 ,















Local authority clerical grade
Other
----------------r -------.--------- --------. --,_.- ---- ------- --. --- ---- ------ ----------------
I : Employment category
i Salary grade r-----~------------------·--------------
i -fo.A ~_ :0. ~o. ~.D %........ ~o. No.F % +-_ ~~~___:..N:.:~:.:. _+---'--~-_t
r





Hig;her Clerical Officer 1
IGeneral .Administrative Assistant 1 7 2 i 3 1 5




~<J:ar;:._::.~~C:!(!.)__~<?~~':! ~?!:0.r.~~~e_hy__ !tp!E-D~ 2Y_s~}-'!:L ;;r';~~e
~t:..l..£(:te<Ls~a:'"f _i:'1..,,:,ol!.~}_n_t.E_t" _d.!!Y..:.t..(l_-~~?y~d.:J.E.~~'!=l:a..!.~n_of !ie~
Cent:res :'"01' "one person", ':1:~~~.~. .o.E..'~_,,!:~'~h~.!...E.~.!.~_~..!:!.e~~.
~r~~!!f__with 1:i1:1e Hea1~h Centre Administrator
----------------- I
Salary grades thought ap:'Jropriate for ~~on.!; administering health centres
----,
II lii,roher Hiv,her General ,Clerical Clerical Clerical Adninis- General ISalary grace Centre Officer and Officer General tra'tive Adr.dnis- Senior ,Uo Higher Officer Adminis- Assistant Adr.dnis-
I
type Hill~er Clerical alO Gen~ral and Senior tra~ive Other To~al
answer Clerical Officer A4minis- Adr.linis- trative and Senior Assinant t:ra'tive
Officer t:ra'tive 'trative Assis'tant Adminis- and Other Assistant
Assistant Assistant t:ra'tive IAssist:ant I
1--- ,
So a.'1s...·~r 1 1
- - - -
1 - - - - I 2 I
2
- - - 1 - - - - - - I 1 i
3 - - - - - - - - - - -
Clerical Cfficer 1 1
- - - - - - - - -
1
2 - - - - - - - - - - -
3
- - - - - - - - - - -
,
I







- - - - - - i
7
3
- - - - - - - - - - -
- IGeneral Administrative 1 5
- 1 33 2 48 8 4 - - 101 IAssist03:nt 2
- - - - -
6 - - - - 6
3 1






2 2 3 9
- 1 - 17 i
Assist:ant 2
- - - - - - - - - - -
i
3 - - - - - - - - - - - i
--f-








- - - - - - - - - - -
I
iOfficer ( Local 3






- - - - - - - - I2 1 - - - - - - - - - 13 1
- - - - - - - - -
1 tf-
Other 1
- - - - - - - - - - - I2 1 - - - - - - - - - 13
- - - - - - - - - - -
I~. ,
!..ccal autnori'tY clerical 1
- -
2
- - - - - - -
2
traces 2
- - - - - -
,
- - - - -
3
- - - - - - - - - - - ,
TOTAL 1 18 6 21 65 7 54 20 5 1 2 I 199* !2 2 1 4 3
-
6
- - - - I 16 i3 2 - - - - - - - - - 2 ,
--
Total exclu1es 9 where salary grade thought appropriate was not known•
1..1 I .J I J 1.J L..JI .-~
- -
l.~
I 1 I I I' 1 I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 57
Sala.EL t':rade (J..)_~~~1?.~~_r:£.9_r}_a.!.~~h'y'_~P~~ £y_s~l!!.I2..£r~d..!
~~~c'ted_s_~a.!~~n...':olved_~'!..._'t.l:.e~ax-'to~-:<!~~__~,!"!.i_n_i.s.!.r:.ati~_ of Ilealth
~.1.0r "one_.E.e.!!.0~:"-"'::!!:~.p~t:S-0_n~n_C!_'-'.!h~-!.~.!:~n:~eal"th ~.
I:'or staff with 'title Senior Secretary or Senior 1\ c t"orls't
- -
• er , '.
-
Salary grades thought appropriat~ for pp.r5ons adrr~nistering health centres I
, -------r-----i----------
------l
General I ICen'tre ; I Either Clerical General ,Salary g=-ace No i Clerical Officer 1 Higher Officer and (',eneral !Administrative
ty?e
answer jCL"lG :Jic!-:er Clerical General Administrative Assistant and AdministrativeI TOTAL
Clerical Officer Officer Administrative Assistant Senior AdT:1inis- Assist.ant





Llerica1 Officer 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 !
2 1
- - - - - -
1 i3 2
- - - - - -
2
- ---I Hi[~.er Clerical 1 1 1 1 28 - - 4 35 I
Officer 2 11
- 2 1 2 - - 16 :
3 1 -
- - - - -
1
_._----
I~iscellaneous 1 1 - - - - - - 1Secretarial 2 - - - - - - - -
3
- - - - - - - - I
-- -----c- IAcr.:inistrative and 1
- - - - - - - -Professional/Senior 2 1
,




- - - - - - - ·Authority Grade)










Local Authority Clerical 1
- - - - - -
2 2
Grade 2
- - - - - - -
-













- - - - - - -
-
.-r-----.- -----
T01'AL 1 6 1 1 30 - - 6
""2 16
-
3 3 2 1 - 25
3 • - - - - - - •
- ------~~
T1\BL!: 58
~'!.::Y frade(s) tt:ou~ht a'"lT'ronria"le bv ~!~DA bI. _~a_l_a_ry~
2!.-~.~e.~~_~_P:.:'!_~}_f!..v:~~~ }T:. _t}~.p~d..2.Y.:.t.2.-_<!ay__a..~T1!.~n. i~t:.:a.tJ.0_0_0'£ ..J!e~


































-- -- -- --=-==.::..--,------,------11 --------_._- --_.-Sala~ grades thought appropriate for persons___________ C _____________Salar:,' ,;race CentN Clerical r.fficer HigherI rype No












I 3 3 1 - 3
- ------- --------
-_._.
Higher Clerical 1 - 1 - 3






General Ad'T:inist.rative 1 1 - - 1
Assis"tan"t 2
- - - -
3
- - - -
----------- -------









Local Authorit.y Clerical 1
- - - -
Grade 2











- - - -
TOTAL 1 10 1 1 •2 6 1 1 2
3 6 2 - •
-
I J l~ I. JI 1.JI I....~ 1. .JI I. ...JI LJI ..
I I I I I I I' I I' I I I I I I I I r I I I
r I I I r I r I I I I I I I I I I
TABLI: S9
~1_a.l"'L-.r~adel.s1....~ho~'~~1:2PJ'.":'Kt:.l:.~e~t::.~_~~~~ -E.y. sahry (!'~
2f--y_e_l..~_c!.e_'!.!.~~Unvolv_e_~ }.n.. _tJ"~ .<i~~.o.:A?Y__~1~n.l.s..!.r!!:U_Q.!l Q~ H"a) rh
~_~ fO~~-.E..E!.z:s_o_~~.":~~e~~n':..!.n~~~~e.....e.e}'Son"Heiilt:h Centres.
I ----- --- - ------- --- - --- Ii Salary grades thought appropriate for peT'Sons administering health centres
I i ----- • Hip,her Clerical l-;ip;he-;-~e-;i;a~T---, General
t Salary grade
Cen'tre Clerical Officer Hi ~-her Officer and Officer and r~neral Administrative
ty?e :roi Qtlrl Higher Clerical r.,eneral Senior Administrative Assistant and TOTALj answer Clerical officer Officer Administrative Administrative Assistant Senior Adminis-
~ Assistant Assistant trative Assistant
I No a..swer 1 - - - 1 - - - 12 1 - - 1 - 1 - 3L 3 1 - - - - - - 1
-- -i C':'erical Officf r 1 21 7 3 5 1 - - 37





4 - 14I"',,,, '"d~' ------r---1 15 - 5 15 1 2 - 38Officer 2 8 - • 2 - - - 1.3
- - - - - - - -
- f----
















1 - - - - 1
2
- -
1 - - - - 1
3
- - - - - -
- -
_.
Local Authority Clerical 1
- - 1 - - - - 1
Grade 2
- - - - -
- - -
3



















TOTA!.. 1 37 7 10 L~ 2 2 - 802 14 8 5 - 8 1 413 5 2 - - 4 - 15
TABLE 60
Title of those administering health centres by who pays their sala~
in health centres where .:>n" person is mentioned as responsible
for the rlav-to-day ad"inistration
Health authority divides cost with G.Ps.Percentage
paid by health authority Health
Title G.P.s. authority Totalpay all % age not less than 70% or pays all
known 30% 30-119% 50-69% more
Sector Administrator - - - - - - I 25 25I
Community Service
38 IIIAdministrator - - - - 1 2
Miscellaneous
Administrator- - - - - - - ! 60 60





- - - - I 21 21Health Centre i
I Administrator 9 17 9 8 110 32 i 93 208Practice Administrator 8 1 1 3 1 1 I - 15Secretary,
5 23 611Receptionist 10 1 9 10 6
Clinic clerk, clerk 1 2 11 5 5 2 61 80
Nurse, H.V., Nursing IOfficer - - 1 - - - , 15 16
Cleaner , caretaker - - - - 2 11 - 6
I
Total 28 21 211 26 55 46 336 536*
*Total excludes two cases where the person responsible was a G.P. in the health centre.
L .I I .JI 1.1 L..I L.I L..JI L.I L.II LJI ..... .. L.I I...JI L.I L.II 1...J11 L.II ... .. ..
1111111111111 I I 111I11I11111111 I I I I 1 I
':'ABLE 61
Title of those administering health centres by who pays their salary
in health centres where two persons are mentioned as responsible for
the day_ta_day administration
I Health authority divides cost with G.Ps.
,
IPercentage paid by health authority Health I
Title G.P.s. authority No Total Ipay all % age not less than 70% or pays all answer !
known 30% 30-49% 50-69% ;more [
Sector Administrator
- - -
- - - 26 - 26
ICommunity ServiceAdmin istrator
- - - - - -
26 - 26
Miscellaneous
Administrator 1 1 - - - 1 30 - 33
Hospital, Unit
Administrator -
- - - - -
15 - 15
Health Centre
Administrator 1 1 - 1 1 1 11 - 16
Practice Administrator 4 1 - - - - 1 1 7
Secretary ,
Receptionist 10 6 10 - 1 2 7 1 37
Clinic clerk, clerk 2 2 1 4 1 1 31 - 42
Nurse ,', H. V ., Nursing
Officer 1 - - - - - 20 1 22




caretaker - 1 - - 1 - 13 1 16 I
I IOther - - - - - - 1 - 1 I
I ! ,I
Total 19 ! I 266
,








Title of those administering health cen~res by who pays their salary
in health centres where three persons are mentioned as responsible for
the day-to-day administration
I Health authority divides cost with G.Ps. Percentage!G.P.s. paid by health authority I HealthTitle , authority Totalpay all ! 70\ or I I% age not less than 30-'19% 50-69% pays all , Iknown 30% I more,
Sector Administrator - - - - - - 9 9
Community Service
Admin istrator - - - - - - 9 9
Miscellaneous




- - - 2 2
Health Centre
Administrator - - 1 - 1 - - 2
Practice Administrator 5 - -
-
- - - 5
Secretaty ,




- - - 1 - - 1'1 15
Nurse, H.V " Nursing
Officer
- - - - - - 12 12
Domestic supervisor
- - - - - -
3 3
Cleaner, caretaker - - 2 - - - 6 8
Other
- - - - - - 1 1
Total 8 2 'I 2 2 6 75 99
I, JI I JI • I I 1 I I I1 .1 .1 I I .1 I' • I .1 • J I JI ..1 III I" I I • I
.11.1.111,.1.1. • I • I I I I I IIII1111
TABU: 63
Who pays the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for the day-to-day
administration of health centres by employment category of these persons,
for haalth centres where one person was mentioned as being responsible for
day-to-day administration.
r
I :! Health authority divides cost with G.Ps. Percentage
Employment category G.Ps. paid by health authority Healthpay all authority Total(see page 54 ) % age not less than ! 70% or pays all 130-119% ! 50-69% I! known 30% more I
I




1 7 15 29
C
- 1 1 2 3 9 67 83
D
- - 6 7 8 11 50 75
E I
- - - - - 1 34 35
F
- - - - - - 811 811
G, H 27 3 2 2 1
- - 35
I





28 21 211 26 55 116 336 538*
Total including two cases where the person mentioned as being responsible for the
,-y-to-day administration was a gen~..l practitioner in the health centre
TABLE 64
Who pays the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for the day-to-day
administration of h.ealth centres by employment category of these persons,
for h,ealth centres where two persons weI'f'mentioned as being responsible for
day-to-day administration
r
HeAlth authority divide~ cost with G.Ps.
HealthG.Ps. Percentage paid by health authority NoEmployment category , pay all authority I Total(see page 54) % age not less than 70% or pays all answer30-49% 50-69%known 30% more
A 4 ! 4 9 1 3 3 25 - 49,
I IB - - - - - - 2 - 2Ic
- - - - -
I
- 24 I - 24
D 1 2 2 4 1 1 48 1 60
E
- 1 - - - 1 22 - 24
F
- 1
- - - - 70 - 71
G. H 12 2
- - - - 1 2 17




No answer 1 1 - - I - - 6 2 10
Total 19 12 11 5 4 5 205 5 266
.1 I I I I I I I J • I LJI I' •• I. Loa 1_" ~ .. _ •• .. .. __ • I I I
I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 11 11 I1 I I I II1111111 I I I I I I1
TABLE 65
Who pays the salary of p~rsons mentioned as responsible for the day-to-day
administration of health centres by employment category of these persons,




I Health authority divides cost with G.Ps. Percentage ,i IG.Ps. paid by health authority Health IEmployment category I authority Total(see page 54) ! pay all % age not less than I 70% or pays all II i 30-49% 50-69%, known 30% more
A
- -
3 2 2 - 8 15
B
- - - - - -
1 1
C
- - - - - -
2 2
D
- 1 - - - 5 28 34
E
- - - - - -
7 7
F
- - - - - -
22 22
G, H 8 1 1 - - - - 10
I
- - - - -
1 6 7
No answer - - - - - - 1 1
Total 8 2 4 2 2 6 75 99
TAaLE 66Who pays the salary of pel sons JJ,€ntioned as responsible for the day-to-day
administration of ~ealth centres by salary grade of these persons. for
•
health centres where one person was mentioned as being responsible for
day-to-day administration.
Health authority· divides cost with G.Ps. Percentage :
Salary grade G.Ps. paid by health authority Health
,
pay all
: authority i Total
! % age not less than 30-49% 50-69% 70% or pays all I
, known 30% more I !I I
Clerical Officer 1 I - I 1 1 4 2 40 I 49,,Higher Clerical Officer 2 8 15 17 34 11 65 152 :I ,
General Administrative
Assistant 6 10 5 4 12 19 113 169 iI
Senior Administrative IAssistant
- 1 - - 1 8 51 61I !,Principal Administrative i I
Assistant I - - - - - - 36 36 1
~liscellaneous secretarial I 3 - - - - 1 4-
Nursing grade 1 - 1 - - - 14 16
Caretaking grade ,



















Executive Officer 1 & 2 1 - - 1 - 1 - 3
Other
- - 1 - - - 1 2
No answer 2
- -
1 - - 10 15*
Total 28 21 24 26 55 46 336 538*
L .• L.
Total including two cases where the person mentioned as being responsible for the
day-to-day administration was a general practitioner in the health centre
L....I ~.....I L.I L~ ~-I L-JI Il .. I.-JI I.-JI L.JI ..... LII .. LII
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TA'lLE 57
Who pays the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for the day-to-day
administration of health Centres by salary grade of these persons for
;
health c.entres where two persons were mentioned as being responsible for
day-to-day administration.
Health authority divides cost with G.Ps. Percentage
Salary grade G. Ps. paid by health authority Health Nopay all authority Total
% age not less than 70% or pays all answer
known 30% 30-49% 50-69% more
Clerical Officer 1 2 1 - 1 1 24 1 31
Higher Clerical Officer 2 7 10 4 1 2 18 1 45
General Administrative
Assistant 1 2 20
,
23
- - - - -
Senior Administrative
Assistant - 1 - - - - 37 - 38
Principal Administrative
Assistant
- - - - - -
38 - 38
Miscellaneous secretarial 3 - - - - - 2 - 5
Nursing grade , 1
- - - - -
20 1 22I




(local authority grade) 1
- - - - - - -
1
G.P. Employee 10
- - - - - - -
10
Domestic staff grade




- - - -
1 - 2




1 - - 8 1 11
Total I 19 I 12 11 5 4 5 205 5
I
266I I
! I I I;I I
TABLE 68
Who pays the salary of persons mentioned as responsible for the day-to-day
administration of health centres by salary grade of these persons. for
health centres where three persons "ere mentioned as being responsible for
day-to-day administration.
Health authority divides cost with G.Ps. Percentage I
paid by health authority Health iG.Ps. ;Salary grade pay all authority Total I% age not less than 70% or pays all I
known 30% 30-49% 50-69% more i
Clerical Officer - - 1 2 1 3 20 27 I
Higher Clerical Officer 1 1 - - - 2 - 4
General Administrative
Assistant
- - - -
1 - 6 7
Senior Administrative





- - - - - -
7 7
Nursing grade
- - - - - -
12 12
Caretaking grade
- - 2 - - - 4 6
I Administrative &Prof-! essional/Senior OfficerI (local authority grade) - - - - - - 8 8
I P. Employeei G. 5 - 1 - - - - 6,
Domestic staff grade 3 3
- - - - - -
Local authority clerical
grade
- - - - - -
1 1
other 1 - - - - 1 1 3
I No answer 1 1 - - - - 5 7
Total 8 2 4 2 2 6 75 99
I" I. IJl I JI I JI I JI l~ l-JI L..II ILJI ... .. _ _ _ _ _ _ .. ..
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 69
Wh e~~~r__o_~_n.-()_~ sa1~~ ~E;.~ of__~~~e_c_"t_~_~. __s_~_~_~~ _~?r._o_n.e_ .p!Ts-,~n_,_ ._t2-t_o p_e_~~.o_n_~:.d~J-T:_:_ ~~_o_n
centres Has oaid entirely bv "the HD/SDA, O~ entirelv bv the r:eneral ryracti"tionel:!J in "the_____ • •._._._~.__.•._ _ ""__- • •• .- , .•"~ .0:.... .• _
healt.h centre or shared b~,T the preferences Oil this Matter e~ressed by res"Clondents
------------- .,. --._---- ---- --------._--,--_._--._'---- --_._--_._-----_ .. --_._---
1::°:': ~\e_l:n,,-/SDA.s.
For staff with title Health Centre Administrator
--_.- -_ __ .__._-- --- ---'---- .~-





































% paid by HD/SDA not known
%paid by HD/SDA not agreed
Payment of sa13~j costs
( iil
(iii)
* Preference of ED/SDA
, Centre --------r------- -- -1:-- ------ --,--- -------
type ~?tab 1;!l0 IHD/SD~ 10 I~·P. to pay
t
,Don't mind
f-E-.D-/-s-D';-p-a-y-s~1-1 ---- -~--; ra_D~ :~ __-=-eran:~errPaY;;__o_e-lI~~m:!~_r:_ - ---_-----
I '2 11 - 9 - 1, I
3 , I I
r--~~;.~~;:;--a~-l-·---- ----t---~---r-----~--- --_-- j----~--!--;--- -------
I 2 1 -' - 1_~/SDA~ G.Es - share ---------- 3__ ----.- - ------- ------ --l---------








* "Ihether a one person. two person or three 'lerson centrp.



















\"h~.,,~E_e-!.__~r_E..<?!.._sa!.a.r:Y._~ost __ ..?~~el~<:.~!<! ~!.~!f f.~r:._?_~~:.~_?~:r::s_~~_,-...!~o p~_:r:s_~n. and three person
centres was caid entire.~ "the HD/SDA, or entire2:L..bJ::.."th~_~e~~_E"a<::ti_tio~ersin "the
heal1;.b. centre _o..r:._s_ha,:e_~.hy. ..!h!-~.!~.r:e.~c.,,-s_o.n__!h.':!._'.".a..~~re_5!'.~d _bLE"..s.ponrJen"ts































































%paid by HD/SDA not known




Payment of salary cos"ts
------- -_.. -_._-------------_._--. -- ----- .__. -_._-------- .._. --------
*Centre ----.------- -.__.. -
typP Not r:o
applicable answer
------_._ .....-. __._--------- ~-----------~--- .. _-._-
G. P~ pav all
HD/SDA pays all







(iii) %paid by HD/SDA not agreed 1
2
3
- ----_._--_.1-- ---------.- - --- --------
TOTAL 1 24 13 27
2 9 6 9
3 2 3 4
__________________________._L. --"~----.--. __ . _
* Whether a one person. two person or three person centre
---.-------.-----------+----+----+----1---
11
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 71
\'IJ:..e't~r ~ryo't _.s-,,-1..~~ _c_oEt:.__oL.~_e1_e<:.t:..e_,!_~taff_ fo.': ~n~person-,--two Rerson and three person
~ntres_w_a~l?aid_!_'!t.i:.,:"lY_loy__.:t=he __ PI!.~SDA-,__~~~t}pely.EY ..the.. gene~.l.£,::,,-ctitione~in the
hea}'th.~entn:._oT s_h_are..d.?)'_.:t=.t:e_pre!:ere~ces_o_n. :thi~,,_mett~ e"press':.~ r~ondents
~m. __th" _HD /SDAs
For s'taff with ti'tle Senior Secretary/Senior Recep'tionis't
and ~~~reta~~eceptionis't.
-.__ . '-- ._---------------- ------ ,'- ---- -------- --------- _. - - ----- ._--------
Preference of HD/SDA
-_._~----_ ..- r-
DA to i G.P. to pay I i
hole part Don't mind TOTAL ,some i
-
5 1 23 i,
1 1 - 7 I
1 - I 6
---




















25 : 2 64
19* 1 ! 37*









































%paid by HD/SDA known
%paid by HD/SDA not known
%paid by HD/SDA not agreed
and

















I 3 I -
----------rT--+-~~-I
! II I 3 . 7 ,1..-.--- . . ......_ _~ _
*
, I
Includes one no answer.
Whether a one person, 'two person or three person centre
TA9LE 72
w~':.~).,:.~r__o_~~~~~ry__~0E.! __,_of_._s.n}_p~c:t:?et~ "s.taf~ Xor:.~:e. ~~r50~,- _~\.:~ p"'rson.~_~'t:.~r~~_ ~erson
~~_~~~].:.~~d enti.~E7_~y__b'y._!.h~ !i.!2.~S12~'_: ..£I'_f'!2.·t..i_~ly ~V_1:~e_.1'"-!n~ra~'pT'aet:i'tioners in the
J2..~c:}th cent~3~rlr~~ .P.Y ~h..~__p_ref.-e_r~.c_e~5'..!:!.._t_hj._~~~.t_t-!.~ _~~.r:!s_sed_l2Y...~o..~dents
f""m tho HO ISDAs.
For st .... ff "litho titl"!! Practice Adr.tinistrator
--._--- ------- ---'.-----.. ----














3 - 5 i
._-
,
4 - 6 I
- - - I- - -













,', I 1 - 7"I























Pay~ent of salary costs
(1i) % paid by HD/SDA not kr.own

























LTOT._~L 1 5 I 2: 22 2 I - i 43 2 I !, i
-'------------_._.- ----
~'; • •Includes one no answp.r.
Hhe'ther a one p~rson. two person or three person centre
I .I i .I I I I .I LJII I .I L" 1,_." ~,. JII III IJII
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Tt.3LL 73
J I I • I I I J I I I I I I I
Previous ex~er:ence (tYDe of ioh) for sel~ctAC nersons res~o~sible =or
day-ta-day aC:7\inis"tration of he,'l.lth centres b>, nur:'lbcr 0= persons involved
in ad~inistration of centre
Type of staff
:-10. of





Health Centre I Practice , Receptionist I Clinic Clerk.
I
Co~unity Services
experience I Ad::;inistrator I Clerk .\dministrator
TotalIin admin- Ac.rdnis trator
I
I Inc. Senior
! istration I Secretary • II , Receptionist I ,
! I I




1 - I - - - 1 IS~?ervisory. pl~ 2 1 - - - - I 1I :\eceptionist2 3 - - I - ! - - - II
I A<!r.inistrati ve or 1 56 3 I 1 2 24 86
I
Supervisory3 2 1 1
I -
- 12 14
I 3 I - 2 1 - 5 8












I Secretary and/or 1 96 'I , 29 59 14 202
I 'typis't and/or 2 9 3 I
12;': 23 3 50




691 38 1 16 11 3
2 4 1 14 11 11 41
i 3 I 1 2 5 2 4 14
Total 1
I
208 15 64 80 41 408
2 16 7 37 42 26 128
3 2 5 16 15 9 "7
1. incl~~es nu~sine plus any or all other types of work experience
2. includes persons with both administrative or supervisory experience~ receptionist experience and any other kind
of experience except nursing.
3. includes those with administrative or supervisory experience and any other experience except receptionist and nursing experience.
4. includes those with receptionist experience and any other experience except nursing or administrative or
supervisory experience.
5. includes those with secretary/typing or clerical experience and any other experience except nursing. administrative or
supervisory or receptionist experience.
6. includes all other categories of experience not included under 1-5 above or none at all
* includes two deputy health centre administrators.
TABLE ,.
Whether previou~ work experienc~ (if any) of those inaica~ed as responsible
for the duy-tc-day administra'ti.on of health centres incluc.ed experience of work
in the Health Service (includinr r ....neral Practice) - bv job title and for one.
t~c a~d t~rce ne~~on centres.
One Person Centres THO P"!rson Centres Three Person Centres All Centres
Title of persons ITotalresponsible for the day- No. of staff No. of staff No. of ~taff No. of staff Total staffto-day administration. with Health Total ! with HMlth Total with !J~alth with Health on which %Servi:-,£ worf staff I se!'Vi::-fY> wC'rk staff
I
Service; wor! staff Service; work 1 is based.exper~ence exper~ence experience experience (\)
I
Sector Adminis'trator 20 25 20 26 3 9 51 ( 85) 60
Co~~,ity Service~
Administrator 19 01 19 26 5 9 03 (57) 76
Hiscellaneous
Adrr.inistrator 39 60 10 33 5 17 58 ( 53) 110
Hospital", Unit
Admin is trator 11 21 1" 15 2 2 27 (71) 38
He-alth Centre
2082 2262Administrator 119 10 16 - 2 129 ( 57)
Practice Administrator 11 15 3 7
-
5 1~ ( 52) 27
Secre"tary, Receptionist 36 60 10 37 6 16 56 ( 08) 117





3 8 (29) 28
Cleaner
•
Caretaker - 6 1 16
-
8 1 (3) 30
i
Other
- 2 - 1 - 1 - (-) 0
1 Staff were included in this category where the description of previous job or jobs indicated that at least one of these jobs was
within the Health Service s (including General Practice)
2 Includes five staff with Social ServiCe5but not apparently Health Serv!cesexp@rience.
3
Not inclUded in this table are Nurses, Health Visitors and Nursing Officers with responsibility for day-to-day administration
as by definition all will have previous Health Service experience of some kind in their training.at least.
I • • • I • I • I J
I • • I I J 11 I J LJ L. I. IJ I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 75
;\Cle o~ :-:ealth Services and Local Gove:on':"lent ex.,erl.ence in previous jo~s for ctaff with responsibility
for day-to-day ad~inistration for i:ealth Centres - for staff f~m Centres with one. two or three persons
responsible for their adminis·~ation.
Type of previous experience in health services or local governlJlent.
No. of Local Gov@rnment
persons Other and experience
Title of responsible COllll'llunity unsp~ified Those withAdministrator for adminis- GeMral health services health service All staff
tration of Practice Health Hospital experience All 'types experience vith indicated
Centre. Services (excluding definitely job title.
local gov't indicated
experience)
Sector 1 - 5 9 6 , , 25
....drninistrlltor 2 - - 15 1 9 a 26
3
- -
1 2 5 - 9
Co::,~n~i ty 1 - 22H 11 '7L 23 2 '1Services 2 - - , a l' 7 26
Adrld.nistrator 3 - 1 , - - - 9
Miscellaneous 1 - - 11 1 40 27 60
Adl':iinistrator 2 - 1 3 a 12 2 33
3 - - 3 2 6 - 17
Hos?ital, 1 - - , 6L 10 1 21
Unit 2
- -
2 a L , 4 15
Ad::linistrator 3 - - 1 1 - - 2
I
Health Centre 1 252C3HUL 21U5L 2ti 3U2L 297L 59 la 20a
Ad:::inistrator 2 3 1 l L l L , , 16
I 3 - - - - - - 2
I
Practice 1 4 - l U 6 - - 15
Administrator 2 1 - 1 1 - - 7
3 - - - - - - 5
I
Secretary. 1 17L 1 62L a2L 13 , 6'
Receptionist 2 7
- 7 - 5 - 37
3 2
- 1 1 2 2 16
I Clinic Clerk, 1 7U SH 6
U 3 35 5 aoI Clerk 2 5H 2 3U , 15 3 .,
I 3 - - - 1 5 2 15
I Nurse I Health 1 l H 55H 5U 16I 1011U3L - - -
I Visitor. 2 - ~H 16au - 3 1 22Nursing Officer: 3 - 11 - - - 12
I Clea;1er,
I
1i - - - - 2 - 6
i Caretaker 2 - - 1 - 5 - 16
I
3
- - - - 1 - a
I Do!r.estic 1
- - - - - -I ;3LI Supervisor 2 - - 5 - - 253
- - - - -
- 3
See next page for notes on this tab le.
NOTES TO ACCOMPANY TABLE 75
1. 'General practice experience' includes those with work experience in the sphere of general practice with or
without experience additionally in one or other of'community health services' • 'hospital' • 'other/unspecified
health services (excluding local gov~rnment)'. or 'local government'. The superscript above the number
entered in the general practice COlunrrl for a particular job type indicates the numbers of those who have
had work experience additional to that of general practice. For example the entry 252C3HUL indicates that
for health centre administrators from 'one person' centres. 25 had previous experience of general practice
and among these. two had, in addition. work experience in the community health services. 3 hospital experience,
1 other/unspecified health services experience (excluding local government) and one local government
experience • .'am this survey only two previous jobs were coded. those with additional work experience would
all be different people, i.e. it would not be possible to have community health services experience~
hospital experience in addition to general practice experience. (Two jobs were coded because almost always
no more than two preVious jobs per person were entered in response to the open question in the questionnaire).
2. Community health services experience includes those with community health service experience with or without
any hospital experience. other/unspecified (excluding local government) or local government experience.
(The numbers with such additional experience are indicated by the same kind of superscript system as that
described in Note 1 above).
3. Those with hospital experience are those with hospital experience with or without other/unspecified health
services experience (excluding local government) or local government experience. The numbers with such
additional experience are indicated using the superscript system described in Note 1 above.
4. Other and unspecified health services experience (excluding local government) includes those with other /
unspecified health service experience (excluding local government) with or without (in another job). local
government experience. This additional experience is indicated as explained in Note 1.
5. Local government experience includes those who have only had local government experience and none of the other
types of experience mentioned above.
I-I I I I I I I 1-1 • I L.J L .I
- -
..
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I , I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I
TABU: 76
7i~e 0= e~~erie~ce outside Health Services and/~r Local Go~rnment in pr*.vious jobs for those with and without
hea:th service anc/or local ~o~rnment experi~nce in p~viOU9 jOb3 for sp!_ctp.d staff with d3y-to-dav ~s~o~sibil~tieS
for health centre ad~inistration - for Centres wh~r@ an-, two and three persons we~ ~sponsible for th~ir admi~is~atio~.
~ "~ .. Typ<'! of p:Ndous e~ri~ce!Ic. 0' Those with health services and/or local 1°W!rn~nt ! Tho_ without health sery!cllf and/or local gowrnmentper-sens previous eJq)erlence ~ylous experienee...ot~~strator :"es?onsi~l• :for ad-r.dn.
Armed IUat:ional-!?ther "Honf! or I Nadonal- Other INone Or Iof centl'lt Pr!vate , ~'ther A_d Privateforces Ii~~:=try '~~;i~. noM lAll forCf!s bed public: industry ~herl none All Iindustry I .'tated I Industry sil!rvic:e s'tatf'd I
~'!,;:~~r ,
· · · · ·
,. , ,.
· · · · ·
1 I 1
I I :-_~:li :i'trator 2 · - · · · 25 25 · · · · ·
, i 1,
· · · · · • • · · · - - 1 1bo=:.ity 1 2 · · · - 3B '0 · · - · · 1 1~~r"':,-:.e~ 2
- · - - ·
26 26 · · - · · - ·J:-:":':".l!tra'tor ,
- · - · ·
S S · · - • - · •
I t!s:.'!llc'!ol1s 1 · · I
· - -
S2 52
- · · - · • •J ,.:::,.!~.istrator 2 6
- · · ·
18 ,. · - - · , • 9, , · - - · · II 11 - - - - · 6 6n~~~ital, -.1 , · · · · 19 20 - - , - · · 12
· - · - - l'
"
- - - - -
1 1
! I-c:-i::!strstor , · - · - · 2 2 · - · - - - ·
;:~a:t~ Centre 1 I - 1 1 1 1 ,.. 160 9 •
,. S • 6 19 ..i 1-~:::i:'liSl:rlltor 2
- - - - · 10
'0 1 · - , - , 6I , · - · · · . 1 - - 1 · - ,
! Fri\-:ti:.e 1 · · - - - 11 II , - 1 · · , •} G..,::ir.istrator 2 ,
· - - -
2 ,
- - · - · • •i , · - · - · - . 1 · 1 1 - 2 S
, ~"!~.:"'!ur':'. I , · · · , -
" "
1 1 • • 1 • 19t
I F",c~?t:'onist 2 · - · - - 19 19 - · · 1 · 17 18, ,
- - - - ·
6 6 · - - - · '0 10
,
Clb:'c cleri:: • ,
· · - - -







1 · - , 1 • 13i ,
- - - -
.- 6 • - - 6
,
· - 9
, l--.;l"S"t r.eal~h 1
- - - - -
16 16
- · - - · · -, ns!'t~r ::ursine: , 22 22,
- - · - · · ·
- - - - -I {:!i':'!r I , · - · - · 12 12 - - · - - - ·,
I C::.e:t.::er. 1 · - - - - , 2 - - - - - • •r.al"'taY-'!!r , , - - - - S 6 1 - - - 1 • '0
I
,
· · - - · 1 1 1 · 1 - - S 7
,
:lo::-"stic ,
· - - - - - - - ·
I
- - - · -! s·:.:;~rvisor 2 I · - - - · • • - - · - · 17 17, I. - - - - - - - - - · - · , ,
-
~:ote: ',(::ere r.o ans·...er at all was given to the question about pre'liow; exper!il!t\ce, thi. haa bqn entered in the colum 'nare or not atated' in the
section =0:' those~ health services md/or local goYllrnlDent previous lucperience •
• Ir.=l1J~S 1 w!t~ experience iD private industry.
TABLE 77
7~e DerSOn to whon those who are men..!-ioned_ ~2:e~.p.2}p}~_f_o~y-to-da.7. adminis'tration of health centres
:Ire accountable. by thIe of those responsible, for centres where one. two or tliree ?ersons are responsible.
I , -- !
':'it.le of 'those i One person centres 1\<0 person cp.ntres Three person centres
-JI !res;;,o:1sible for I Person to whorn accoun'tahle Person to whom accountable Person to whom accou,,"ltable
0 caj'-tc-day
,
ad::linistra'tion C.Ps An adrninist- An 110 G.Ps An adrninbt- An No G.Ps An administ- An No
of heal tl1
rator in the 'other' answer ra'tor in the 'other' answer N'tor in the lather' answ,r
cem;res diS'triC't or district or person district or0 person person
I I area area area
0 0
• I,III $ect.o:,,\C::-jr,istrator I - 25 - - - 26 - -i - 9 - -I C01'!i.:::t1.'1ity
I ServigesAd!:Olnistrator - 39 1 1
-
26
- - - 9 - -




21 - - - 13 2 - - 2 - -I
I E~Ql1:h Cem:N}.cminist:rat:or 10 198 - - 2 l'
- -
1 1 - -I Practice
I Ad!:':iniS'tra'tor 12 2 -, 1 7 - - - 5
- - -
Secret.ary. II peceptlonist 10
'"
- -I 12 23 - 2 7 9 - -I Cli:'l~c clerk.I Clerk 1 79 - - 2 33 , 3 - 11 , -
::urse. H. v.•
;rursing Officer
- 5 10 1 1 2 17 2 - 1 11 -
I Dorastic
I Supervisor - - - - - 13 8 , - 3 0 -
I Cleaner, caretaker - 6 - -I - ., 11 1 - 2 3 3
od",er 1 - 11 -
- - - 1 - - 1 -
Total 3' '89 13 2 25 183 '2 16 13 59 22 5
1
Accou.'ltahle to a Health Centre House Committee
•• I J LI LJ I I I.~' L.J
L.... I .1 1 ..1 1.1 ..
I J I I I I • I I I • I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I • I • I I I • I I I I I
TABLE 18
:!!.!.~~f....!!''! "ad..::!...lnis1:ra.!.or in th~_~s.-t.ric't'· or "crther pers(Irl" 'to "'holr. selec'ted cat.esor.i.ea
.~ersons res~onsible for d~o-da~~in.i.8t.rationin the health centre are directly
-!CCOl,lnu.~le for centres ",·it.h ooe per~_~SJ.>.~sible.
Ti tie of fIU"S<:lor'l




I Thl. of ~rsOfl to wholll accountable ,S:I; rl.~-:.is- 'I Cener:-;-r·'-'-'-i-.-'·"-,"!-"'-i·,--'-s-:n-,··o·r--r-·C·o-;;:n·i·'·y'p·r·i·o-c·ip-.'-r-·De·.•p•u·,·y--,--s·.·c·'·o·r""""1r-Ge-o·.-r·.-,-"-°ap·.-re-,·,C·0·n·.C,",C",7.Ci·'Ci·on·.·"",,:-p·u·t·y-T:;·u·r·,C,·,·"',,,-,·.•·r-.!r-!:·,--':C·-:c·.-.•-,--i:
; ;:~;e;.'t':~~';':> .. , 'tr",_,,:, A~~inis- ! Cor.-unity Ad~inis- Admir.is- Services Adminis- Sector Adatnis- AdDdnia- Services Manager District Officer I ars..... r I















1 3 - 7 2 • - 1 7 ,. , - - 7 - 1-
; 8 1 • 10 10 19 1 1 22 - - - 1 I - I - I ' i -0 ,I
1 l~
I ,I
! 10 q 7 I 29 1I 2q lI 70 2 'A '29 I 5 • 2 'a! 9 \ 1 I ,. : m\1--~__---,-__--!..I__.....!I~_..L-__iL-_L-_..L-_-L_-L_--L_--l.i__J... ~_,-I_-:,_...:..I_-,l,---,i
fABLE 79
T:' 'tIes of the "administ.rator i.n the dist:rict" or "other 'p-erson" to w.,!l0m selected categories of persons
~~nsible for day-~o-day administration in the healt~_centre are directly accountable. for centres with
~1!'.!.'?E..s respo~}~
Title of person to whom accountable
i I •es?or sible for , I ,
dy
"
day I Gene!'al I'Jnit Senior Cor,.rr.u:nityIDeputy Se..:tor Operational Domestic Depu'ty District Uursing ~her No I To'tal •d::-.ldstrat:'on I Acdnis't- Adminin- Administ- Services Sector Administ Services Services Dinrict Adminin- Officer Answer










~ce~d.onist - 1 3 2 1 12 1 - 1 - - - 2 23
linic clerk, ,
•lerl 1 3 9 3 3 10 - - 1 1 - • 2 37 I,
urs., H. V•• I
ursing Officer I - - - - - - - - - - 19 - - 19r.'l(st.ic
upC'::"visor
-
- - - - 1 3 16 1 - - - - 21
leaner, Iaretaker
-
1 - - - 1 - 11 - - - - 2 15 ,













L. IJI I I I I IJI I ~I I • I1 I I I 1 I •
I I I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 80
Th:les of the "administra"tor in the dis"trict or "o"the~rson" to whom selec"ted
ca"tegories of persons responsible for day-"to-day adminis"tration in the heal"th cen"tre
are direc"tly accountable for centres wi"th "three persons responsible.
I Title of person "to whom accountable
Title of person Unit COI:lmunity Deputy Sector General Domestic 1Nu:sing O"ther No Total
responsible for Admin- Services Sector Admin- Admin- Services Officer answer
day "to day is"trator Admin- Admin- is"tra"tor istrator l1anager
dminis"tration istrator istrator
ealth cent.re
dI:lin is"trator - 1 - - - - - - - I 1


















1 - 3 - - - I 5











Whether or not those responsible for day-ta-day administration participated in regular meetings with
other staff in the district (or area in single district areas) - fOr selected job titles
for centres where one person, two pt>rsons and three persons are responsible
Job title of staff (De person centres Two person centres Three person centres
with day-ta-day
administrative
responsibility for Participated in meetings Participated in meetings Participated in meetings
health centres - -
Yes No All Yes No All Yes No All
No. % No. % 100% No. % No. % 100% No. % No. % 100%
Health Centre




15 100 15 - - 7 100 7 - - 5 - 5
Secretary,
Receptionist 111 22 50 78 611 1 3 36 97 37 - - 16 100 16
Clinic Clerk.
Clerk 28 35 52 65 80 6 111 36 86 112 - - 15 100 15
All the above
categories of
staff 1511 112 213 58 367 111 111 88 86 102 1 3 37 97 38
• I • I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I
~}ar rr.eetinrs wi'th other staff in district (oz:..~a_}!1__sin..kle eistrict areas) most COTi'.r.1only at:'tended. by
indicated t:nes of staff with day-ta-dB)' C!(lI:inis'tration Z:.2.f':c~~ibilities for health centres - for centres
....'here one rerson, two person or three p':'-I'sons are responsible L:ot.e SOT:le staff attend two sorts of meet in.§.7
,
:'ype of ~·eetinr. Attendedi
Title of Ir~eeting of II Meeting of rt.eet.ing of p,eetin g of Meeting of ~~eedng of r'!ulti- All S'taffstaff with cay-tO Type of Clinic Health Centre Unit Community Sector Distric't disciplinary (lOO%), day ac"jnistra'tive Cent:re Clerks Administrators, Administrators HeAlth Service S'taff S'taff meetingsI responsibili~ies Supervisors & Adminis'trators;
I for health centres
I
Secretaries
I No % ;~o % Ho % fio , No % No \ No %,
,
I
Health Centre One person 5 2 20 10 23 11 10 5 22 11 12 6 10 5 ~08
Adninis'tra'tor. '1\'0 person - - - - - - - - • - 1 - 1 - 16Three person






I Secr~t:ary. One person - - 11 17 - - - - - - - - 1 2 6'Two ?~rson






::e cep"tio:1is t Three ?ers~ - - I~ - - - - - - - - - 0 - 16
-
Clinic Clerk. • One person 3 • I 7 9 2 3 1 1 9 11 2 3 3 • 80Clerk Two person - - - - - - 1 2 1 2 - - - - .2Three person
- - I - - - - - - - - - - - - 15
l All the above I One person 8 2 38 11 25 7 11 3 31 9 H • H • 352cat:egories of Two person - - - - - - 1 1 6 6 1 1 1 1 95s'taff j Three person - - - - - - - - 1 3 - - 2 6 33
TABLE 83
Role on the house committee (where it exists) of person responsible for
day-to-day administration in centres where one person is responsible
Role on House Committee
Title Member Secretary Convenor Chairman other No role No Totalanswer
No. t No. t No. Ho. No. t No. % No. No. t
Sector Administrator 3 5 2 1 - 1 1 4 - - 1 8 2.7
Community Services
Administrator 1 2 4 3 4 1 - - 1 2 - 11 3.7
Miscellaneous Administrator 3 5 7 5 - - 1 4 13 25 - 24 8.0
Hospital, Unit Administrator 3 5 1 1 1 - - - - - - 5 1.7
Health Centre Administrator 22 36 104 75 2 3 14 64 9 17 3 157 52.3
Practice Administrator 1 2 11 3 - - 3 111 1 2 - 9 3.0
Secretary, Receptionist 9 15 3 2 - - 1 11 6 12 5 24 8.0
Clinic clerk, Clerk 16 26 11 8 1 - - - 17 33 3 48 16.0
Nurse, H. V., Nursing Officer 3 5 2 1 - - 1 4 1 2 1 8 2.7
Cleaner, Caretaker - - - - - - - - 4 8 - 11 1.3
other - - - - - 1 1 11 - - - 2 0.7
'"Total 61 100 138 100 8 6 22 100 52 100 13 300 100
Excludes 238 health centres where there is no committee
L...I l.~-II •• I I • I • I III I J I JI I 1 I 11 I JI 1.--11 I1 I 11 I. • 11 •• 1.e.1 ••
W" 1 I 1 .. 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1111.111.1.11111111111
TABLE 84
Role on the house committee (where it exists> of person responsible
for day-to-day administration in centres where two persons are responsible.
Role on house committee
Title
Member Secretary Chairman Other No role No answer Total
No. % No. % No. %
Sector Administrator 1 5 1 - 1 2 12 - 5 8
Community Services Administrator 5 26 4 - - 2 12 - 11 17
Miscellaneous Administrator
- - 5 1 2 5 29 - 13 20
Hospital, Unit Administrator 1 5
- - 1 - - - 2 3
Health Centre Administrator 3 16 3 1
- - - -
7 11
Practice Administrator




Secretary, Receptionist 3 16 1 - - 1 6 1 6 9
Clinic clerk, clerk 2 11
- - - 2 12 1 5 8
Nurse, H.V., Nursing Officer 2 11 - - - 1 6 - 3 5
Domestic supervisor
- - - - -
2 12 6 8 12
Cleaner, caretaker 2 11 - - - 2 12 - 4 6
Total 19 100 14 2 5 17 100 8 65 100
TABLE 85
Role on house committee (where it exists) of person
classified by title, responsible for day-to-day
administration in centres where three persons are responsible.
Role on house committee






Administrator 2 - 1 - 3
Health centre
Administrator - 1 - 1 2
Practice
Administrator - 1 - 1 2
I Clinic Clerk.
Clerk 1 1 - - 2
















J 1 I1 I1 I1 I' 1.1 I I I I If 1 f 1 I1 I1 I I1
TABLE 86
IIIIII1III
E~loyment ~at~gory of those responsible for the day-to-day administration
of health centres by total number of general practhioners practising from
the health centre for o~erson centres.
- -
Total number of general practitioners working from centre
Employment ----_.-
--
category 0 1 - ~ 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 or more Total
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
A - 70 30 79 38 31 ~l 7 35 187 35
B
- 10 ~ 10 5 6 8 3 15 29 5
C 1 26 11 35 17 l~ 19 7 35 83 15
D 1 ~l 18 27 13 6 8 - - 75 l~
E
- 15 7 13 6 5 7 2 10 35 7
F 3 ~6 20 28 13 6 8 1 5 8~ 16
G, H - 16 7 l~ 7 5 7 - - 35 7
I I - 6 3 2 1 2 3 - - 10 2






of heal!:~~~n_!r_e~__b'y_ -'-c_~1ll)2.1.,,-~_1:y_~ _of .:t-~,,-b.e.~J,.t.h_~n.!!~!.Jor:. one peI~.02!_'Oent:r~.
'Complexity' of the health centre
A 10 28 51 32 46 33 39 36 19 35
B 7 4 8 6 6 6 5 9
C 3 8 17 11 18 13 22 21 13 24
D 9 24 27 17 23 16 11 10 5 9
E 4 11 13 8 8 6 7 7 3 6
F 7 19 31 19 28 20 11 10 5 9
G. H 3 8 10 6 8 6 9 8 3 6
I 1 3 5 3 1 1 2 2 1 2




--------~------_.._'----- -- ----"--- - - ._--
---
24 25 or more Total
% ~lo . % No. %
--
67 6 40 187 35
4 2 13 29 5





8 - - 84 16
4 1 7 35 7
- - -
10 2
























Employment category of those responsible for ~he day-to-day administration
of health centres by total number of~~a1 practitioners practising from
the health cent.re :f.o.!....~~soncent..~.
r--
-
Total number of general practitioners working from centre
Employment category 1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 or more Total
No. % No. % No. % No. No. %
No answer 7 5 3 3 - - - 10 4
A 28 22 16 15 3 17 2 49 18
B
- - 1 1 1 6 - 2 1
C 9 7 15 14 - - - 24 9
D 30 23 24 22 5 28 1 60 23
E 11 8 11 10 1 6 1 24 9
F 34 26 27 25 4 22 6 71 27
G, H 8 6 6 6 3 17 - 17 6
I 3 2 5 5 1 6 - 9 3




F.~~(~.Y_Tl1_e!1_~ .C~~~E.'?~~__~f__t}~o,~e_r~~?_<?n_sil~~.':. __f..0T__t~_~. _~~_~_~-:.~~ a~r::in~~1:ration
of h~?ltL c~n~-,=c;2J'__~c:~~_xi t~!~t..!::,:_~e"l~h ~nt_:r:.e~_for 'tWo pers_~n.-__s:entres.
-------------
--._-_.~ --' •.. - -----_._--_._,--.-_.__._--------- -_._-- _._------------'-- --_._.- -_.----_.-
I Cornplexi'ty t of t:he healt:h centre
Employment ----- --- --.- _.. - _.- ------ ---.- - -----_._-_ .. --- _.- .-.-. -- _.._-_ ..• - - --'-" _._- - ------ ---
category 1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 - If 17 - 20 21 or more Total
No. % No. % No. % No. 9" No. % No. No. %
---------_._---
-----
----~ ---- _._-- - _ .._-- - - --.._- ._----
--
'la answer 3 ?S .. .. 1 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 10 4
A 20 20 18 20 6 15 3 19 2 49 18
S 1 1 1 6 2 1
C 9 9 9 10 4 10 2 13 24 9
D 2 17 24 24 19 21 13 33 1 6 1 60 23
E 1 8 11 11 7 8 4 la 1 24 9
r 4 33 23 23 26 28 8 20 7 44 3 71 27
G 2 17 6 6 6 7 3 8 17 6
I 1 1 5 5 1 3 1 6 1 9 3
TOTAL 12 100 98 100 92 100 40 100 If' 100 8 266 100
- 11 111.1 1I LII LII LJI LA .... LA! 1 ....1 IJI • .II .... .1 Lt LJI IJI • ..1 1.1
I I • I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I • I I I • I • I • I • I • I • I
TABLE 90
Employment categ~ry of those resp_onsi~le for the day-to-day administration
of health centres by total number of. general practitioners practisin~~
the hea_lth centre for three person centres.
-
Total number of general practitioners working from centre
Employment category
1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 or more Total
No. % No. % No. % No. No. %
--
No answer
- - 1 3 - - - 1 1
A 3 7 2 7 7 39 3 15 15
B
- - 1 3 - - - 1 1
C 2 5 - - - - - 2 2
D 24 57 6 20 2 11 2 34 34
E
- - 4 13 3 17 - 7 7
F 7 17 9 30 2 11 4 22 22
G, H 2 5 5 17 3 17
-
10 10
I 4 10 2 7 1 6 - 7 7




El2?Joymen.~E}·;Oryof ~se respor.sible fo~_ th,o day-t~~aLadm~nis..!!'ation
of h.e_altI', _c:e.E."t:.~_~.ll.:.: ~c_~"'.1'.~e.xl.!Y.·.~:t:..the..heal:.t.h_':.".".t..t:"E X;;r th.r..e."-y'erson cennes.
--_._------------ - --- - ---------_._-•.- - --- - _.._--- _._- ---- ---'-----._-.-- -.-- ------- ._--------_.__.-.----------_._---
I Complexity I of the health centre
Employment ._---._--- -- -"--- "--~--- .--- -- ----- -------_.__.- -- - - . _._-----. - ----_.
cate ""I"'; 1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 - 16 17 - 20 21 or more Total
No. llo. 9; No. t', No. % No. % No. No. ~.,
----_ .•_------ -_._--"-- - _._--_.. -- --- ------_._---- .•._-- .. _, -- -----
No answer 1 4 1 1
A 2 1 4 3 17 6 40 3 15 15
B 1 6 1 1
C 2 8 2 2
D 2 11 46 14 58 3 17 3 20 1 34 34
E 1 4 1 4 2 11 2 13 1 7 7
F 1 6 25 4 17 7 39 2 13 2 22 22
G, H 2 1 4 3 13 2 11 2 10 10
I 2 2 8 1 4 2 13 -. 7 7
TOTAL 9 24 100 24 100 18 100 15 100 9 99 100
_____... .. ..__-'- .__1.- --1
.. I J 1~1 I J I. ~ l.-I 1-' ...... ~ ...... ..1 I. I.. L.I •• III I.. " ...1 ......
I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I , • I I I • , I , • I 1'1
TABLE 92
Proportions of administrators in employment category A, B and C on
salary grades of GAA or above according to the total number of
general practitioners working from the centre and by the number of
administrators listed as responsible for its day-to-day administration
I I • I I I
Employment I
No. of persons Total number of general practitioners in the centre
category involved in
administration 1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 and more Total
1 131 3Oh9
25 /31 4h 72 118770
A 2 1/28 2/16 ° /3 °/2 3/49
3 °/3 0/2 Oh 1/3 1115
1 7/10 711O 5/6 3/3 22/29
B 2 °10 III 111 °10 2/2
3 °10 °11 ° 10 °10 °11
1 15 /26 25 /35 12 /14 617
58 /83*
c 2 619 1°115 °10 010 16/24
3 212 °10 °10 °10 212
1 35 1106 62 1124 42 /51
13117 1521299*
A, B, C 2 7/37 13/32 114 °/2 21175
3 2/5 ° /3 °/7 1/3 3118
This total includes one centre where no general practitioners were working at all.
Note that the entries in the table take the following form, PIQ, where P is the number of administrators in the category
under consideration on salary grades GAA or above (i.e. SAA or PAA) and Q is the total number of administrators in the
category.
TABLE 93
Proportions of administrators in employment category A, B, and C on
salary grades of GAA or above according to the complexity of the centres
and by the number of administrators listed as responsible for its
day-to-day administration
Employment No. of persons Complexity of the centre itinvolved in
category
administration 1 - 4 5 - 8 9 - 12 13 - 16 17 - 20 21 - 24 25 or Totalmore
1 2/10 8/51 13/46 21/39 13/19 12/16 3/6 721187
A 2 % °/20 2118 1/6 °/3 °/1 0/1 3/49
3
°/2 0/1 % °/3 °/6 1/3 % 1/15
1 % 4/7 8/8 3/6 4/5 1/1 2/2 22/29
B 2 % % 111 0/0 1/1 % % 2/2
3 %
% % °11 % % % °/1
1 °/3 12 117 15118
12122 1°/13 3/4 6/6 58/83
C 2 % 5/9 7/9 2/4 2/2 %
% 16/24
3 % 2/2 % % 0/0 % % 2/2
1 2/13 24/75 36/72 36/67 27/37 16/21 11114
152/299
A, B, C 2 0/0 5/29 1°/28 3/10 3/6 °/1 °/1 21/75
3 °/2 2/3 % °/4 °/6 1/3
% 3118
it See page 47
Note that the entries in the table take the following form, P/ Q)where P is the number of administrators
in the category under consideration on salary grades GAA or above (Le. SAA or PM) and Q is the
total number of administrators in the category.
... • I I I I J I JI L.J LeJl L" ..... LII !J," L.J l ,.J l~.J1 I... JI I J LJI
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III AMO
CO
..
DCP
III FPC
... GAA
III GP
... HCO
IIlI HO
...
HV
III LA
PAA
...
SAA
• SDA
..
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III
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III
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GLOSSARY
Area Medical Officer
Clerical Officer
District Community Physician
Family Practitioner Committee
General Aeministrative Assistant
General Medical Practitioner
Higher Clerical Officer
Health District
Health Visitor
Local Authority
Principal Administrative Assistant
Senior Administrative Assistant
Single District Area
